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Miss Flora A. Burgess returned to Arlington,
after visiting relatives in Belfast.
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State fair week of Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Nason of
Hammond street.—Lewiston Sun.
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Mrs. William R. Holt and children,
Annette and Ralph, have returned from visits
in Massachusetts and other places.
Mr. and

Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Whitcomb of Syracuse,
N. Y., have been the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank L. Howard, Congress street.
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Julia Vaughan, who has been employed
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H., where she has a position in the Primary
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Mr. and Mrs. Edward Sibley are receiving
congratulations on the arrival, in Chicago, on
Monday, of a little granddaughter, Ruth Sib
ley Hilton.
Mrs. G. W. Gorham of Bangor, who is visiting
the Crawfords, Miss Inez Crawford and Mrs.
G. G. Winslow, have taken a drive to Warren to
visit friends.

Cornelius Estes and Miss Addie Estes
returned to their home in Fort Fairfield,
Maine, after visiting with Mrs. E. F. Estes on
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Rev. John F^Tilton of Saco, formerly pastor
of the Belfast Baptist Church, arrived last
week to visit friends in this city.

Bagley of Belfast and Bert
George are the guests during

Hodgkinson of Waterville is
week’s vacation with friends in

Mr. and Mrs.'Manley O. Dodge of Plymouth,
Mass., spent the past week in Belfast and attended the fair.

and Mrs. Frank Barker of Appleton were
in town Wednesday to attend the fair and visit
friends in East Belfast.
Mr.
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two

Ellen M. and Sarah A. Haskell of Garland arrived last Monday for a visit with their cousin,
C. H. Sargent.

Miss Ethola W. Frost left Tuesday to resume
her studies at the New England Conservatory
of Music, Boston.

I. Bird left Monday for Rockland, where she is to have the History Department in the Rockland High School.
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J.
Jury.
tand Mrs. Charles Bradbury, and returned home
a
n
V
Fred A. Holmes, Bel- j Matthewsj and although we regret the loss of ; consin.
Northport. foreman.
fa
o
a
cj
our dear brother we look at the separation as
Monday night.
S.
William
I
Austin
W.
Belfast;
Keating,
573 fast;
703
necessary and for his good and only for a short |
529
Miss Edith M. Davidson left Monday for
Belfast. 510
Mr. W. H. C?etz of New York city has joined
Killman, Prospect; C. E. Knowlton, Freedom; time; therefore, be it,
62
39
72
24
Belmont.
she will enter the New England
where
Boston
his wife, who has been the guest for some
Resolved, That we hereby express our sor<0 Henry McCaslin, Searsport; Charles H. Mead126
67
Brooks. 115
a
course.
Miss
of
Music
for
Conservatory
row at the loss of our esteemed brother and ex135
62
100
weeks of her mother, Mrs. L. L. Centner.
Burnham. 74
er, Belmont; W. L. Merrick, Unity; 1). M. tend our
130
Lelia Howard is supplying her place at the
sympathy to the bereaved relatives,
>01
82
81
Frankfort
Church street.
Charles A. Newhall, PaThat our charter be draped for
Winterport;
Moody,
6o
Resolved,
68
59
58
Freedom.
Methodist organ.
129 lermo; B. C. Paul, Searsmont; F. M. Perkins, thirty days,
77
Miss Mary H. Hilton, who has been in the
120
Islesboro. 61
bl
Resolved, That these resolutions be
52
58
Capt. S. P. Larrabee of Unity, who owns a
of A. D. Chase & .Son for many years,
Jackson. 61
Searsport; William Reynolds, Burnham; Frank upon our records and a copy be sent to theplaced
Ban- fine farm in this town on the Newport road, is employ
80
71
66
61
Knox..
has gone to Brunswick to accept a position in
97 E. Sargent, Monroe; W. F. Sherman, Liberty; gor Commercial and also to the Belfast JourSO
89
66
fitting up the same with household goods and
Liberty.
nal for publication.
will live here a part of the time. Capt. Larra- W. F. Center’s sample rooms.
loo Elijah Wentworth, Knox.
124
143
Lincolnville. 113
bee is a deep sea navigator and still goes on oc95
lo3
69
154
) Committee
A. Stinson,
On Tuesday the usual routine business was
Monroe
Miss S. W. Palmer of Waterville, Mrs. Mary
123
casional voyages.—Pittsfield Advertiser.
131
120
on
129
A. O. S. Stevens,
M on tv ill e
and cases assigned as follows:
Holden and son. Carle Seger, of Worcester,
58 transacted,
45
50
Geo. H. Stevens. ) Resolutions.
Morrill?. 49
Miss Marian Hazeltine, who spent the sum<9
77
71
WEDNESDAY.
Mass., are guests of Mrs. Carrie M. Matthews
North port. 59
for Smith College
80
92
77
91
Golden Cross Temple, No. 11, Pythian Sisters, | mer at home, left Tuesday
Palermo.
Hutchins etal,vs Marriner. Dunton & Morse
at her home on Northport avenue.
87
/0
7S
Miss
55
her
studies.
to resume
Gladys Pitcher,
Prospect.
has adopted the following resolutions:
Winifred Sanborn is at home from
104 for plaintiff, Thompson and Ritchie for defend102
107
Searsmont. 160
took Tuesday’s boat, is to enter the ^Miss
Whereas, It has pleased the Supreme Ruler who also
109 ant.
230
93
for a month’s vacation from her
Searsport. 225
the universe to remove from our midst our New England Conservatory of Music, Boston, Skowhegan
of
160
97
139
105
for
Knowlton
Stockton Springs.
Shaw, app. vs Stevenson.
duties as telegrapher and is the guest of her
late Brother Milo M. Colson, and whereas, it is
56
82
55
course.
for
a
Swanville. 70
and Ritchie for defendant. but
<0 plaintiff, McLellan
just that a fitting recognition of his many
80
49
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eben M. Sanborn.
Thorndike. 82
William M. Black, Ralph W. Gould, Clyde R.
THURSDAY.
virtues be had; therefore, be it
117
100
79
107
Troy
1
Mrs. Ed. H. Colby’s sister, Mrs. H. C. MarThat
in
the
death
of
Milo
M.
ColResolved,
145
128
104
Treat by guar, vs McCambridge. Bowden
Shute, William Vaughan, Lynwood B. Thomp- den, and cousin. Mrs. Annabel Underwood, who
Unity. 145
son this Temple laments the loss of a brother !
41
61
28
66
Waldo.
and Dunton & Morse for plaintiff, Johnson and who was ever ready to proffer the hand of aid I son, Miss Louise Hall and Theodore N. Shorey have been visiting her in Sunset, have returned
Deer Isle Messenhomes in Belfast.
Winterport. 199 159 222 141 Ritchie for defendant.
and the voice of sympathy to the needy and have returned to the University of Maine to to their
of the fraternity ; a member of this resume their studies. Arthur Shales, B. H. S. ger.
distressed
3022
&
Morse
Dunton
3134
vs
2710
Marston
Montgomery.
Total.2832
society whose utmost endeavors were exerted ’07, also entered the University this term.
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Mitchell and little son
for plaintiff, Montgomery for defendant.
for its welfare and prosperity; a friend and
Claude have moved to Roslindale, Mass. Mrs.
Brown, Jr., for companion who was dear to us all; a citizen
Larrabee vs Cummings.
William Crane of South China, now in his
Mitchell was formerly Miss Catherine Putnam
whose upright and noble life was a standard
MISSING MRS. HARRIS.
85th year, has commenced moving a large
plaintiff, J. M. Sanborn for defendant.
emulation to his fellows.
of this city and their many friends regret their
FRIDAY.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Crane
Mills.
at
Branch
Resolved, That the heartfelt sympathy of building
Dr. J- F. Harris, the oculist, who for some
Mr. departure.
Knox vs. Rowe. Dunton & Morse for plainthis Temple be extended to his family in their are two of China’s smart old people.
time was located in this city and is now in
affliction.
defendant.
Mrs. Julia Smith and Mrs. Frank Gardner of
for
and
Rogers
tiff, Thompson
Crane is doing a good day’s work every day
Resolved, That these resolutions be spread
were the guests of Mr.
Rockland, is reported to be greatly alarmed
his wife is caring for the household duties Haverhill, Mass., who
Elliott vs. Stinson and tr. Brow'n Jr., for
and
records
of
the
and
a
the
Temple
copy
upon
He
over the unexplained absence of h’s wife.
and Mrs. D. N. Bird for several days, left
thereof be transmitted to the family of our for three people.
Bangs for defendant.
plaintiff,
sought the assistance of the Boston Sunday
yesterday for visits in Rockland, Bangor and.
Elliott vs. Stinson et als. Brown, Jr., for deceased brother and to The Republican JourStanley D. Wilson and Miss Edith C. Wilson, other places.
nal for publication.
American to help locate her, and we quote
for
defendant.
&
Morse
Dunton
plaintiff,
Committee
Emma F. Estes,
who visited relatives in this city, left Friday ,
from that paper as follows:
Mrs. William Morey of Lewiston, ldano,
Shales et al, vs. Austin. Dunton & Morse for
on
Angelia W. Gordon,
The for- j
for a few days’ visit at Kents Hill.
“Mrs. Nellie Harris* of Rockland, Me., misResolutions
Manny I. Flood,
se.
who is visiting her sister. Mrs. Frank Blodgett,
)
defendent,
Austin,
per
mer will return to Wesleyan University, Midsing since August 24, was last seen at the
in Belfast, has received a telegram announcBessey vs. Brown, Jr. Dunton & Morse for
home of her sister, in Skowhegan, the morning
Mystic Grange Belmont, has adopted the dletown, Conn., for his senior year and the j
after she went away. She left there, supposed- plaintilf, Biown Jr. for defendant.
the sudden death in Lewiston of her soning
in
her
labors
the
resolutions:
latter entered Monday upon
be back in a
following
j in-law, Arthur Campbell.
ly for Portland, saying she wouldThe
Stevens vs. Stevens. Thompson for plaintiff,
of
vanished.
she
appeal
few days. Then
Whereas, Our Divine Master in His infinite commercial department of the Gardiner High
McLellan for defendant.
wisdom has seen fit to remove from our midst School.
the husband is pathetic.”
Mrs. Chas. F. Wildes of Somerville, Mass.,
“Please tell her I am sick.” writes Harris to
Luce, app., vs. Jackson. Dunton & Morse our worthy brother and charter member, Miles
who has been the guest of Mrs. 1) P. Palmer
to
me
ask
her
to
come
annual
“and
the
15th
order
has
lost
a
O.
Stoddard
attended
which
our
Dr. A.
the Tracer Bureau,
Pease, by
worthy
for plaintiff. Ritchie for defendant.
and other Belfast friends, left for home Tueshis family a kind husband and loving
at once. Everything was pleasant between us
reunion of Co. I. 1st Maine Cavalry in Wells
McLellan for plaintiff. member,
Clark vs. Davis.
father and the community a useful citizen;
when she left, and I cannot understand why
accompanied by Mrs. Palmer, who will
day,
Sept. 8th and 9th. The members were entershe don’t return or write. May God help you Davis for defendant.
therefore, be it
in Boston and vicinity.
visit
MONDAY.
to find her for me! 1 am nearly crazy with
Resolved, That we deeply deplore the loss of tained at the home of comrade J. O. Eaton,
who ever had the best welMiss Sarah F. Wight isenjoyinga two week's
Drake’s Island. Ak*out 50 were present. The
grief and worry over her absence. I cannot
Dunton <k iviorse ior our dear brother,
vs. Bowden.
Staples
much
fare
of our order in view.
the
longer.”
stand
suspense
was recruited in the northern part of
vacation and is in Amherst, N. H.. this week,
McLellan for defendant.
plaintiff.
these resolutions be placed company
That
Resolved,
me IVOCKianu vpimuu sap, iiuwcycj,
York county and has a distinguished war rec- but will leave there Friday for Boston. Mrs.
Shales et als., vs. Austin. Dunton & Morse on our records, a copy sent to the bereaved
Mrs. Harris made no secret of her intention to
family and a copy to The Belfast Journal for ard. The president is Charles Coffin of Shap- Leslie C. Follett is supplying her place as
Austin per se.
for
plaintiff,
sever the matrimonial ties which bound her to
publication.
leigh.
Curtis vs. Dustin. Thompson for plaintiff.
bookkeeper at Swift & Paul’s.
We know not why our loved are taken
the Doctor, and had said even to casual acTUESDAY.
Ansel Reynolds, son of Mrs. Julia Young of
Russell Neff, who has been the guest of his*
We cannot tell why it is so,
had
an old acquaintance
that
“she
quaintances
Burnham, was suddenly taken with a severe
Dunton & Morse for
Sanford vs. Soden.
We know we sometimes feel forsaken
sister, Mrs. W. H. Folwell, at Isola Bella during
her
to
come
the
who
wanted
his
work
at
to
while
Los
in
attending
Angeles, Calif.,
hemorrhage
And seem crushed beneath the blow.
the season, left last Saturday for Philadelphia.
plaintiff. Thompson for defendant.
corn factory of the Northern Maine Packing
If we could but solve the future,
out there and live with him and she had decidDunton & Morse for
vs. Blaisdell.
Co. in this village Tuesday afternoon. He was Prof, and Mrs. Neff also returned to their home
Bonney
us
And
know
what
lies,
her
a
beyond
had
sent
ed to accept the situation.” He
taken to the office of Dr. Taylor for medical last week. Mrs. Folwell, Miss Edith G. Folwell
We might think the heavy burden
plaintiff. Thompson for defendant.
heavy gold ring and money to pay her expenses
attendance, recovering in a short time so that and their
Was a blessing in disguise.
Dunton & Morse
Brown et als., vs. Dickey.
guests will remain until Sept. 22d.
he was able to be moved to the home of Mrs.
to Chicago, where he would meet her and escort
Our loved have passed beyond our vision
for plaintiff. Mayo & Snare for defendant.
Trask and yesterday was taken to the home of
And their dear forms are laid away,
Professor
Gardner B. Willis of Providence,
her to California, She said she liked the DocWEDNESDAY.
his mother on the Mount road near the Eel
They’ve only gone a little before us,
tor, but preferred a man with more money to
Wier bridge. Mr. Reynolds suffered a hem- R. I., who arrived here Friday morning with
them all some future day
Inhs. of Unity vs. Inhs. of Albion. Libby,
We’ll.meet
enable her to live in style. The Opinion thus Jr., for
orrhage about a year ago and this one is the remains of his wife, who was Miss Millie
God’s ways are best; have faith in him,
plaintiff. Eaton for defendant.
thought to be caused by a severe cold.—Pitts- E. Shute of this city, for interment here, left
Just calmly trust and wait.
describes “the woman in the case
Greely vs. Glidden. Bangs and Ritchie for
field Advertiser.
Our sorrows here will be turned to joy
Mrs. Harris is a fine looking woman—not plaintiff. Libby for defendant.
Saturday for Providence to join his family.
&
Morse
for
When we enter the Golden Gate.
Nickerson vs. Robbins. Dunton
very handsome, but with an elegant form and
Hon. Forest Goodwin of Skowhegan spoke in Mrs. Fannie E. Shute and Mrs. Ellie Cook of
Fred A. Marriner,
Committee
style to beat the band. She is vivacious and plaintiff.
f
Courier-Gazette
the
Rockland last week and
Nickerson vs. Robbins. Dunton & Morse for
this city accompanied him, Mrs. Shute to
Fred Batchelder,
on
intelligent in conversation, and if she ever
was a
Nettie B. Marriner, ) Resolutions.
says of him: “Twenty-one years ago he
lapses from the appearance and manners of a plaintiff. vs.
spend the winter and Mrs. Cook to remain for
& Morse for
Dunton
tr.
Shute
Shute,
member of the Maine State Baseball League, several weeks.
lady, it is when very few people are looking at
plaintiff.
her.
OBADIAH G.
Dunton & Morse for
playing first with the Belfast team and later
Shute vs. Shute, et al.
Mr. and Mrs. Fields Coombs Pendleton of
with Bangor. His position was third base and
plaintiff.
of
The
Journal:
of Islesboro. Me., have announced the engageEditor
I
have
To
the
Mortland
Co.
Pendleton vs. N. M. S. R. R.
N«>RTH ISL.ESBOKO.
he wras a crackajack there, as well as a favorite ment of their
daughter, Effie Brown, to H. A.
faith to believe that the alleged verses enclosfor plaintiff.
Mrs. Helene Sutherland, Miss A. Louise
on the coach-line. At the Thorndike hotel TuesClinkunbroom^r of this borough. Mr. Clinkuned herewith will fit the case O. K. tomorrow,
The Courier-Gazette reporter formed broomer is a member of Crescent Athletic Club,
Wyman, and Miss Elsie B. Wyman have been
The Shoe Situation.
and also that we are burying their candidate for day night
a thirty-second degree Mason and for some
sheriff so deep that the city will have to buy a one of a much interested group which listened time
visiting their mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Wy^ian
has been identified with the affairs of
footwear situa- new
the
in
Little
snow
to
him
out.
steam
shoveler
of
the
Maine
Senate
dischange
appears
dig
to the ex-president
at her home, Hillside Farm, for a few weeks.
(?)
the Lafayette Avenue Presbyterian Church.—
demand continuing inactive ar.d some shops
tion,
Resp’y
yours,
He well remembers Dil- Brooklyn, N. Y., Eagle.
cuss baseball days.
....Miss Louise Wyman has returned to Bos- have
John S. Fernald.
stopped cutting, while other manufacturThe above mentioned Miss Pendleton is an
worth and Knowlton, who were the crack batton to her work as stenographer for Frank G. ers have morderate reserve orders on hand, but
Belfast, Sept. 14, 1 p. m.
expected
tery of the Belfast team. Mr. Goodwin played accomplished young lady with a charming
Macomber, insurance.Rev. Harry Hull, are not hurrying. It is confidently
retail trade will show marked improveThe campaign of the Democrats
She is a graduate of the Art
in Salem and Worcester after leaving the personality.
former pastor of the Free Baptist church, re- that fall
From honesty was free.
ment, and it will be followed by a rapid increase
Maine League and would have become third school connected with the Maine Wesleyan Feturned home to attend the funeral of Mrs. in all other departments of industry. There
Their candidate for Governor
baseman for the Boston National League team male College and for the last £wo years has
Was Obadiah G.,
Hattie Keller Dodge and the wedding of Mr. is still much conflict regarding quotations for
while proMr
And now the vote is counted
had not his throwing arm gone back on him. : been studying in New York City.
Rea Collins, son of the late Capt. J. W. Collins, shoes, buyers asking concessions
with
the
in
on
advances
keeping
ducers insist
And ’tis very plain to see
Like all retired ball players his memories oj Clinkunbroomer, on his recent visit to Islesformer U. S .Fish Commissioner at Gloucester, rise in leather. Neither contention meets with
His name is changed to Dennis,
He is the Secretary
the diamond are among those which he cher- boro, won many friends.
Mass., and Miss Caro Coombs, daughter of Mr. much response, however, and the market reAnd his number’s twenty-three.
mains unchanged.—Dun’s Review, Sept. 12th.
ishes most.”
of the Mutual Alliance Trust Co. of New* York.
J. S. F.
Emerson G. and Martha Ryder Coombs.
_
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Best pair of matched oxen, D. MeTwo Potato Diseases New To Maine.
Morrill, 1st; Loren Jackson,
A Caution to Shippers of Seed Potatoes
Morrill, 2nd.
The Racing was Fine and the Attendance
Best pair three year old steers, Frank
As a result of investigations conductR.
L.
Choate,
List.
And
Weymouth, Morrill, 1st;
Large. The Premium
ed bv the Maine Agricultural Expeii-'
2nd.
meut Station, the Fusarium dry rot o r
The fair of the Waldo County AgriBest pair two year old steers, Carl
wjlt and “blackleg,” two diseases of
FOR
cultural Society, held on the society’s and Fred Foy, Montville, 1st; L. R.
the uotato stem and tuber not hitherto
hursJ
last
2nd.
closed
in
this
Choate,
city,
creaked to the State, have been found
grounds
Rest pair steercalves, Andrew Woodto exist in several localities. Since one
dav afternoon, and was a success from
bury, Morrill, 1st.
of these is distributed by means of the
Monroe, Me., Sept. 10, igo6.
start to finish. The weather was fine
of
oxen,
Town team, six or more yoke
“I have used ‘L. F.’ Atwood’s Bit- seed and the other is probably spread
for the three days, there was good rac- D. Meservey, Morrill, nine yoke, 1st; E.
in the same manner, it is important
ters in my family for years and find
2nd.
that the growers at once learn to recing and other attractions, including L. Whitcomb, Citypoint, E. M. Cunare almost an instant cure for
they
of
Committee
Judges,
I always ognize them. So far as observed, no
music uv the Belfast band, and the ofheadache and indigestion.
ningham, F. E. Clark, J. H. Elms.
serious damage has, except on a few
them on hand.”
ficials of the society were untiring in
keep
SWINE
small fields, resulted from either of
SHEEP, POULTUV AND
Yours truly, L. A. Colson.
the public.
their efforts to please
these diseases. They both are, howBest thoroughbred buck, George O.
If the stomach is allowed to get. out ever, more or less distributed, and probWednesday’s attendance was a record- Holmes, Belfast, Southdown, 1st; F. II.
suffers.
whole
there
the
that
of
system
order,
It is estimated
ably have existed in the State for some
breaker.
Quimby, Oxford Down, 2nd.
To enjoy life the stomach must be little time.
Best Hock of thoroughbred sheep and
were fully 4,000 people on the grounds
The danger from these diseases is not
tenderly cared for, and there is no
O. Holmes. 1st, on South
and the grand stand, which holds 1,000, buck, George
remedy that acts so beneficially as so much to Maine crops alone, but
F. II. Quimby, 1st, on full blooddown;
There were
“L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters.. They quickly from their possible effect upon the seed
was full to overflowing.
ed Oxfords.
adjust the illness and set you right. At trade in the South, where black-leg apBest flock of grade lambs, S. G. Northree good races Wednesday. Prairie
pears to be much more destructive
all druggists, 35c.
Austin, Brooks, 2nd.
Queen, Pilot Xelsou and Fred II. cap- ton, 1st; Charles
than with us. Already the Station has
Best flock of grade sheep, S. G. Nortured tiieir events in straight heats,
received complaints from two different
ton, 1st; Charles Austin, Brooks, 2nd;
Best French embroidered waist, Miss Gladys sources, stating that black-leg has debut neither trotter had an easy time, A. J. Woodbury, Morrill, 3rd.
Pitcher, 1st.
veloped most seriously on fields plantBest thoroughbred boar, E. M. Hardmost of the field being well up in the
Best eyelet waist, Miss Helen Bird, 1st.
ed to Maine-grown seed and on land
O. I. C., 1st; W.
Arthur
Mrs.
registered
Best
embroidered
Belfast,
leadthe
waist,
ing,
and
at
all
van
pushing
stages
the disease had not previously been ob1st.
same, 2nd.
E.
Coombs,
Harding,
ers to their best efforts to hold their
Best Mexican doily, Mrs. Charles Rhoades, served.
Best fat sheep, F. II. Quimby, 1st
The appearance of affected plants
1st.
positions to the wire. The summaries: and 2nd.
Best fan tidy, Mrs. Lucy R. Hall, 1st.
above ground is somewhat similar in
2.17 TROT OR PACE—PURSE $200.
Best shoats, Horace Chenery, Belwater color, Mrs. Carrie Taylor, 1st.
Best
both diseases. The plants appear more
Prairie Queen, b m (Jordan).1 1 1 | fast, Thoroughbred Hampshire, special
water colors, Leroy
Best collection of
or less unthrifty, varying with the seAltissima, h g (Dewitt).4 2 2 mention.
Coombs, 1st.
of the attack. The branches
Best breeding sow with pigs, W. E.
Tony D., gr g (Bradbury).2 4 5
Best embroidered towel, Mrs. C. A. Pilsbury, verity
and leaves, instead of spreading out
Payline, b g.3 53 34 Harding, Belfast, registered O. I. C., 1st.
Blanche B.. b m (Kirby).5
Dressing jacket in shadow work, Miss Helen normally, tend to grow upward, form1st; Horace Chenery, Belfast, 2nd.
Time 2.1% 2.184, 2.174.
ing a somewhat more compact top, freBest trio, Rhode Island Reds, W. M. Bird, 1st.
Embroidered water set, Mrs. C. A. Pilsbury, quently with the young leaves incurled
2.32 TROT OR PACE—PURSE $150.
1st: Fred Johnson,
Belfast,
Randall,
1st.
mid-rib.
the
and folding up along
Pilot Nclron. bg (Perry).1 X 1
2nd.
Set of honiton doilies, Mrs. G. I. Keating, 1st. Later
2 2 Belfast,
they may become lighter green,
Sylvia Swift, b m.2 3 3
Best trio of White Plymouth Rocks,
Outline stand cover, Mrs. A. H. Miller, 1st.
B.
Boni
or even yellow, and the whole plant
erg (Berry).4
Best Battenburg center piece, Mrs. Martha
J. W. Wallace, Belfast, 1st and 2nd.
Udmuno. :> g (Singleton).3 4 4
gradually dies. If the disease progressBest trio of Barred Plymouth Rocks, Keating, 1st; Miss Idella Card, 2nd.
2.254. 2.2% 2.2%
Tim.
es rapidly, the steny may fail over quite
1st.
2nd;
Arabian lace collar, Mrs. Thos. Lothrop,
W.
J.
Wallace,
M.
W.
Randall,
1st;
2. to TROT OR PACE—PURSE $150.
Wallachian centerpiece, Miss Edith South- suddenly"and wilt, without any previ3rd.
B.
C.
Thompson,
1st.
Fred H.. bg (Witheei.1 1 1
ous signs of disease other than the abBest trio White Wyandotts, J. >Y. worth.
Best knit lace, Mrs. Georgie Beckwith, 1st.
Miss Avon, b m (Metcalf).2 2 2
normal upward trend of the foliage
E. I.. Colcord, Belfast,
1st;
3
3
Roscoe
Mrs.
Wallace,
m
silk
;
ch
Wallachian
(Kirby).3
embroidery,
Rubyiatt,
mentioned above. It should be noted
1st.
Mat S.. i. m I Ilodgei.4 4 4 I 2nd: Harold Herrick, 3rd.
Cunningham,
that any other severe injury to the
Best cut work, Mrs. Frank Blodgett, 1st.
Best trio of white leghorns, J. W.
Time 2.271. 2.284, 2.261.
below ground is apt
IlelWallachian table cover, Mrs. C. A. Pilsbury, stem just above or
Petween the heats there was an ex- Wallace, 1st; Wallace Johnson,
to produce a very similar effect upon
1st.
hibition of horses on the track, includ- fast, 2nd.
1st.
the
of
A.
D.
the appearance
Hayes.
plant. However,
Best ribbon work, Mrs.
Best trio of brown leghorns, J. W.
ing Horace
Chenery's famous sire
Wallachian silk embroidered stand cover, each disease is easily diagnosed by pullEdgemark with seveu of his colts, if. Wallace, 1st.
Jos. A. Me Keen, 1st.
Mrs.
the portions of
and
examining
ing up
Best trio of light brahmas, E. L. ColB. Smith’s noted Marston C., the stalCollection of straw matting work, Mrs. P. D. | the
below ground.
plant
J. 1*. II.
I
Jicn: A!evoile, owned by H. K. Haley of cord, 1st; J. W. Wallace, 2nd;
Carter, gratuity.
In the ease of the Viisarinm disease.
Collection of horse shoe foot stools, Mr. M.
Monroe "and many others. The colts Wilson, 3rd.
the underground portions of the stem
Silver breasted black pullets, Albert M. Moreland, gratuity.
from the Chenery stock farm were
show discolored or brown, dry
Best Battenburg collection, Mrs. Charles will
Fogg, Belfast, l.sf; Milton Stephenson,
specially admired.
O’Connell, 1st.
patches or streaks. The roots are britBelfast, 2nd.
1st;
Sarah
Gardner,
Miss
Best pillow top,
tle and weak, and in some cases are
have been the best ever seen in Waldo
Family of bantam fowl, Albert Fogg, Mrs. Georgie
Beckwith, 2nd.
covered with a white, pink, or even redand
2nd
Mr.
Harold
Belfast,
Crowell
1st:
Jackson,
HartFor
heavy pairs
county.
Best patch sofa pillow, Mrs. Sylvina
dish growth. The Fusarium disease
of Brooks won first, with W. F. MitchSI1UI II. ItSl.
Miss Alice j also attacks the tubers, and experiment
Mr.
Best trio of geese, Harold Herrick,
Best huckabuck sofa pillow,
ell of North Belfast, second.
that
j lias shown that it is by this means
Thorndike, 1st; Mrs. Sylvina Hartshorn, 2nd.
Crowed hooked up a eight year old 1st.
Like the late
Best hardanger sofa pillow, Mrs. Russell the disease is spread.
Best trio of ducks, Augustus Clark,
j,ii-c;e burse, who walked off with a big
1st.
blight, it causes a dry rot of the tuber,
load : nr a pair of seven foot oxen. For 1st on speckled; Clarence Chapman, Strout,
Best crazy sofa pillow, Miss Rosina Hanson,
but the first symptoms of disease are
Woods, Bellight draft horses Mr. Cushing of gratuity on white; Edgar
1st.
87
years.
aged
nearly always at the stem end, in the
-earsniont took first prize, Andrew fast, 1st on Rovven; 8. W. Hamm,
Best sofa pillow in cross stitch. Mrs. Free- form of a brownish or blackened
ring a
Wundt urv ot Morrill second and C. C. Brooks, 1st on Pekin: Virginia Clark, man Cook, 1st.
short distance below the surface. At
3rd on Pekin; E. C. and E. II. Harding,
Best Biederneir sofa pillow, Miss Katherine
Ham of Monroe, the third.
the
tuber
this
stage
may appear perBrier, 1st.
Thursday’:, races were pronounced 2nd on Pekin.
Best shadow work sofa pillow. Miss Mildred fectly sound and healthy externally.
Committee of judges, W. II. Arnold,
Ac one time
the : est ever seen here.
2nd.
R.
Hall.
is
a
there
Mrs.
Later
1st;
Strout,
Lucy
general discoloration
.uses could have been covered Sam’l Sleeper, G. O. Hatch.
;ive
Child’s collection—sofa pillow and doily, of the tiesh along and a decided shrinkwith
single blanket. The track
1st.
Madeline Coombs, aged 9,
NEAT STOCK.
ing of the tuber. The skin becomes
record was lowered 1-2 second and the
Outline tray cloth, Ruth Macomber, aged 5, wrinkled around the stem
end, and the
Best herd of thoroughbred cattle, one 1st.
time is said to have been the fastest
and often
Hemstitched handkerchief, Mildred Arnold, tuber becomes very light
made on anv Maine track this year. bull and four cows, Horace Chenery,
nearly as hard as wood. Infected potaaged 10, 1st.
In toe free-for-all trot and pace it was Belfast, 1st on Jersey; Horace Chenery,
sound
when
1st.
toes may appear perfectly
Carved wood, box, Harold Jones, aged 13,
a lively struggle between Miss Leither 2nd on thoroughbred; Daniel Meservey,
Pen and ink drawing, Virginia Stacy, aged 15, placed in storage, and come out as deand Isabelle, the latter winning the Morrill, 1st on Durham.
1st.
scribed above. If introduced into the
Best herd of Jersey cows, Horace
first heat, coming under the wire in
Best collection fancy articles, Miss Alice
soil, the disease may persist for some
2.12 1 4 with Miss Leither second by a
Chenery, 1st and 2nd.
1st.
Duffy,
time. It is caused by a parasitic funBest thoroughbred cow, Horace ChenIt was neck and neck between
Rest point lace handkerenief, Miss M. D.
head.
gus.
the two about all tbe way around. The ery, 1st and 2nd on Jersey; Daniel Pilsbury, 1st; Mrs. Martha Keating, 2nd.
Black-leg, as its name indicates, is
Best honiton lace handkerchief. Mrs. G. I.
summaries:
Meservey, 1st and 2nd on Durham.
characterized by a pronounced blackenThos. Lothrop, 2nd.
Grade yearling heifer, one year old, Keating, 1st; Mrs.
FREE-FOR-ALL TROT AND PACE -PURSE $300.
Miss
Best French embroidered handkerchief,
ing of the stem below ground, usually
Allen Dyer, Montvitle, 1st.
Miss Leither, gr m ( Kirby),..2 111
Helen Bird, 1st.
running up an inch or more above the
Best thoroughbred heifer, cue year,
Mrs.
Isabel!. 1 m (Gallagher).1 3 3 2
Mexican work handkerchief,
Best
surface. Sometimes, under favorable
Prairie Queen, b m (Dickey).3 2 2 3 Daniel Meservey, 1st and 2nd on Dur- Arthur Coombs, 1st.
the inky-black discoloration
Best crochet handkerchief, Mrs. Georgie conditions,
Docaro, blk g (Beane).4 4 |4 4 ham.
may follow up a portion of the stem
Best thoroughbred yearling heifer, Beckwith, 1st.
Time 2.124. 2.1% 2.1% 2.174.
Hardanger table cover, Mrs. Russell Strout, for several inches above ground. DurHorace Chenery 1st and 2nd.
2.21 TROT OR PACE—PURSE $200.
ing the active progress of the disease
heifer calf, Hor- 1st.
thoroughbred
Best
1
1
3mudgeMorrili.bg (Gallagher).1
Hardanger buffett cover, Miss Louise Den- the invaded tissues show a soft, wet
Anona, g m (Richardson).2 2 2 ace Chenery, 1st.
nett, 1st.
decay, but this apparently does not atBest thoroughbred heifer, two years,
Kassali. b g (Beane)...3 3 4
Best Mexican work waist, Mrs. A. M. Pattack the fibrous portions of the stem.
Llua.i. g m (Dickey i. .4 4 3 I Horace Chenery, 1st.
1st.
tershall,
Later the diseased portions may dry
Watchman, bg (Bradbury).0 5 5
Best Wallachian embroidered waist, Mrs. J.
Best thoroughbred bull calf, George
Lena Wilkes (Dewitt).5 6 6
out, but the stem retains most of the
O. Iloimes, 1st on Aryshire; Horace O. Black, 1st.
’buries N. Van Trump, blk g (Kirby). .7 dr
Child’s embroidered dress, Mrs. Arthur black color. Usually the seed tuber is
Chenery, 1st on Durham.
Hal R. b g (Bumps).3 ds
Coombs, 1st.
entirely decayed by a soft rot, and not
1st
on
full
H.
F.
Best bull,
Quimby, Brooks,
Time 2.10}, 2.23.J, 2.23.
Infant’s embroidered dress, Mrs. Charles infrequently, if young tubers had been
on
1st
G.
O.
Hatch.
Belfast,
blooded
Aryshire;
2.27 TROT OR PACE—PURSE $150.
"Rhoades, 1st.
formed before the complete invasion of
Guernsey; Allen Dyer, Montville, 1st on thorInfant’s embroidered skirt, Mrs. Charles the
Lady Ruth, b m (Dewitt).1 1 1 oughbred Holstein; Horace Chenery. 1st and
stem, they are also affected in the
1st.
Rhoades,
2
2
.3
Fred 11., bg(Withee)
Almost without excepsame manner.
2nd on Jersey; Daniel Meservey, 1st on two
on Page 4.]
[Continued
Mercer (A. b m ( Richardson, Jr.).2 3 3
tion, the disease begins on the stem at
year old Durham.
Edmund, b g (Pendleton).4 4 4
Best herd Grade cows. W. H. Wight, Belits junction with the seed tuber and
time 2.234, 2.234, 2.224.
ARNOLD PARK.
fast, 1st; A. J. Woodbury, Morrill, 2nd.
Similar troubles
progresses upward.
Grade dairy cows, W. H. Wight, 1st; Charles
elsewhere have been attributed to a
Austin, Brooks. 2nd; A. J. Woodburv, Morrill, So named In Honor of a Citizen of SchuyTHE PREMILM LIST.
there
is
but
fungus,
every reason to
ler, Nebraska.
3d.
think that the disease here described as
Best exhibition of farm stock made by one
card from lion. John E. Ar-

THE WALDO COUNTY FAIR.

HEADACHE

servey,

INDIGESTION

MITCHELL & TRUSSELL, BELFAST

I Town

tal*

1WH' flour

Makes Bread that Combines
HIGHEST

FINEST

CO L.O R.

FLAVOR.

NUTRITION,

-

GROCER

YOUR.

ASK

GREATEST

1

Woodbury, Morrill, 1st.

Flour Absolutel)
Glean

Tells How He Was Cured or Rheumatism
Atter Fifteen Years of
John D.

Mr.

Laughlin,

Suffering.

whose address is R. F

1, Burns City, Martin Co.. Ind., is known
and highly respected throughout the county
and has lived on his present farm for 68 years.
During the Civil War Mr. Laughlin served in
Company B, 27th Indiana Volunteers and his
sickness was the direct result of the hardships
of the war. After years of pain he found a
D. No.

cure

When you measure out the floor h
do you evei think of all it has had to p.
its way from the wheat field to your ki
Flour is the most delicate of foods'
be too well protected.

in Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills and his state-

ment should

be read by every rheumatic suf-

The careful

ferer:

discharged from the army in September, 1864, a physical wreck, weighing only 97
pounds.” he says, “and soon after became seriously afflicted with rheumatism. My fc t. and
“I

complicated
ought to know—and
the

WHITTEN BROS., Distributor!

Just What You Have
Been Looking For

said Patsy, “Oi couldn’t
five shillin’s foine, and Oi had
pay
to go to jail for six days.”
“An’ how much did yez spend to get
drunk?” asked Mike rather sarcasme

We can now furnish you a floor finish that
won’t scratch white, won’t rub, peel .uf, or
crack, and one that will wear and last.

tically.

“Oh, ’bout five shillin’s.”
“Yez fool, if yez had not spent yez
five shillin’s for drink yez’d ’a’ had yer
five shillin’s to pay yer foine wid.”—

KYANIZE FLOOR FiNISH
is made especially to stand the scull and
It’s made watertread of shoe leather.
proof, and can be flooded with water without affecting it in the least.
It’s almost wear proof. Made in seven
beautiful colors and clear. J^ior't'dYu tree

Everybody’s Magazine.
ic

.eiu„
AiA'"‘'S

Blll'‘',>!l

1

Our Clubbing Offers. Owing to the
crowded condition of oar columns we have
had to discontinue the advertisements of
clubbing offers, and will present them
briefly here. They apply only to subscriptions paid in advance; and when payment is
made it should be stated what premium, if
any, is desired, it is also necessary say to
that none of these publications are mailed
with The Journal or from this office. We

__

j

Thomas,

RED

A

)

$i

Bargain
Subscri'

Jf

The New

'f'

The Journal and Farm & Home.$2.00
| The Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.25
I The Journal and McCall's Magazine... 2.10
! The Journal and New Idea Magazine.. 2.10
The Journal and Tri-Weekly Tribune.. 2.50
Special Campaign Offer: The Journal and the Tri-Weekly Tribune each.six
months for one dollar paid in advance by
} old or new subscribers.

|

KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUCH SYRUP

0. C. SAWYER 8 CO., SF<

MASON 8 HALL, BELFAST.

have to pay for these publications one year
in advance, and they are then sent from
their respective offices to our subscribers.
Our clubbing offers are as follows for one
year’s subscription paid in advance:

j
|

kj

William Tell Flour,

“i3egorra,”

s *.w

right

Before it is ground it is washed six
put in bags and harrels by machinery
are sewed up by machines.
Only the finest selected Ohio w
William Tell Flour, and it makes the lie
bread and biscuits, and the most whol.
Your grocer will supply you with

IRISH ECONOMY.

o

a

field, Ohio.

receipt of price, 50 cents
$2.50, by the Dr. Williams
Medicine Company, Schenectady. N. Y.

r8tTB tll6

has

that her flour is absolutely clean.
William Tell flour is made for jits'
housewives. The wheat is kept in hern
tanks at the Ansted & Burk Company'>

be sent, postpaid, on
per tox; six boxes,

j

housewife need no; ;
machinery of the mi

was

ankles were swollen and my arms were drawn
up stiff and at times 1 could not lift them for
they felt lifeless. There were darting pains
that shifted from part of my body to the another and kept me in misery all the time. At
night I cou'd not sleep and my heart troubled
1 was frequently confined to my bed.
me.
“I tried several doctors but got little help
and no encouragement from them for they said
I could not expect to live for more than a year
or so even with the best of care and advised
I then tried many
me not tc try and work,
remedies but with little benefit until I began to
I had been sick
use Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills.
for about fifteen years before I read about
these pills and bought two boxes for a trial.
These helped me some so I kept on taking them
until cured. I always keep them on hand to
take occasionally if 1 feel I need a tonic. I
gained in weight and have done as much work
I often recommend
as most of my neighbors.
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for I can’t help speakwell
of
them.”
ing
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are a tonic for the
blood and nerves and have proved especially
helpful to women and growing girls. They
were used extensively in private medical practice and, proving efficient in a wide range of
diseases and absolutely safe in all cases, were
placed upon general sale with directions for
use prepared by the dootor himself.
These pills are sold by all druggists, or will

j

A postal
“black-leg” is of a bacterial nature. In
VIM IT-, \ K'.Kl ADJ.Ks, ETC.
nold of Schuyler, Xeb., who, accomfact, pure cultures of bacteria have rein
AND
visited
Maine
HORSES
COLTS.
his
Best exhibit, including everything
wife,
panied by
cently been isolated at the Maine Stafarm except fruit, variety
announces their arrival home | tion from diseased
ii a
r;i.-*■..!
stems which are
Best stallion, stock to show, Horace Chenery, August,
a
not
less
than
most
last
u:,i
ending
considered,
Saturday, happily
i,i.;ty
j able to produce a very rapid and com1st; Paul Brothers, Morrill, 2nd.
return
On
the
i, ni each variety to be on exliivisit.
oi.e
Horace
trip
stock
to
show.
Best mare,
Chenery, enjoyable
plete soft decay of potato tubers. There
bi;:> :. 11. E. Marsh, Belfast, 1st; 54 1st and 3d ; M. B. Smith, Belfast, 2nd.
they'made a stop in Illinois and took a is considerable evidence which suggests
Best stallion, three years, Miss A. A. Clemsail by the big steamship Christopher that
black-leg is carried on the tubers,
Mr.
.-xliibit of fruit of all kinds, ents, Waldo, 1st.
Columbus on Lake Michigan.
lb-first in the seed piece afterdevelops
two years, S. J. Nickerson, BelBest
stallion,
Arnold’s health, which had become
and variety to be considered, F.
and spreads from that to the
,|.i
planting,
Frisbee, Belfast. 2nd ; Nahum
fast.
1st;
George
somewhat impaired by hard and long stem.
A i,; Anu, Belt, st” 1st; 43 varieties.
Nickerson, Belfast, 3d.
j.r.A plate ol 5 kinds of Autumn aplabor, lias been much im- 1
Best stallion, four years, Horace Chenery, continued
From the above it is evident that if
E.
(
G.
2nd.
B.
Thompson, 1st;
proved by the trip, and he has resumed the Maine potato growers wish to re1st; Miss A. A. Clements, Waldo,
ple.-.
1st.
one
Horace
of
the
duties
as
treasurer
Best
liis
2nd.
colt,
Chenery,
year,
Schuyler tain and increase their seed trade in
Marsh,
Best colt, three years, Charles Austin,
Best exhibit of pears, each kind, not
savings bank with renewed strength ; otiier States, particularly in the South,
Hills Brothers, Northport, 2nd.
Iris absence the
and vigor.
less l am one peck, Harold Ilerrrick, Brooks, 1st;
During
they should take every precaution to
Best colt, two years old, E. R. Connor, Belcity council of Schuyler paid him a prevent the spread of both of these disBelfast, 1st; Clapp's Favorite.
1st on trotting bred; Hollis M. Wentfast,
Best exhibit of plums, not less than worth, Waldo, 1st on draft bred ; Harold Her- pleasing compliment in naming the eases, and endeavor to stamp them out
new
one peck, F. A. Gritlin, 1st, on Stanton rick, Belfast, 2nd.
city park,
recently opened wherever they have gained a foothold.
Best pair draft horses over 1200, Isaiah
and Cross Golden Drop.
there, Arnold park, in his honor. no matter now sugnt,
seeu 101
ivn
S.
Paul
U.
Mitchell,
three
S-rowed
Belfast, During the
Crowell, Brooks, 1st;
corn,
Best trace ot
years that he was planting should be selected from healthy
2nd.
the
of
the
lie
1st.
inaugurated
mayor
city,
Bros., Morrill,
fields, and all seed tubers showing any
Best pair draft horses under 1200, C. F. Cushmovement for establishing the park,
yvnfcfst exiuuil UiHCiciH vaiicuj
decayed areas whatever should be reman, Searsmont, 1st; A. J. Woodbury, Morrill,
0.
]i.
needed
1-2
the
than
the
less
not
bushel,
securing
making
plans,
tatoes,
9«3 r (' Humm 33
jected for planting. .Each shipper who
action by the city, and raising by popu- values his seed trade should make a
Thompson, 1st; \S M. Ilodgdon, 2nd.
Heavy draft horses, Isaiah Crowell, Brooks,
lar subscription 'the money needed to careful
Best exhibit cranberries, (gratuity) 1st and 2nd. Special mention.
inspection several times during
1
4-Vw,
nitir
1
Albert Colson, Belfast, 1st.
Single light pulling horse, M. M. Hamm, 1st;
the summer, from July on, of those
3rd.
Best 1-2 bushel of ouions, each vari- C. C. Hamm. 2nd; A. J. Woodbury, Morrill,
ready owning a part; he also subscribed fields from which he intends to draw
Three months old colt, M. B. Smith, Pearl
liberally himself. Schuyler Free Lance, his supply of seed, and then ship only
ety, J. F. Wilson, Belfast, 1st; G. E.
H. Chenery, Belfast, 2nd.
Brook
Farm,
1st;
from which we gather this informa- from those fields which such inspection
Marsh, 2nd.
Gent’s driving horse, Horace Chenery, 1st;
Best 1-2 bushel of parsnips, G. E.
tion, says: “The block was at once shows to be free from the Fusarium
Miss A. A. Clements, Waldo, 2nd.
trees disease and
Marsh, 1st; C. B. Thompson, 2nd.
Pair matched horses, Herbert J. Kimball, cleared, planted to grass, fenced,
black-leg. If these precauBest bunch ol celery, G. E. Marsh, 1st; Paul Brothers. Waldo, 2nd; Hill Brothers, put in, gravel walks laid, a fountain tions are followed, and infected fields
North port, 3rd.
1st.
purchased and put in, dower beds made are given over to other crops for a few
and filled, the band stand moved over
Driving pair, Horace Chenery, 1st.
Best stalk of corn, not less than three
years, it is probable that the danger
Draft stallion, with sucking colt of three
there and a fine park made of it. Ex- from both diseases can be reduced to a
ears, W. M. Hougdou, 1st; G. E. Marsh,
A. E. Chase, Brooks, 1st; F. W.
months,
2nd.
Mayor Arnold was the leading spirit in minimum, if they are not both entirely
Searsmont, 2nd.
all this and while many citizens de- eradicated.
Best 1-2 bushel carrots, G. E. Marsh, Bryant,
Unfortunately, spraying is
Committee of Judges, J. C. Littlefield, L. P.
serve
1st.
credit, he is well entitled to the practically of no value in fighting
Cilley and W. F. Whitcomb.
for
for
named
of
honor
of
the
box
having
Best bushel
park
apples packed
diseases of this nature.
ladies' department.
him. That park is a credit to the city
market, Harry W. Littlefield, Brooks,
and has added much to that part of the
Best exhibit cut flowers, Mrs. O. S. Vickery,
WILLIAMS’ KIDNEY PILLS.
Waldo, 2nd; G. E.
1st; Paul Bros.
Have you neglected your Kidneys? Have
1st; Mrs. Amos F. Carleton, 2^d.
city, which was the worst part in apMarsh, Belfast, 3rd.
Mrs.
A.
A.
1st;
overworked
Best
Stover,
you
your nervous system and
potted plants,
Best 1-2 bushel of cattle beets, G. E.
pearance.”—Rockland Opinion.
Sumner Bridges, 2nd.
caused trouble with your kidneys and
Marsh, Belfast.
I Best patch work quilt (over 1.000 pieces) MAINE STATE FAIR ASSOCIATION. bladder? Have you pains in loins, side,
Best peck of apples (gratuity,! Au- Mrs. L. E. Sterns, 1st.
Have you a
back, groins and bladder?
Best patch quilt, Mrs. W. F. Langill, 1st;
gustus Clark, Brooks, 1st on McIntosh
Habby appearance of the face, especially
The
10.
annuHerHarold
Me.,
Sept.
Lewiston,
Too frequent a desire to
under the eyes?
Mrs. Llewellyn Moore, 2nd.
Reds and on Wolf Rivers;
al meeting of the Maine State Fair as- pass urine? If so, Williams’ Kidney l’ills
Best silk quilt, Mrs. G. M. Cunningham, Belrick 2nd on Wolf Rivers.
sociation was held this evening in the will cure you, at K. II. Moody’s, Druggist.
Best 1-2 bushel of table beets, C. B. mont, 1st.
Best wool quilt, Mrs. Fred Rackliffe,
1st; municipal court rooms. The election Price 50c.
Thompson, 1st; W. I). Ilodgdon, 2nd. Mrs.
Williams’ M’f’g Co., Props., Cleveland, O.
G. M. Cunningham, Belmont, 2nd.
of officers resulted as follows: PresiBest Hubbard squasti, L. C. Wade,
Mrs. Wr. F. Langill, 1st.
Tulip
quilt,
B. J. Libbey, Oakland; secretary,
dent,
Lincolnville, 1st and 2nd.
Mrs.
J.
N.
Best couch cover,
Stewart, 1st;
HE HAD THE IDEA.
James L. Lowell, Auburn; treasurer,
Best peck of tomatoes, G. E. Marsh, Mrs. A. H. Miller, Lincolnville, 2nd.
Old fashioned quilts, Mrs. Georgie Wooster, T. F. Callahan, Lewiston; trustees, B.
1st; C. 15. Thompson, 2nd.
H.
F.
South
A
A.
M.
Berwick;
Wig1st.
W.
Chinaman who had been robbed by
Parker,
Hodg- Belmont,
Best summer squash,
fashioned embroidered counterpane, gin, Lewiston; L. C. Morse, Liberty; D. a woman on the Bowery was trying to
Old
don, 1st; G. E. Marsh, 2nd.
Mrs. Lucius Walton, 1st.
W. Campbell, Cherryfield. Mr. Calla- describe her at the police station.
Biggest pumpkin, J. F. Wilson, 1st;
Best carriage afghan, Mrs. William F. Lanhan was reelected over T. G. Eveleth
“Can’t you remember how she was
Augustus Clark, Brooks, 2nd.
1st.
gill,
F. dressed?’’ asked the lieutenant at the
of Auburn by a vote of 81 to 49.
Best pie pumpkin, G. E. Marsh, 1st.
Best handmade shawl, Miss Eva L. Morris,
H. Wiggin received 86 votes to 55 for desk. “What sort of a hat did she
Best marrow squash, G. E. Marsh, 1st; Mrs. W. M. Thayer, 2nd.
Best knit socks; Mrs. Mrs. W. M. Thayer 1st. C. I. Barker for trustees from the sec- wear?”
1st; C. B. Thompson, 2nd.
Mrs.
Wm.
ond district. There were no other conFor a moment John seemed puzzled.
Best baby’s crocheted sack,
Best citron, Harold French, Belfast,
Then his face brightened.
Thayer, 1st; Mrs. Georgie Wooster, Belmont, tests.
gratmty.
2nd.
showed
Callahan’s
Treasurer
“He dead—she glad,” he confidently
W.
report
J.
Knight,
Committee of Judges,
Suit of embroidered Jand monogrammed un- that the total receipts for the fair this announced.
G. A. Russell, G. G. Abbott.
derwear, Miss Gladys Pitcher, 1st.
And now the police are looking for a
year were $26,395.75, while the expenBest Mexican table cover, Mrs. J. F. Wilson,
DAIRY PRODUCTS.
ditures up to date are $13,277.98. Of woman with a Merry Widow hat.—
1st.
Best lot of dairy butter in prints, A.
Best embroidered corset cover, Mrs. Arthur the balance left on hand, it is believed Everybody’s Magazine.
H. Miller & Son, Lincolnville, 1st.
that about $7,000 will be paid out for
Coombs, 1st.
Committee of Judges, J. W. Knight,
Best point lace doily, Mrs. Russell Strout, 1st.
premiums and other expenses, leaving
Millious of bottles of Foley’s Houey and
Best eyelet doily, Miss Grace Walton, 1st.
G. G. Abbott, G. A. Russell.
a net gain of about $8,000 in the treasuTar have been sold without any person
Best burnt work, Miss Hattie Johnson, 1st;
from
the
the
OXEN AND STEERS.
stipend
ever having experienced any other than
ry, including
Mrs. Thos. Lothrop, 2nd.
State.
beneficial results from its use for coughs,
Best pair of fat cattle, D. C. GreenBest Mt. Mellick work, Mrs. Julia McKeen,
and lung trouble. This is because the
colds
Daniel
Meservey, 1st; Idella Card, 2nd.
law, Belfast, 1st;
Kodol will, in a very short time, enable genuine Foley’s Honey and Tar in the yelBest colored embroidered centerpiece, Mrs.
Morrill, 2nd.
contains no opiates or other
low
work
it
should
package
do
the
to
do,
the stomach
2nd.
Best working or draft oxen, four years J. G. Paul, 1st; Miss Katherine Brier,
and the work it should do is to digest all harmful drugs. Guard your health by reBest coronation braid centerpiece, Miss Kaththe genuine. K. H. Moody.
but
or upward, seven feet or over, D. C.
the food you eat. When the stomach can’t fusing any
erine Brier, 1st; Mrs. R. A. Clifford, 2nd.
Greenlaw, 1st; A. J. Woodbury, MorBest eyelet embroidered centerpiece, Miss do it Kodol does it for it and in the meanTHE CHILDREN LIKE IT
time the stomach is getting stronger and
rill, 2nd; D. Meservey, 3rd.
Louise Dennett, 1st; Katherine Brier, 2nd.
work
Best working or draft oxen under
Best eyelet and FVench embroidered center- able to take up its regular natural
It
makes
all
eat.
Kodol
digests
again.
you
seven feet, Allen Dyer, Montville, 1st; piece, Miss Bertha Wiley, 1st.
the stomach sweet and it is pleasant to take.
Best French embroidered waist pattern, Mrs.
Geo. O. Holmes, Belfast, 2nd; A. C.
is sold here by K. U. Moody.
It
1st.
J.
O.
Black,
Morrill, 3rd.
man, A. J.

FROM A CIVIL WAR VETERAN-
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Woman's H!
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Republican

NOSES.

suffer the emharassment of carrying
around
extremely red nose? or are you tortured with a red, blotchy or pimply face? if so
you are foolish to stand it long; it is the simplest and easiest thing in the world to get rid
of. No matter what might have been the
Do you

an

j
1

j

cause,

the

following

harmless and

this

prescription

filled at

any

Drug

1

Clearola one-half ounce, Ether one
ounce, Alcohol seven ounces.
Mix and apply to the parts affected as often
as possible, but morning and night anyway, allowing it to remain on as long as possible,
never less than ten minutes, the longer the
better, then you can wipe off the powdery film
deposited on the skin.
You can get this put up at any Drug Store.
For any skin troubles this has no equal.

^

little Cascasweet is all that is necessary to give your baby when it is cross
and peevish. Cascasweet contains no opiates nor harmful drugs and is highly recommended by mothers everywhere. Conforms
to the National Pure Food and Drugs Law.
Sold by R. U. Moody.

I

Store.

|

Just

a

26 Pages

a

One Yt
for €

inexpensive

treatment will positively remove all traces of
in from two to four weeks.
your emharassment
Get

iMMkl

Week

j
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magazines published

fi

,

immense

told topics.

variety

ci

A

Big Magazine in

ORDER TO-DAY and get

a

a

Bargain

i

for the
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Jhe Republican Journal Publishing Company.
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posthumous and
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papers of Maine are
-lent concerning the article

nu,cratic
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l#?f m 'vvelaiid which appeared in
('’"'v York Times. Mr. Cleveland
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iie New York Globe and
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present presidential
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“It will
Mr. Cleveland wrote

Advertiser
it

says:
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eiity and with what he
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uoplete impartiality. He
othing except the truth,
pled by no selfish desire,
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sorrowful
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The great National Family Doctor. Gets right at the source
of the trouble—reduces all inflammation, eases pain and effects a
speedv cure. Can be relied upon in all emergencies. Keep a bottle
handy in case of accidents, cuts, burns, scalds, bruises, sprains,
lame back, stiff joints, muscular rheumatism, swellings, face ache,
headache, earache, frostbites, chilblains, chaps, or any other external
pain or inHammation. Every drop means relief—just follow direcSold everywhere. Guaranteed under Food and Drugs Act,
tions.
June 30,1906. Serial number, 513.
25 cents

H
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He took his pen for
the spirit of a sage who

:
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;

oncoming generation.
deliberate judgment,
on liis deatli bed, was

the lumber cut in 1907

Bureau of the Census and the Forest
Service showed the largest total ever

embody-

believed,

-mail

and this

hesitate to ex-

lid not

; igle says of this last
lent Cleveland to the
"In liis opinion, Mr.

I

!

o

I

nest

been sound

returns obtained last year were more
complete than ever before. The figures

themselves disclose

the

on

some

interesting

facts.

finance, and Mr.

In 19U7, 28,850 mills made returns,
and their production was over 40 billion
feet of lumber. This is believed to include 95 per cent of the actual cut. In

been; Mr. Taft lias a
development of the

r

Lieutenant.

Capt. John O. Johnson of Liberty, in
reported in the United States, exceed- sending us the following letter from
ing by over seven per cent the cut Henry S. Barrage, Brt. Major U. S. V.
reported for 1900, until then the record and Recorder of the Maine Legion of
a
Honor, says he does not know why he
year. This does not necessarily show
larger actual cut than in 1900, for the sends it, unless it was that he would

degree than any other
iderly progress iii which
■

Figures of Captain Johnson looking Up Another Forgotten Hero. Admiral Evans as a Young
compiled by the

Washington, Sept. 14.

u, Taft would and should
dent because

INCIDENTS OF THE CIVIL WAR.

THE LIMBER CUT OF 1907.

like his friends to

read it.

As to the

forgotten hero referred to by
Major Burrage, Capt. Johnson promises to explain later:
Portland, Aug. 8,1008.
My Dear Capt. Johnson:
other

1 have lead your letter with interest, j
You have the faculty of making things
education, industry, reinteresting. That was a great compli-1
,duated responsibility,
uient that Admiral Evans paid to you
j
1906, 22,398 mills reported about .37 1-2 at
,n's record has sought,
Camden, “Johnson, you made a good j
these
to
feet. Since according
of
life
You
had
the
time
ai exploitation of that billion
speech!"
your
j
figures nearly 29 per cent more mills at Camden, but will live, 1 hope, to see |
;s
to
Woodman's
mem-;
that
is
the
justice
paid
than
before,
year
the rights and reported last year
it of
The tiling to do is to keep at work :
increase in production was ory.
as you are doing.
One clue leads to !
iabor, and of independ- while the
it
seven
over
little
cent,
a
per
another, and I have no doubt but that j
commends him to Mr. only
acin time you will find where he came
might be thought that the amount
the hacking and filling
from. Then the story of his deeds will
been
have
must
manufactured
to
tually
n these subjects has,
be told by you and Capt. Brown. Capt.
howBrown may fail you, but you can tell
view, been false to De- greater in the earlier year. This,
ever, would be a too hasty inference, tbe story, as you are so familiar with
igerous to tire country,
it. So keep at it. We shall not be here
i l imes says: “That for it is almost wholly among mills of
a great while, and what we do must be
.act most attention in small individual output that the gain done
quickly.
reof
establishments
number
the
is
the
in
Since writing the above I have repolitical essay
ceived a letter from Capt. Brown, who
Mr. Cleveland predicts porting has been made.
lie is getting about again, and that
A classification of the returns by says
aes the election of Wilwhen you make the promised visit in
additional
lie
throws
But
tim presidency.
States and regions
September, something will be done
: iisement of the Kepublilight on the situation. Individual about the war paper.
Very truly yours,
ear and strong. Simple
changes, as for example the remarkHenry S. Burrage,
iyrequires him to reeog- able rise of Texas from eighth to third
Recorder.
the
l(t as a Federal judge
lumber-producing
place among
which
for
accounted
the qualities
priStates, are doubtless
In a note accompanying this letter
.•.■tul to him in the pres- marily by the greater accuracy of the
Capt. Johnson says: “Admiral R. D,:ul equally valuable are 1907 figures; but in the majority o‘f Evans came into the service during the
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honesty and of relagreat capacity for sehumorous wisdom in
llis
M-rious problem.’
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cases

business depression

ieilge of ‘the people of
u nor

|

castoff to avoid

responsibilities,

r

region of greatest activity in lumber
production, yellow pine, the most important wood, forming 33 per cent, of
The
the entire cut-of the country.
cut of yellow pine reported shows an

country would not be
victory of either party,
ated attitude toward
ill sorts contains no
jug on their part will
bug but conservative

t

;
i:
i
i

hg

generosity

istration.’

[
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on

increase of 13 per cent, over that of
1900. In the early part of the year
many of the southern mills cut so

the

The ‘vest-

heavily that, in spite

says, have no choice
it Mr. Taft.”
Bulletin says: “The

I

f

powerful effect

upon
the country up to
indecided whether it

Bryan

Mr.

or

Mr. Taft

almost certain that
posthumous support of

-n

■

was

:s

uididate would turn
me

in liis favor.”
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Tor .ants and Children.

Kind You Have
wars

Always Bought

the
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ISLAND

RACES.

and a schooner, char1'evasion by the Buck’s

a,j.ts

1

1

mb, left South Brooks-

ge number of

il
*■

people

to

bugle island races, which

They enjoyed

a

fine

■iiiing boats, first cup
miolen, W. N. Goodell.
Signet, T. T. Ilarvey.

■

j

riant event of the day
the big trophy cup
'-st corrected time.
mii year that this cup
aid each time it lias
1
buck’s Harbor Yacht
year by the Florence
'‘J this time by the Lilac.
be won three times by
"!!t- before it can
belong to
ioi

,

i,

H,

iis

1

».

j

be i;
■i,

He was a

gallant

at the head of his men. In a few moments he received a shot in the other

leg and

went

down and

was

carried

from the field, bleeding at every vein.
I never saw him afterwards until 1 met
him at Camden two years ago. lie is
tlie last to be retired that saw service

the large number of i

It

was on

■

J1

linrbor Yacht Club con'"mg a club house, which
needed improvement.

rec.,

selection; recitation, LaVaughn Whitcomb; recitation, Bernice Harriman;
reading, Esther Sheehan; phonograph
selection, Topsy Purvey; reading, Deal
Sanborn; recitation, Annabel Curtis;
recitation, Myrl Payson; song, W. B.
Cammett; farce, Lizzie Wentworth and
others; phonograph selection; farce,
Deal Sanborn and others; phonograph
selection; recitation, Zylpha Clements.
The program was done, but the Mixers did not go, for if any special hour
of the day is more enjoyable than the

others,

handclasps
good things

it is this last hour of

But all
and about five o’clock the
last member departed, each with pleas-

and reminiscences.

end,

must

ant memories of the

anticipations

day and happy

of future Mixer reunions.

*-Mrs. I. A. Sanborn, Sec'y.
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SAILORS’ CHRISTENING.
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►ley's Qj,.
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Ii.i

'I.i’Xiiiive is

•ten,',
ll“j(i\.

"'''’‘gripe

a new

remedy,

.'die laxatives of former
or nauseate and
It is guaranteed. K.

O(iol for Indigestion.
stomach,
fatioar,i, Relieves
01 -He

over—that with industrial progress the
demand for wood becomes greater and

greater.

■

sour

heart. Divests what you eat

Jdmpe afOkM-SAMUELniTHER
I^umplan Setd~
Alx.Senna

Bi Cardmalt Soda

I>mtuyn*n

When Trifles Become Tronbles

If any person suspects that their kidney*
are deranged they should take Foley’s Kid
ney Remedy at once and not risk having
Bright’s disease or diabetes. Delay gives
the disease a stronger foothold and you
should not delay taking Foley’s Kidney
Remedy. B. H. Moody.

I HE BOSTON POST MAN.

commanded by Sears port

avenue.

i
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/
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Apeifeci Remedy forConslipa-
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9

Worms.Convulsions,Feverishness

andLoss OF Sleep.

Facsimile Signature of
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NEW "YORK.

I

WOOdTI

liHEAL St
J

The Puritan, Mayflower, and Volunteer,
all Three Designed by Burgess of Boston.

Granite Monuments!

.

Tlie late Edward Burgess designed
the Puritan, Mayflower, and Volunteer9
the sloops which defended the cup successfully in 1S85, 1886, and 1887. The
Puritan, the first of the trio, was the
first outside-ballasted American de-;
fender, a radical departure for tier j
time. She was sold after the racing
and changed hands several times until j
she was bought by C. H. W. Foster of |
Boston, who a couple of years ago put
her up at auction. She was bought by j
a junk firm tor 85,000, hardly more
than her lead, fittings, and equipment,
aside from the hull, were worth. She
lies iu the basin at Law lev’s yard.
Soutli Boston. Her deck is bare to the
weather and she looks like a weatherj beaten craft which had served her
time. Of schooner rig after her cup
racing was over, she is in that rig to-

|

OF

MANUFACTURERS

THREE OLD CUP DEFENDERS.

'Citizens.

a ue

auuicBBOB

wi

»»—«r

“T

delivered by Miss Miriam Woodberry of New York and Rev. Smith
Baker of Portland.

i were

|

Northport

1
$

men.

“‘7" tZMfMz&u

friend, neighbor and business man. He
is a good fellow to know, and populat
For a mild, easy action of the bowels, a
with everybody. To his fellow news- :
dose of Doan's Regulets is enough.
as single
known
will
be
he
always
men
paper
Treatment cures habitual constipation. 25
went I
for them.
first
who
the
man
as
and
Bill,
cents a box. Ask 3 our druggist
through the East Boston tunnel after
it was built, a little “scoop” that is
Hallowell Gets a Contract.
told softly when the twilight fades.—
I
The Hallowell Granite Works has been awardEast Boston Free Press.
the Houston, Texas, govMr. Farnham is a Belfast boy, attend- ed the contract for
ernment building and work will be commenced
From inforwe
and
are
schools
here,
ed the public
as soon as diagrams are received.
secured at, the office of the company
proud of his success. He was the guest mation
work
will rethe
we understand execution of
for a short time the past summer of quire the service of a fair number of men for
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Smytlie at their three or four months' time—or through the
winter.—Hallowell Register.
on
home

jf

|

tion. Sour Stomach.Diairhoea,

G_£_&JSseSX8.X-A..
Tll0 KM ',ou 1,3,8 AI^S BOUghi

i

and

*

I

TOMBS, also

-Cemetery Work
?,

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

j

BELFAST

BRIDGE STREET,

Clenwood

1

1

Cough Syrup Clenwood

out of commission and is laid up
Fairhaven, near New Bedford.
She is on the sales list and may be seen
now

hear or understand.
‘Turn her feet around,’ the Bishop
whispered again; but still there was no
response. The situation was fast becoming critical, when an ancient mariner in the back of the church came to
the rescue. Putting his weather-beaten
hand to his mouth he roared across
the room, ‘Head her up to the wind,

relief to asthma sufferers in the worst
stages and if taken in time will effect a
K. II. Mo .dy.
cure.

has been successful alike in the news
association of
paper field, and in the,

)

{

!;

Laxative

Foley's Honey and Tar affords immedi-

he

J

Kennedy’s

ate

capacities.
Quiet, reserved and conscientious,

*

ftarmSted
Clarified Sugar.
Flavor.

:

I

j

i
\

Artist Sad*

Ihjpermiot

|

“The late Bishop Potter once in his
HR EL) AT V COD, "1CI''T' Insurance and Rta\ Estate
early days had occasion to officiate at a
on
small
in
a
fishing
village
Christening
REPRESEN I !NG OVEK FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.
the Alassaehusetts coast,” says a writer
tfoiter
in the current issue of Harper's Week- day.
Vire, Lite, Accident, Plate (iiass, Tornado Insurance, Steam
The Mayflower, the second of the
ly. “The proud father, a young fisherfor
some
was
owned
and
insurance
Inspection.
man, awkwardly holding his first-born Burgess boats,
by W. Amory Gardner of the
daughter, was visibly embarrassed un years
Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contractors, Administrators and Trustees.
used
who
Yacht
Eastern
Club,
Boston,
in
Correspondence solicited. Beat estate bought and sold.
der the scrutiny of the many eyes
been
the congregation, and his nervousness her for cruising, she, too, having
to schooner rig. The Maywas not decreased by the sudden wail- changed
flower is now owned by Mrs. Eva M.
ing of the infant as they stood at the
Barker of New York, and is a fine
font.
the Volun“When the time for the baptism of boat. The last of the trio,
is owned by the Forbes family,
the babe arrived the Bishop noticed teer,
who purchased her after the cup races.
that the father was holding the child so
STOVES
Forbes purchased
that its fat little legs pointed toward After Commodore
was again changed to a sloop
she
tier,
the font.
ot the Boston cup
“‘Turn.her this way,’ iie whispered, and is the only one
defenders to have her old rig. She is
but the father was too disconcerted to

Ouick Kelief for Afrtlima Sufferers.

citizen in many

*

Roak*lU Salts

at

at

some

future date as a schooner or

J. Paine was the managing owner of
these three Boston cup defenders.
BLOOD THICKER THAN

j

j

DeWitt’s rarbolized Witch Hazel Salve
is recommended as t e best thin? to use for
piles. It is, u! course, good tor anything
where a salve is needed. Beware of imitations. Sold by R. 11. Moody.
A
Give

me a

place deep

in

some

Where in the days gone by
Some
I

Cough Syrup j Heating and Cooking
Conforms to National
Pure Food and Drug Law

\

j

tangled woody

some

vagrom

strayed,
happy, care-free, and contented

time green—
sort of bower

little

j

George C. Trussell,

Put up In 25c. 50o and $1.00 bottle#
•
at the Laboratory of
E.C. DeWITT & CO..Chlcago.V.S.A.

Pleasant to take
Children like it
SOI.lt

BY It. H.

Successor to
Mitchell & Tru sell.

|

MOOI1V._

UNITY PARK

A farm, with homestead and
acres.

336*

ASSOCIATION

lustrous

with scintillant

Trolting and

FOR

Pacing

—

close at

deer and fox, and all the woodland

creatures

come,

And be my neighbors, unafraid and frolicsome,
To sport about my doorstep gaily -as one

100

Searsport.

Maine.

AGRICULTURAL FAIR,

j

A day with friends.
And in the night, when all the wood is still,
may I
Find smiling visitors arriving from the sky—
The dancing moon-rays, and the star-beams
full of glee
For company.
—John Kendrick Bangs, in New York Times.

KHEYSKIBNEYCDRI
Right

SALE

One of the best hay farms in the county, eon.
tabling about mo acres of the best anti; no
rocks, plenty of wood, also some timber, good
pasture, well watered. Abundance of f ruit trees.
Good house, ell, shed anti carriage house, also
large barn. Cuts 40 tons hay, which will be sold
with farm if wanted.
Also all tanning tools.
Located li miles from .postoffice. Inquire of
THOMAS GANNON.
Lower Congress St., Belfast, Me.
3Rtf

UNITY, MAINE,

September 22

Second-hand

goods of every description. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc.
Antique furniture

and 23, 1908.

$533 IN PURSES.

spends

Hakes Kidneys end Bladder

hundred

MR. MeCASUN
Mortland Road,

Races.

And build their nest.

hand I’d have a babbling silver
brook
To fill with music sweet my quiet sylvan nook;
And deep within its pools let trout or salmon
be,
Unharmed of me.
Let

a

For particulars apply to

i

sheen—
Whose waving branches call the flying birds to

Quite

fuel

Children like it.

Clothe all the trees in soft, soul-resting, spring-

rest

and

Clenwood

For Croup, Whooping Cough, La
and
Grippe, Influenza, Bronchitis,Bronall Coughs, Colds, Lung and
chial affections no remedy is equal
to Kennedy’s Laxative Cough Syrup.

fairy

gnome,

A

Money, Patience
by buying a

You will Save

j

To whom ’twas home.

!

Just received a carload of Him wood
Parlor Stoves hi.<1 Ranges, I'nrivalled for

SYLVAN HOME.

glade

I

FURNACES

The Original i
Laxative
|

ing to the relief of a
quarrel that might

The Marine Journal.

Clenwood

the mucous membranes of the throat, chest, lungs and
bronchial tubes.

strengthening

WATER.

It was an American commodore, goBritish vessel in a
have resulted in a
great war between England and a
powerful nation of the continent, who
said “blood is thicker than water,” and
the cordial greetings that welcome our
fleet at the capital of the most English
: of all the colonies of the British etu
; pile, is hut the echo, “blood is thicker
than water.” In 1898, when we were
1
continental
at war with Spain, all
Europe, from the Baltic to the Mediterranean, was hostile, and Germany
and France threatened. Then it was
together a
that England gathered
powerful fleet that caused the continent to employ a more civil tongue.
And there again, “biood was thicker
than water,” as it was when Dewey
nnt Hiu miestinn to the German admiral at the siege of Manila.
But “blood is thicker than water,
and the growing friendship between
the two great peoples of common
tongue, and practically common blood,
promotes the welfare of all mankind.—

RANGES

Relieves Colds by working them
out of the system through a copious
and healthy action of the bowels.
Relieves Coughs by cleansing and

Unlike the Puritan and Mayflower, she had a clipper bow, which
gave tier a rakish look. Gen. Charles

yawl.

--

...

stomach will doit, so
!”"’t fail to help you and1
It is sold here by R. H.

Optum.Morphine

Not Narcotic.

Bearn the

...

going up. In 1850, according to
best
the
figures obtainable, the average
‘'"bout
im-:
doubt, make your
and will almost instantly consumption to each person in the
it*
Si ’:t,
It
,;1,1 ’be symptoms of indiges-bis because it is made up| country was 250 feet, in 1900, 460 feet,
*
ki’hgesiive juices of the stom- and in 1907, 480 feet. This illustrates
h
dial a completely digests
",
what has been found true the world
ibe
l'

PromotesDigestion.Cheerful-

ness and Rest Con tai ns neither
nor Mineral.

the present
start to that of fourteen
time.—The Marine Journal.
The majority of these big steamships

presented: Phonograph selection;
Ruth L. Paul; rec., Margie Page;
Fletcher Whitcomb; phonograph

gram
rec.,

Always Bought

AVegetahle?rcparationfor As-

similating HteTood andRegutating the Stomachs and Dowels of

j

number of mills reporting increased.
Jack!’
In the Lake States the falling off
I William H. Farnham of Chelsea Dean Of
Will Interest Many.
evidenced the waning supply of white
Reporter Corps.
Every person should know that good
for
which
many
years
i health is impossible if the kidney s ure depine. Michigan,
i
The Boston Post is a great big finanranged. holey’s Kidney Remedy will cure
led all the States in lumber production, I
cial success. It has grown very rapidly | kidney and bladder disease, in every form,
and then gave way to Wisconsin, sank since the early nineties, when it became and will build up and strengthen these or|
(unctions
igans, so they will perform their
in 1907 from fourth to seventh place, ; a penny paper.
or
of
the
tbe
sons
Post
enumerate
to
properly. No danger of Hi isht’s disease
To
while Wisconsin went from third
is taken
a pleasant task, but it would diabetes if Foley’s Kidney Remedy
be
would
in time. E. 11. Moody.
fifth. Minnesota as late as 1905 held be a
long one. And lest some be omit1
fourth place. Last year it went from ted who should be included mention
Maine Y. P. S. C. E.
seventh to ninth. It was not until the will only ue made of William H. Farnwho covers East Boston, Chelsea,
bam
this
the
South
displaced
latter 90’s that
The biennial convention of the Maine
Revere and Wiutlirop tor the paper.
group of States as the most important He is the dean of the reporters’ corps, !
People’s Society of Christian
Young
Since south- having been “covering” for 21 years.
source of lumber supply.
Endeavor
began at tlie Soutti Parisli
ern pine is abundant in all the Atlantic ; For the past seven years lie has been 1
church in Augusta FriCongregational
that
he
with
Before
was
the
Post.
with
j
coast States from the Carolinas to Tex“Bill” i day afternoon, Sept. 4th witli a praise
the Advertiser and the Record.
as, the region as a whole will doubtless I Farnham, as lie is called from the Ded ! service conducted by Guy Irving Waltz
maintain its leading position for some ham line to Cape Ann, began newspaper of Boston, followed by a devotional
that at the work in the Chelsea Weekly Record in
years, in spite of the fact
the Chelsea Daily Rec- | service by Prof. P. U. Landman, printimber will 188". He started
of
the
present rate the bulk
ord in December. 1890, and remained j eipal of the Maine Central institute of
be gone in another decade; but in totals with it until 1899.
I Pittsfield.
Welcome on behalf of Au|
From this brief outline it may be as- I
of production by individual States the !
was
by Mayor Frederick
given
snmed tiiat he knows all about news- gusta
leadership has since 1905 been held by
!
and the welcome on be! paper work. He lias had many difficult W. Plaisted,
Washington.
but none so severe as the half of the churches by Rev. David H.
j_a:_
i.knf I assignments,
He lives in the city, and Evans, pastor of the Soutli Parish ConX lie llguirn in j;iuuuvi.»wu
l Chelsea fire.
during 1907 Washington fell off decided- I lost by the fire all he had. But lie re- gregational church. The response was
on
maiued
duty through it all. His rely from its huge cut of 1906, while its i; fusal to leave the work of the paper oy Rev. II. P. Huse of Springvale, presEndeavor
a
with
is
credited
sister State Oregon,
i even when his home was burning is an ident of tl)e Maine Christian
union. The reports of the corresponslight increase in its total. In the early I example of a newspaper man’s devotion
secretary, recording secretary,
never pass ding
part of the year Washington suffered ; to duty. Such acts, however,
and Pine Tree Eudeavorer
and in this case j treasurer
the
chief,
unnoticed
by
end
j
the
at
from a car shortage, and
: committee were presented and an ad; jjr. Grozier insisted on showing his apj dress was given by Rev. James A.
the combined effects of business dis- :
preciation in a substantial manner.
Francis, D. D„ of New York. The rehad
rates
and
is
a
and
a
North
is
turbance
!
Ender,
higher freight
Farnham
of the committee on credentials
port
;
In
School.
old
Eliot
the
of
brought the industry almost to paraly- graduate
showed that a total of 227 workers and
in
East
life
he
lived
married
his early
sis. Oregon kept up its cut because of its |
delegates were present. Announcement
Boston, but for many years he has been
of tiie choice by the execularger proportion of coastwise aud for- i a resident of Chelsea. He has been very was made
tive board of Miss Margaret Koch of
eign trade. These two States together [ active in the social and civil affairs of < Eden as field secretary and Rev. Brown
has been a member of the
produced more lumber than any other this city, lie
E. Smith of Washington as treasurer
city government and was elected the and editor of the official organ of the
two States in the Union.
the
office
when
first clerk of committees
Maine State Union, the Pine Tree EnIt is a striking fact that though lumwas created under Mayor Bosson, servdeavorer. The convention came to a
an
is
He
at
been
have
six
uj
ber prices
present
steadily going
years.
ing for
I
a rousing meeting in City
of Chelsea. Indeed, close with
during the last half century, the per assistant assessor
everting, attended by all
a very active and useful Hall, Sunday
been
has
he
; the delegates and a large number of
capita consumption of lumber has also
civil
been

The Kind You Have

years ago seems to bear out this argu-
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For Infants and Children.

About 11 o’clock the business meet-1 lantic and Pacific system to carry on
the trade they had worked up all these
ing was called to order, and the j
years more expeditiously for their pafollowing officers elected: President,! trons and more satisfactory to them;
vice
George
D.
presidents,
selves. Recently ttie steamers NebrasJohn
Mixer;
on
Ryan and Herbert Paysou; secretary, kan and Nevadan have been placed
the route between Salina Cruz, SantiMrs. I. A. Sanborn; treasurer, W. B. :
ago, Portland, Tacoma and Seattle, reCammett; committe- on arrangements, turning to Salina Cruz via San Franand
Everett Clements, Lillian Ryan
cisco every twenty-one days.
The growth of this fast freight line
Zylpha Clements; committee on prolias been largely due to the former ex
gram, Rose Ryan, Mrs. Manley Harriof its management, which is
Alter the perieuce
man and Goldie Payson.
j composed of men that tiad sailed the
business meeting, a bountiful dinner seven seas in earlier life as well as
It has those who had been connected with the
was spread in the dining hall.
trade in sailing vessels bebeen said that those who eat can work, j carrying
tween this and Pacific ports for many
and if that is true the Mixers can cer-1
years. The most astonishing thing in
connection with the American-Hawaitainiy work.
After dinner the meeting was again I ian Line lias been its rapid increase in
a fleet of four at the
called to order and the following pro-1 steamers from
at

in the rebellion.

the

in store in

1

:

|

though

*-’**'-’

ng boats, first cup won
Forest II. Gray. Third
<Harwell, Italph Oou-

*i.

than for 1900,

..

d with four of the seven

:

reported

my command.

fellow, always, and in that terrible
charge made on Fort Fisher was at the
head of the gallant blue jackets from
the old Powhattan, and while leading
them on got a shot in the leg. Tying
a handkerchief around it he pressed on

of the curtailed

output which followed the business
disturbance later, the total was greater
than ever before. But in both the Lake
Slates and the Northwest a smaller cut

11

latter part of the war and was but a
stripling of a boy. On several boat expeditions he was my junior and was

severely felt under

year where a falling off occurred. For
decline in production took place only
in certain regions. The South is the

is a

.n, and, ‘in those things
... I shows him to be enWhile the business
..

f

was

in the lumber industry. It was not,
however, the most important cause of
a falling off in the production of the

who are to be

.main,’

the advances and declines can be

traced to specific mnuences.
Before the year closed the general

encour-

February ment. The incorporators of this enterMixer and Mary prise, who had previous long experience
19, 1809, that George
with sailing vessels between New York
Crooks were married. They had thir- via
Cape Horn to San Francisco and
to
manteen children, all of whom lived
the Hawaiian Islauds, saw an opporhood and womanhood, and twelve of tunity to transfer their business to
The steamers, the result of which has beeu
them married and reared a family.
the building of a fleet of fourteen
other is still living, but was never mar- j
freight carriers second to none of any
thirteen,”
these
“original
is
ried. It
country
The steamships American, Hawaiian,
and their descendants, who have met
for Oregonian, Californian and Isthmian
on the first Thursday in September
run between New York and Coatnow
nineteen successive years. Only one of
zacoalcos, Mexico (Atlantic system)
was
present while the Nevadan, Nebraskan, Alasthe “original thirteen”
this year, Mrs. Maria Clements of kan, Arizonan, Virginian, Texan, Mexiand the Missourian
Brooks. Three others of the original can. Columbian
make up the Pacific system between
thirteen are still living Mrs. Maria Salina Cruz and other Pacific Ocean
Clements of Brooks and Mrs. Abigail ports. About two years ago, more or
McKay and Mr-. Matilda Linnekin of less, connection was made with the
across Mexico,
Knox. Mrs. Linnekin is past 90 years Tehuantepec Railway
so that these ships were enabled to
as
time
a
still
good
of age but
enjoys
forego the long voyage around the
well as any of the younger Mixers. ; Horn by dividing the fleet into an At-

Sg

mneh lor 50 cents.

was

CASTCRIA

It has been said that if capital was
so timid the American flag on
steamships might be oftener seen in
foreign ports of the world in the cargocarrying busiuess exclusively. The frequent adding of new ships to the American Hawaiian Steamship Company’s
fleet since it was organized only a few
not

promising,

present.

children

: the fact that under liis
party is no longer at its

1

not very

eighty-five were present.
aging sign of the good times
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papers of the country are
nt concerning what has
lined "the most important
e

prising.

but the Mixers
and at an early
are a stout-hearted race
and at noon
hour they began to arrive,
was

LINIMENT

inland Express.

V
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t,;

was

One

niightening,
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The Growth of the Amerlcan-Hawalian Line
of Steamships in a Few Years at Least Sur-

the

Thursday, September 3rd,
at Silver Harday of the Mixer reunion
The weather
vest Grange Hall, Waldo.

ANODYNE

write
| before his death to
on the National campaign,
but
death
first of the three,
efforts. This article is,
showing that
looked for and
N president
e election of Taft in No-
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A GREAT FREIGHT STEAMSHIP LI HE

THE HXER FAMILY REUNION.

tine.
t irst Day, 1 uesday. Sept. 22, 1 p. in.
Purse *1?6
2.24 Class, Ti't t and Pace.
2.60 Class. Trot and Pace.Purse 100

postal

a specialty. If you
have anything to
sell drop me a
card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. COOMBS,

Corner Cross and

Federal'Streets, Belfast,

■

Second Ilaj. Wednesday. Sept. 23.1 p.

m.

2 19 Class. Trot or Pace.Purse *160
Green Horse Kace, Trot or Pace, that
Purse *40
never started for money
Half-mile heats, best three in five.

2.29;Clasf,.Trot

and Pace.

Purse,*100

NOTICE
Having retired from business, all parties indebted to me, will please call on J. L. SLEEKER
No. 72 Main street, and settle sanie.
F. M. LANCASTER.
__

Belfast, September 1,1908.

Few people have the slightest conception
just how important a part timber and unmanu-
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factured wood play in the trade between the
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world’s great nations, and doubtless it is

BY THE

to many to

Republican Journal Publishing Go.

This is according to estimates for the whole
world compiled by Dr. Ernest Friedrich, of the

BuS^e,

CHARLES A. PIU5BURY,

German commercial High school at Leipzig.
Notwithstanding the fact that it finds its

Subscription Terms—In advance, $2.00 a
for three
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents
months.
Advertising Terms—For one square, one
inch length in column, 50 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
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cent, Sweden 18 per cent, Finland 10
Roumania a small
per cent and Norway and
ada 13 per

OHIO.

quantity.

PRESIDENT,

plane, which were
themselves in earlier times densely wooded,

countries importing wood
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FOR

VICE

The election Monday resulted in

for

Republican candidates

The

victory.

James L. A. Burrell of Madgeburg, in

Republican

a

gover-

and for auditor, the four Congressmen, and
the usual majority in both branches of the legislature were elected. Cumberland and KenneDemocratic majority

column, the

Germany

has

still 26 per cent of its territory

cities of

coggin county was reduced, and the
Netherlands, that have but
were
Augu-ta, Auburn. Belfast and Portland
lands, Denmark, that has 7
the
in
The Republican plurality
redeemed.
State fell short of expectations, and this
various

due to

The contest

causes.

mainly, the Democratic

issues

local

studiously avoiding

and Switzerland, with

was

orators

and confining their efforts to charges of Reand to
publican corruption and extravagance

personal defamation of Republican candidates.
In Waldo county in particular we had exhi-

I Spain, Portugal (with only
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terances
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/••■sub’.
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land,) Italy, Greece (with
land,) the eastern part of Asia, British South
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normal vote.
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the beautifull forests, the clear air and the

for the heads of the tickets must
the verdict of the State on this
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fact, the governor of the
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point
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question.
State 1- practically powerless
which is one fur the legislature

other elements which make

this

ground of the Nation.”

asked

in

this matter

interest in Mr.

to

consider and

have been

When

the

play-

as

to his

favored the wrong. I say to you, and I say sincerely
up.>n. Many Republicans
that
nomination of Hon. William T. Haynes of and for all to the people of Maine,
act

Wateryille because he had announced himself
for resubmission, but had he been nominated

question

this

Tie
was nut.

on a

he

Democrats declared that Mr. Fernald
sufficient mental calibre to fill the

Fernakl's record

Mr.

ring.
a

business

r>.ur

ern

show
a

ri 1,

1171

as

in the

a success as a

or

the stump Mr. Fernald

On

his
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spoke, his utterances
ability, his sincerity and his loy-
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Mr.

Maine.
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Gardner

the

on

he

comments

battery
joicing.

calls

here

The contest

family

that the

in

was

behalf of
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right,

and

speak

has done lor

as it

we are

Bel fa

a

interesting

very

the cut, make, handling and

in

not

the

taken for granted that the sloop

be

or

read

surprising

a

statement to

these lines to learn that

square-rigged vessels
windward work.”

are

half-rigged brigs,

eral

remarkably fast

Wilson mentions

Mr.

brigantines, that

or

of fore-and-afters in

“would beat out

a

day’s

windward,” and The

work

to

fleet

Journal comments

question
have

as

Mr. Wilson’s

follows: “We do

not
we

could do windward work with

one

a

modem-built

The

writer wit-

exhibition that sustains Mr. Wil-

son’s statement.

A large

fleet

three-masted schooners, bound
was

Marine

statement, although

fine-modeled fore-and-after.”

ward,

a

thought that any vessels with yards

never

nessed

in

coming

out

of two and
to

the west-

of the Penobscot river.

last

strong from the southwest. A
barkentine was at the tail end of the fleet,

The wind

coming out of the river when the leaders were
below Saturday Cove. When off Camden the
barkentine had overhauled and passed the
was

well in the lead.

in

i port.

I

an

operation performed-Mrs.

McDaniel McFarland is visiting Mrs. Lottie
and her
Gray in Burnham-Mrs. Julia Jipson
Edna from Hallowed are visiting
j daughter
Mrs.
daughter, Mrs. David HustusJipson's
j
Downer
The burial services of Mrs. Abbie

|

Bank]I

$800,000

I

j

next objective point

I

$000,000

I

Total Assets

Already!
I
I

$959,000,

I

held at her home Sept. 9th. Rev. Thomas E.
to the bePentecost spoke words of comfort
The flowers were many and
reaved ones.
was in Pleasant
very beautiful. The interment
Edward
Hill cemetery beside her husband,
Downer_The Ladies' Circle met with Mrs.
were

'

Wl*-L

f
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1

pregnancy,
sickness after excessive indulgence.
Mi-o-na cures by strengthening and invigorating the flabby stomach walls, and after a
course of Mi-o-na treatment, constipation, if
bhere is any, will entirely disappear.
Read .this from the president of a New York

corporation:

“I have been a terrible sufferer from dyspepsia and gastritis for two years. The most emiphysicians prescribed for me with no efI have been absolutely cured by your
Mi-o-na tablets. The first one gave me a relief almost incredible.”—Herbert H. Taylor, 501
West 143 Street, New York City.
Mi-o-na is a most economical treatment—a
large box of tablets only costs 50 cents at A.
A. Howes & Co.’s and the dyspeptic, nervous or
otherwise, who does not give them a trial, is
losing an opportunity to regain health.
nent
fect.

cieties goes to Washington with ten new societies. The secretary says : “There has been
reported to me an active membership of 6,392
and an associate of 1,980, making a total of
8,372. Of these ,4,478 are members of the
church. These figures may be inaccurate, as it
often happens that a society has a secretary
who is not active enough to send in any report.

There has been

reported-

to

me

and parents. The night was clear and light
and many availed themselves of the full moon
to be present. The grange hall under the
charge of a skilful committee had been converted into a cozy room by the use of easy
chairs, cushions and art squares. Festoons of
the school colors entwined with clematis went
The guests were received by
across the hail.
Principal Linscott and Mrs. Linscott, Rev. J.
B. Parry and Mrs. Parry, Miss Smith, the new
assistant, and by a committee representing the
students, consisting of Mr. Johnson and Miss
Almatia Nelson from the Senior class, Mr.
Clark and Miss Kates from the Junior class,
and Mr. Blanchard and Miss Vose from the
Sophomore class. The ushers were Messrs.
Marden, Stewart, Hussey and Thompson. Mr.
Linscott made a brief address of welcome with

$3641.07

given for missions, of which $735.22 was for
home missions, and $1073.74 for foreign missions, and $1832.11 for other benevolent objects.
The banner given to the society contributing
the most for missions in proportion to its membership will go this year to the Free Baptists
of Portland, they having given $210.34, or
SMITHTON (Freedom.)
about $2.28 per member.”
for
a
few
before
is
here
Frank Thurston
days
The Waldo County Fair.
going to New York, where he has a fine posi-

Bangor

last Thursday on business.Miss Faustina
Harding visited her brother Frank in Brewer
several days last week-Mrs. A. A. Ginn and
Mrs. Charles Banks were in Bangor, shopping,
last Saturday.Mrs. Martha Dooey and two
children of Brewer visited relatives here recently_Master Hulbert Tripp is quite sick.
He is attended by Dr. G. N. Towle of Bucks-

was

schooners and

Thursday.Harry Berry

was

been to have

I

ij

visited relatives
last Sunday-Orrin J. Dickey of Belfast
called on Mrs. Mary Smith and Capt. A. A.
Ginn last Sunday-Mrs. N. J. Heagan was
called to Monroe on account of the death of a
dear friend last Friday.... Hon. A. I. Brown of
Augusta and Hon. O. F. Fellows of Bucksport
spoke on the political questions of the day
at the schoolhouse here Sept. 12th....Miss
Sarah Lowell of Bucksport visited Miss Angelia Harriman several days last week.... Mrs.
Emma Luke returned home from Massachusetts
last Friday... Mrs. M. A. Littlefield is visiting
relatives in Bangor... .Amos Dennett and Merrill Shuteof Bangor came down in their auto and
spent the day with the Misses Heagan... .Mrs.
Evelyn Harrison and two daughters, Grace and
Daisy, of Stockton visited relatives here last
week.. Mrs. Warren Haskell and two sons, Evan
and Harold, and grandma Haskell and Mrs.
Coose and son of Stockton visited Mrs. Orilla
McMann last Friday. .Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Carley
returned to their-home in West Newton, Mass.,

sev-

Mrs. Nellie Bryant and Mrs. Margie Bryant
visited Mrs. Willard Sparrow Sept. 9th.... Fred
Rankin is visiting his friend Miss Bertha
from Portland
Bryant....Mrs. Sarah Kelley
called on friends in the village Sept. 9th....
CenLewis Murch has returned home from the
he had
tral Maine Hospital in Lewiston, where

j

here

great many

a

gone

is makPlummer’s aunt....Mrs. Martha Vose
W ill Spinney
ing some repairs on her house...
10thwas in Waterville on business Sept.

j

a

PROSPECT FKRKV.
Miss Isabel Ginn of Belfast

who

some

and

reside in Waterville.

schooner rig is away and beyond all question
faster in windward work than all others. It
may be

The

pleasing

most

High school, is a college graduate, a most estimable young lady of high attainments. After a carriage drive of several weeks through
Aroostook County, Mr. and Mrs. Burns are to

of

care

July number of International Marine Engineering, in which he says: “It must
sails in

months.

a

Adrian Wilson of the firm of Wilson & Silsby,

article

of

school and of the University of Maine, making
speciality of agriculture, and is an all-round
worthy, enterprising young man. The bride,
who was a former teacher in Fort Fairfield

county.

sailmakers of Boston, had

warm

woman

of Fort Fairfield and Miss Grace A.
Ballentine of Waterville. The ceremony was
impressively performed by Rev. D. L. Wilson
of Belfast, whose wife is a sister of the groom.
Mr. Burns is a graduate of Fort Fairfield High

of the towns in the

majority

spent the

young

I

YOU

JOIN

U

j

Burns

county. Had
th*- result been different, had this faithful official been turned down, it would have been a
lasting disgrace to Belfast and to Waldo

a

a

DEPOSIT in A

i

...

place here and
his interesting

A quiet but pretty
Burns-Ballentine.
wedding occurred at high noon, Wednesday,
Sept. 9th, at the home of the bride in Waterville, the contracting parties being Caleb E. S.

F. Carleton, in his home town, in
the ward in which he resides, and in

iff, Ar

summer

character and has spent several seasons here
and has a host of friends. It was the wish of
both bride and groom to avoid anything like
display and the ceremony was as simple as it
could be made. Mr. and Mrs. Bryant will return to North port for a few days and then go to
New York, where they will reside.

proud of the fact that
Belfast has raised her voice with the majority
in recognition < f those who have faithfully
met their obligations and done the public good
service.
Especially gratifying is the endorsement given the Republican candidate for sherthe

have

bride is

decency, good citizenship and law and order as
against everything opposed. It was expected
would

fine

Attention

OUR DEPOSITS HAVE CROS ED

three small children, a father and mother, two
of the
City, the first charge that Rev. William Annie
Libby Sept. 10th. but on account
The funeral was con- ;
sisters and a brother.
Vaughan, pastor of Trinity, had, more than 25 j
Mrs. A.
1
a few were present.
but
season
busy
ducted Tuesday at the schoolhouse in Swanyears ago, and the other table is to stand beE. Linscott and Mrs. S. J. Flye were the only
ville by Rev. Albert E. Luce, pastor of the
side the pastor's chair to hold the hymnal and
Bradstreet and
ones from the village-Fred
Methodist Episcopal church, Belfast.
liturgy and is the gift of Maurice Towle of the family and Mr. Richardson and family attend- !
Mrs. Mary' L. Colby, widow of the late Henry firm of Spencer, Eaton & Co. of Belfast. Last ed a baked bean supper in Albion Sept. 10th.
E. Colby, died at her home in Newton, Mass.. Saturday a bee was held at the church and a
Rev. J. Burford Parry and Mrs. Parry took
Sept. 1. of heart failure, after an illness of but good deal of grading done, and Frank Strout
tea with Mr. and Mrs. Willard Sparrow Sept.
a few hours.
Mrs. Colby was born in Deer Isle,
October 29, 1821. She was the daughter of built a flight of steps for the back door. Emery
11th. .E. Robert Redford from Lawrence, Mass.,
Deacon Edward and Mary (Babbidge) Haskell O. Pendleton contributed to the church a cord
arrived Sept. 12th to attend school in Freedom
and was the mother of thirteen children, ten ! of fitted wood. The
people of East Belfast are Academy.Mrs. Julia Taylor from Liver-|
of whom are living, who have always lovingly
little church and have more Falls is visiting ner parents, ueacon
and tenderly anticipated her every wish. There proud of their handsome
j
reason to be, and manifest their interest in it
are twent.v-three grand children and twelve
A. Thompson and Mrs. Thompson-Our meat
great grand children. She also leaves two sis- in many ways.
is
kept very busy
man, Charles Thompson,
ters and two brothers, Mrs. Myrtle Haskell,
Mrs. Lucretia Spoflford, Messrs. Besture and
nowadays.Mrs. Almatia Wescott is helping
Courtney Haskell. She was a most devoted the Maine State C. E. Union presented at the Mrs. Olive Stewart, matron of the domitory,
and loving mother and a kind neighbor. Her
last week states that
for a short time_Mr. and Mrs. Percy Turner
life had been most remarkable, inasmuch as annual meetingin Augusta
went blackberrying, Sept. 10th, and picked 34
there are now upon the records 429 Senior and
as she had never known illness or the aches
84 Junior societies. The Senior societies are disquarts in about two hours.Harold Small
advanced years. She has not lived at Deer Isle
tributed as follows: Androscoggin, 12; Ar- called on friends in town Sept. 11th.Mrs.
for many years, but will be remembered by the
l
Lottie Vose and several others are on the sick
older residents.
The funeral services were oostook, 22; Cumberland, 57; Franklin, 23;
held in the Chapel, Deer Isle, Sept. 4, con- Hancock, 40; Kennebec, 30; Knox, 13; Lincoln, list.Fred N. Flye from Portland visited his
>
ducted by Rev. L. M. Bosworth, with comfort13th and 14th.
16; Oxford, 28; Penobscot, 38; Piscataquis, 14; mother, Mrs. Susan J. Flye, Sept.
ing passages of Scripture and prayer. The
Yeaton returned to his home in
beautiful flowers, of which there were many, Sagadahoc, 11; Somerset, 19; Waldo, 19; Wash- .Sherman
Nellie Bangs
seemed a part of her life, as she was always surington, 42; York, 45. Forty-one societies are Lynn, Mass., Sept. 12th .Mrs.
rounded by them in her home. The kind and reported as for some reason discontinued. The has returned from a visit in Providence, R.
/
Miss
loving sympathy and deeds of the relatives loss
by counties is as follows : Androscoggin, I., and will board the Primary teacher,
and friends at Deer Isle was a great comfort
Ruth Knowlton, whose school will commence
bo the family in their sorrow.
The interment one ; Aroostook, 4; Cumberland, 6; Hancock, 9;
was at Mt. Adams.—Deer Isle Messenger.
Kennebec, 6; Knox, 1; Lincoln, 1; Oxford, 3; Sept. 14th.Mrs. Addie Flye was in WaterPenobscot, 1; Piscataquis, 3; Somerset, 1; ville on business Sept. 7th-Mrs. Grace West
THE MIGHTY POWER OF MI-O-NA.
Washington, 1; York, 4. This loss is partially is working for Mrs. Katrina Bryant.Miss
the new societies organized. Blanche Elliott is working for Mrs. Inez BelMi-o-na, that extraordinary and perfect recompensed by
stomach tonic, will relieve dyspepsia in twenty- The new societies are distributed as follows: lows.Miss Lillian Phillips of Swanville is
four hours.
Androscoggin, 1; Aroostook, 4; Cumberland, 2; visiting Mrs. Cora Spinney .Jesse Sampson !
It will cure, and is guaranteed by A. A. Howes
Hancock, 6; Kennebec, 4; Lincoln, is visiting his parents in Bath .One of the
& Co. to the readers of The Journal to cure the Franklin, 4;
events of the year at Freedom Academy ocmost pitiful cases of dyspepsia, if taken ac- 1; Oxford, 3; Penobscot, 5; Piscataquis, 2;
cording to directions.
Sagadahoc, 2; Semerset, 4; Waldo, 5; Washing- curred Wednesday evening, Sept. 9th, in the j
Mi -o-na tablets not only cure dyspepsia, but
The banner presented to the
Freshman reception given by the teachers and j
ton, 10; York, 3.
all stomach disturbances, such as vomiting of
county making the largest growth in new so- students to the new students, alumni, trustees |
sea or car sickness, and the stomach

genial disposition which has
mud-slinging
She is a graduate
won for her many friends.
of Wheaton Seminary and very accomplished.
for special re- The groom is a young man of sterling

the

county

The result in this

owns a

where for many years he with

manners

Waterville.

in

York, who

native State, in which

his

on

fitly supported by

was

two years ago.

City of Bangor to spend their honeymoon
where? No one knew. Miss Blaisdell is the
eldest daughter of P. C. Blaisdell of New

sentiments the reverse of those
voiced by him when seeking re-election as
f the State grange, andhe made disparmast.-,
aging

over

gain of

a

the

other hand

i

•-

«*xp!

ticket in all four counties,

On the morning of
Bryant-Blaisdell.
Sept. 3d at the Mower cottage, occupied by
Rev. G. G. Winslow of Belfast, Miss Elbe G.
Blaisdell and William C. Bryant, Jr., were
united in marriage by Mr. Winslow and left on

wherever he

•won

of his

WEDDING BELLS.

Gov-

farmer

Knights
George W. Wiggir# of Hartford, Conn., died seats are all free and a large attendance is
Sept. 8, 1908. He was born in Belfast, Feb. 22, desired. A welcome for all.
1837. Early in life he went to Newbury port,
The Maine State Sunday School association
Mass., to learn the watch-making trade, but is arranging for a series of county conventions,
had resided in Hartford, Conn., for many and following is the schedule for the month;
He was somewhat noted for his skill Lincoln county at Waldoboro, September 17th
years.
outside of his own city and for many years he and 18th; Knox county at Thomaston, Septemhad charge of all the railroad clocks between ber 18th and 19th; Sagadahoc county at Bath,
Hartford and New York. His wife, Mary E. September 20th and 21st; Waldo county at BelWiggin, died Dec. 2, 1905, but he is survived by fast, September 22nd and 23rd; Penobscot
a brother and sister; N. E. and J. A. Wiggin
county at Dexter, September 23d and 24th;
of Belfast; one nephew, Mr. John A. Cousens
Androscoggin county at Auburn, September
of Brookline, Mass., and a niece, Mrs. Newton 24th and 25th; Franklin county at Farmington,
A. Rose of North Amherst, Mass.
September 25th and 26th. At each convention
addresses will be delivered by General SecreBlanche M.. wife of Adelbert E. Small of tary, H. E. Lufkin and Charles D. Meigs of
Swanville, was born in Fitchburg, Mass., 25 Indianapolis, Ind.. a Sunday school specialist.
years ago and died Sept. 13th at their home of
Trinity Reformed church recently received
typhoid fever. Mrs. Small was the daughter two handsome tables for the chancel. One is
of Mr. and Mrs. Cunningham of this city'. She
for flowers and is the gift of the Men’s Bible
leaves to mourn her early departure a husband, class in the South
Bergen church in Jersey

I
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Congressman Burleigh’s plurality is a splenanswer to the campaign of mudslinging
conducted against him by the Waterville Sentinel. says the Portland Express. Mr. Burleigh

of the Democratic candidate and the fact
was

as

did

The
Springs and would be controlled by them.
not only
progress of the campaign demonstrated
the falsity of these accusations, but the weak-

that he

is

this

their inherent rights.
it.”
of

gube rnatorial chair and that he was merely
the representative of the Rickers of Poland

ness

it

children in these important matters and that

Fernald.

Mr.

as

sees

are
once

believe every loyal son
of Maine ought to see it, that he will stand
guard over our rights and the rights of our

thing

prohibition platform
and occupied precisely the same position on
would 'nave stood

he

Fernald

Mr.

know that

I

because

BLOCK, Belfast, Me.

(ONE YEAR AGO THEY CROSSED
I
$700,000

Fernald he said, “Many motives

ascribed to me, all of which

lengths.

j

a

see

the Republi- dreams, if we but guard the heritage that God
platform stood for resubmission,
for prohibition, has given us in the majestic water falls and in
can candidate and platform
ind the

lined,

NEWS

j

wildest

our

have arrived, many in dress pattern

Growing

Among other things he said, “If 1 have been
interested in public affairs, it is for this

The ConRepublican plurality for Governor.
ted in two districts by inwere
districts by
crew-•. pluralities and in the other

There will be an afternoon service of the
Protestant Episcopal church in the North
church vestry on Sunday, September 20th,
Evensong at 4 o’clock, Mr. Orlando Titherington, lay reader. All are welcome.

if

9 per cent forest

a

Grove cemetery.

satin

New Fall Dress Goods

Sun-

noon.

j
j

civilized community-utAfrica, the western part of Chili and Peru, the
effectually rebuked at the
Argentine ^Republic, and Australia, all poor in
polls on. election day. The charges against the
are dependent upon import.
wood,
|
Republican administration of State affairs were
fully and plainly refuted on the stump and
| In a recent interview with a representative
in the press, and the showing made was one of
! of the Portland Evening Express Hon. Edwhich every citizen of Maine should be proud.
ward F. Ricker of Poland Springs replies to
The paramount issue in the campaign was the attacks on him -n the Democratic press.

rarely witnessed

in

at

Lymansvi||t

self=material$!

j

on

forest

3 per cent

was

will be “The Foundation That is Laid."

Fall Suits made from
Cheviot, strictly man=tailored, Skinner
neatly trimmed with large buttons of
Women’s New

=•; JAMES H. HOWES, Hf"

cent, France

of
Egypt imports wood and coal to the value
about $16,660,000 annually; Algeria, Tunis,

of ignorance, mendacity and scurrility

bitions

per

small percentage,

a

FALL SUITS.

Spiritual

day school

Handsomely Tailored

Joseph Warren Banks died Sept. 9th at his
There will be a service at Trinity Reformed
home on the Poors Mills road, aged 70 years
and 4 months, death following a critical oper- church next Sunday at 2.30 p. m., with sermon
ation. He was born in Belfast May 9, 1838, by the Rev. William Vaughan. Sunday school
the son of Harrison and Martha (Cross) Banks. immediately after the sermon. Prayer meetDecember 30, 1866 he married Miss Elsie E. ing Thursday evening at 7.30 oclock.
ODD FELLOWS’
Patterns
Brown of North Haven, who survives him
Miss Ethel Savery, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
with four children—William A., Mrs. Estelle F. N. Savery, is acting as organist and pianist j
K. Haley, Everett A. and Miss Cassie L. Banks, of the Trinity Reformed church during the
all of Belfast. In early life Mr. Banks lived in j absence of Miss Clair Vaughan in New York,
OE BROOKS.
1HE
Virginia and Ohio, but after his marriage he and is giving excellent satisfaction.
settled in Belfast and worked at the wheel- j A most
enjoyable supper was served at the
The Good Templar lodge will have an enterwright’s trade, but latterly had been engaged f Methodist vestry last Friday evening. As
next Saturday evening.
tainment
in farming. In middle life he was connected
usual the daintily spread tables were laden
*
with a Christian association at Poors Mills and with all kinds of
There was a heavy frost in the lowlands
good things to eat, and everyHe was an exemplary one did them full
was active in its work.
justice.. The Belfast clergy- j Monday r.ight. A fair amount of corn is comChristian, and in his last illness was patient men and their wives were the guests of the ing in and the canning factory is very busy.
He was a tender.
under intense suffering.
society on this pleasant occasion.
Kev. D. A. Armstrong of Kingsport, N. S.,
loving husband, a devoted father, a loyal citi- ; The services tor the week; at tne rsortn oonj will speak at the Congregational church Sunzen. and was loved by his many friends and ;
gregational church will be as follows: Prayer day, Sept. 27th. Much to the regret of our
neighbors. Funeral services were held at the
meeting this, Thursday, evening at 7.30; topic, people, Kev. J. W. Vaughan has resigned his
late home last Friday at 10.30 a. m., Rev. AlThe power of the Cross. John 12:31-36. Morning
position as pastor and we are obliged to select
bert E. Luce, pastor of the Methodist church,
service Sunday morning at 10.45, with sermon a successor.
Belfast, officiating, and was largely attended.
by the pastor, Rev. D. L. Wilson; Sunday school
The floral tributes were rich and abundant,
Dr. A. M. Jones of Milo, who was recently
at 12 noon; meeting of the Christian Endeavor
tokens of the regard and respect in which the
married, called upon friends here last week ;
our
at
Society.
Commending
6.30;
topic,
Society
He made the trip in his autodeceased was held.
with his bride.
II. By supplying church workers. 2 Tim. 2:1, 2;
he uses in his business. The
mobile
which
A
cordial
at 7.30.
I
Marcellus Prince of Camden died Sept. 7th, Prov. 22:6; evening worship
doctor was born in Brooks, the son of the late
welcome is extended to all to attend these serHe had
very suddenly of heart failure.
John D. Jones, and taught school here several
vices.
long been known as a boat builder, making a
terms while in college.
In the First Methodist Episcopal church
speciality of small crafts, which he had built
In the recent electrical storm there was a
Rev.
and shipped to almost every port on the At- next Sunday at 10.45 a. m., the pastor.
of freak case of lightning doings. The shop of
lantic seaboard. He was one of six children, Albert E. Luce, will continue his series
The subject John H. Gordon was struck in the ventilator
being the son of Hannah and Robert Prince, sermons on “The Lord’s Prayer.
on
be thy and divided at the ridgepole, going down
“Hallowed
will
be,
for
next
Sunday
and was 65 years of age. He is survived by
side by a rafter and then to the ground
each
conducted
12
at
school
o’clock,
Bible
Name.”
his wife, who was utterly prostrated by her
The fact
without setting lire to the building.
the
sudden bereavement, and by four brothers and by F. P. Blodgett. Supt. At 3.30 p. m.,
had beer, struck was not
the
building
that
Miss
of
in
charge
Junior Epworth League
one sister—Frank and Benjamin A. Prince of
later.
Lillian Spinney, Supt.; at 7.30 p. m.. the Ep- known until several days
East Boston, Edward J. and Horatio Prince and
at 7.30 p. m.,
Funeral services worth League devotional service ;
Mrs. Mary Mills of Camden.
service under FREEDOM.
held from his late home in Chestnut Thursday, the mid-week Gospel
were
the direction of the pastor; at 7 p. m., Friday,
Mrs. Eunice Plummer and little daughter
street at 2 p. m. Sept. 9th.
to Massachusetts to visit Mrs.
of King Arthur. The
Lena have
a conclave of the

per cent forest

the dry western side of the sub-tropical zone
lacking forests are forced to import wood.

reference to Bryan

any

8

all compelled to import lumber.
Besides these countries, those lands lying

on

was

interment

covered by forests, but imported in 1906 lumber valued at $61,285,000. Belgium and the

Andros-

in

Rev. Ashley A. Smith of the Universalist
church officiating. There was a large attendance and a profusion of beautiful floral offerings. The bearers were Dr. W. C. Libbey, A. C.
Tuttle. C. J. Pattee and S. M. R. Locke. The

imests, and during the year 1906 that country
value of $135,651,750.
the
to
lumber
ported

returned to the Republican

were

report

a

this government. Only 4 per cent of the
territory of Great Britain is covered with forto

nor

bec counties

a

greater or less extent to make room for agriculture and other industries, says Vice Consul

VICTORY.

THE REPUBLICAN

|

New and

|

ings in their rooms on High street every
Thursday evening at 7.30 o’clock and Sunday
afternoon at 2.30, to which the public are cordially invited.
Services will be as usual next Sunday at
10.45 a. m. at the First Farish (Unitarian)
church, with sermon by the pastor, Rev.
Adolph Rossbach. Sunday school at 12 noon;
of study, John the Baptist.
Shute of Belfast, and three little children* subject
Services
will be as usual at the Universalist
were
remains
an
infant.
The
one
brought
at 10.45 a. m. The subject
here, and the funeral was held Friday at the church next Sunday
A. A. Smith,
home of Mrs. Fannie E. Shute, 14 Pearl street, of the sermon by the pastor. Rev.

on

denuded to

forests have been

but whose

YORK.

NEW

those

are

spent here. She graduated from the Belfast High school in the class of 1893, and from
the Gorham Normal school in 1899, and later
took a course of study in a Philadelphia college,
also teaching there most successfully for some
lived in
years. Since her marriage she has
Providence, visiting her old home in this city
every summer. She leaves, besides her mother and husband, one brother, Stephen S. L*
was

economical

the highest

JAHES S. SHERMAN
OF

FIRST OPENING OF

Services in the chapel at East Northport,
Sunday, Sept. 20th, at 10.45 a. m. Sermon by
the pastor, Rev. G. G. Winslow, followed by

gone, another telegram was received announc- Sunday school.
supply dwindling, the United States fur- ing Mrs. Willis’ death. The news was a great
The Christian Scientists hold services in
nishes about 20 per cent of the lumber im- shock to Mrs. Willis’ many friends in this city. their hall, 127 Main street, every Sunday mornShe was born in Belfast about 39 years ago, ing at 11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at
ported by other countries. Austria-Hungary
the daughter of Captain Darius F. Shute and j 7.30 o’clock, to which all are cordially welcome.
Can16
furnishes 19 per cent, Russia
per cent,
Fannie (Boynton) Shute, and her early life
church will hold meetThe Seaside

H. TAFT

WILLIAM

*JAMES H. HOWES

Rev. Ashley A. Smith will speak at the
Swanville Union church, Sunday, Sept. 20th, at
2.30 p. m. All are cordially invited.

own

PRESIDENT,

FOR

learn that the lumber importations

'

preaching the Woods schoolhouse, Northport, next Sunday afternoon at 2
o’clock.
at

There will be

Word was received Tuesday evening, Sept.
8th, of the sudden death of Mrs. Melinda E.
Willis, wife of Prof. Gardner B. Willis of
Providence, R. I., and daughter of Mrs. Fannie
E. Shute of this city. Mrs. Shute received a
telegram in the afternoon stating that Mrs.
Willis was seriously ill, and asking her to go to
Providence at once, which she did on that
night’s boat, but about 7 o’clock, afte; she had

news

various countries amount to $285,600,000.

of the

THE CHURCHES.

OBITUARY.

•

tion as teacher.Mrs. Florence Wentworth
returned to her home in Rumford Falls last
Saturday.Mrs. Jonathan Bartlett and Miss
Mary Bartlett spent Friday with Mrs. Busher.
.Mr. and Mrs. Jenkins, who have been
spending their vacation with their sister, Mrs.
Hall, returned to their home in Boston last
Saturday....The schools began Monday. Miss
Ella Greeley teaches in the Penney district and
Miss Knowlton in Smithton. Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Buzzell of Albion visited last Saturday
night and Sunday at M. E. Busher’s.

from 2nd Page.]
Best drawn rug, Mrs. J. N. Cox, 1st.
Best etching centerpiece, Mrs. Thos. Loth-

[Continued

rop, 1st.

Battenburg lace hat,

Mrs.

Charles O’Connell,

1st.

Mexican bead work, Mrs. Thos. Lothrop. 1st.
Picture sofa pillows, Mrs. J. N. Cox. 1st.
The committee wish it stated that the ribbons were lost off some of the pieces which
had awards.

j

j
j
j

|
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W.

M.
THE

THAYER
JEWELER,

SELLS READ & BARTON KNIVES AND FORKS,1:1 \
1847 ROGERS BROS. A I
ALL FLAT WARE SAME QUALITY
Watches that will please you. Chains, Charms. I
Diamond Rings, and all other kinds. | Clockand Field Glasses, Spectacles and Eye GlasseA few Violins for sale cheap.
Bargain in a chronograph, slightly used.
Watch work my specialty. Prices, like mg expt
MIXER BLOCK, BELFAS T.
low.

The

ir

Clough Toy Furni

We don’t need to tell the people of Belfast or Waldo County a
CLOUGH TOY FURNITURE, but to the SUMMER VISITOR v
ing for some little article or souvenir of Belfast for the children, i
suggest THE CLOUGH TOY FURNITURE.

|
|

THE BELFAST DEPARTMFN1 STORE.
45

[

j
j

Main Street.

CA*lt>EN.
The farm

W.

WKST

Harry

W.

Stearns,
known as Selbourne, has been sold through G.
H. Talbot’s agency to John J. Collins of Boston, who has been spending the summer here.
This is one of the biggest real estate transfers
that has been made in town for some time. We
<
understand that Mr. Collins expects to make
extensive improvements and will occupy it as a
summer home... .E. F., F. H. and E. L. Dillingham are to have a fine cottage erected on Dillingham’s Point for renting. The cottage Will
his usual cordiality, Miss Dodge rendered a be attractive in style, will have ten chambers,
j
piano solo with ease and grace, and Mr. Clark j three baths, laundry and kitchen, besides the
The
and
living rooms. C. P. Brown will have charge of
sang “Sleep
Forget” very pleasingly.
school orchestra furnished music during the the work. They are now getting ready for the
j
evening. Punch, ice cream and cake were foundation.The Camden Congregational
for delivery. It conserved, and after the singing of college songs ! Cook Book is now ready
and the giving of the school yell all departed tains some 300 selected recipes of all varieties
by some of Camden’s best cooks. These recipes
with the feeling that the evening was one to ; have been
carefully chosen, and are all true and
be pleasantly remembered.
tried and known to be good .Stephen J.
Gushee of Appleton has bought the Hemingway place on Washington and Alden streets of
Phoebe:
Clara A. Smith and her brother, Wm. HemingThere’s nothing like bread made from
Deborah.
way.
Gold Medal Flour.
■

j

H. Kb

property

of

FRANKFORT.
Mrs. Patten of Bangor. v.
guestof Mrs. Lizzie Mayo th-'
turned home_ Mrs. Host1 >
home from Maple Grove Camj
has had employment the past

!

;

j

j

Mr.

Hathaway of West Winter}
pairs on his house and will tr.
completed-Mr. and Mrs. W
a few days in Belfast last w«
and family, who spent their v
father, H. M. Black, have

j
1

f

home in Massachusetts.M
of Lynn, Mass., were
death of her mother, Mrs. K
'-Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Mounter of Charlestown, Mass..
M
I vacation with his parents,
Moore.The sudden dealt'
I
her
1 Parks, which occurred at
1
night, Sept. 9th, came as a i: r.
j relatives and friends. She ha
her usual health until within
her death. The funeral sen "
her late home Sept. 11th. M"
expressed for the husband and
son
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sale at
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Unclaimed letters remaining in the Belfast
post office for the week ending Sept. 7: Miss
Sarah Achorn, Miss Effie M. Bridges (2 letters),
Miss Edna A. Goss (3 letters), Miss Rosalind
Jewett, Miss Cora Mojo, Ed. Duffy, B. F. Fry,
Frank E. Graham, H. A. Hall, Louis Herfield,
George Hatefield, Mr. and Mrs. William C.
Hall, S. A. Knowlton, W. E. Keene, H. G.
Nash. Ralph O’Connell, Perley L. Smith, Welsh

office.

post

the post office.
the store of I. H. W.
At

I

At

|

J. Dickens.
and M. J. Dow,
»ed agents to receive subedtisements.
journal Publishing Co.
7 1).

r-|?arsport

I
!

j
\
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;

H. Marshall Circle,
been postponed to

Mr. John D. Fraser of this city

i

subscriber writes: “Enmoney order for
more than pleased with

n.,

!

!

.vM|fS went

over.

patrons went to Togus

monthly excursion

on

the

over

road under the management
This is the last excursion
make to Togus this year,
wishes notice givlighting of bonfires around
<»f the extremely dry season,
god to put out several which
property, and future offend-
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wed. There is every indicawill be a successful one.
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cellar on Union street on
ought of Clarence Wyman
her, several old coffins were
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\

formerly

was

burying

a

;
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I

and when the land was
purposes, and the bodies
,o v<* cemetery, these must
d'he coffins were made
oil.
y.
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rod.

as was

Wednesday,

Mrs. Russell C. Strout entertained at bridge
last Friday evening in honor of Miss Bertha I.
Bird, who left Monday to take a position in the
Rockland High school, and of Miss Bird's guest,
Mrs. Frank Gardner of Haverhill, Mass. Sweet
peas formed the keynote of the decorations,
and dainty refreshments were served.
The
first prize, a Japanese tray, was won by Mrs. L.
T. Shales, and the consolation, a potted plant,
went to one of the guests of honor. Mrs.

serious

grounds last Thursday
With his daughter he was in a

The W. C. T. U. met at the Home for Aged
Women Friday afternoon, Sept. 11th, and elected the following delegates to attend the State
convention in Rockland this week: Mrs. Fannie Frost and Mrs. Helen A. Carter; alternates,
Mrs. Elizabeth Heal and Miss Ellen P. Frothipgham. Miss Emily F. Miller, president, and
Mrs. Lillian L. Parsons, secretary, are dele-

j
_

j

exception of those in
building, and the Head of
egan Monday with a good

.;ih the

j

The 2.24 trot and pace went over to
four different horses having won
heats; best time, 2.21 1*4.
2.17.

j
carriage near the home stretch, and the horse
^
becoming frightened as the horses came down
the stretch in a close heat, the drivers plying
gates from the county union.
their whips, bolted and threw them both out.
Tabitha:
Mr. Fraser is thought to have struck the wheel Gardner.
Gold Medal Flour leads them all.
in falling and his hip was fractured, and he
SUBETTE.
Boats.
The big gasoline yacht
Yachts and
His
shaken
was badly
daughter escaped
up.
owned by Dr. Riggs of St. Paul, a sumNanna,
smashed
was
serious injury. The carriage
badly
TROY.
mer resident of Bluehill, will be hauled up at
before the runaway horse was stopped. Mr.
Seven Star Grange, Troy, had an ice cream
last of this month. She had been
the
Ellsworth
Fraser is an employee of the shoe factory, and
at their regular meeting last Saturday
hauled up at this port the past two winters.... supper
a well known'and highly respected citizen and
evening. The program included a song by L.
W. A. Macomber has hauled out T. George
has the sympathy of a large number of friends.
L. Rogers; recitation by Mrs. L. L. Rogers;
Dodworth’s sloop yacht Caprice. This craft
He is at the Waldo County Hospital for treatreadings by Mrs. Lettie Hollis and Miss Lena
has not been in commission for two years and
and a musical duet by Harry Bryant
ment.
Sargent
is understood to be for sale. She is kept afloat
and Mrs. Rogers. The next meeting will be
At the meeting of the Waldo County Agriduring the summer months.Capt. T. D.
Sept. 26th... .Charles Hawes of Boston is visitcultural Society Fair Trustees, held Tuesday
Barr returned last Sunday from a trip down
relatives at the Center.Mr. and Mrs.
on the
the
fair
to
hold
ing
voted
it
was
evening,
the bay in his sloop yacht Fiona.
Fred M. Hawes of Newtonville, Mass., are exdates of September 7th, 8th and 9th. While
The September meeting of John Cochran
pected Tuesday for a three weeks’ visit... .Althe bills are not yet all settled the receipts of
bion Piper of Palmer, Mass., who has been
the fair this year will give a good margin to Chapter, D. A. R., was held with the Misses
visiting in town, returned home this week.
work on, and aside from the bonds, one of Ginn, Upper High street, Monday evening. The
at
which will be retired this month, there will be programs for the year’s work, which have been Miss Nellie Danforth is passing the week
Millie Rand
funds remaining after the premiums are paid. prepared and printed in attractive booklet her brother’s in Gardiner ...Miss
The paper of the
Harding of Benton has been spending a week
During the year it is expected that a new office form, were distributed.
Maloon
will be erected for the secretary and there evening, on Early English Explorers, was ex- with relatives in town.Miss Bessie
A little son came to
will be some general improvements to the tremely interesting and was prepared and de- is teaching in Benton.
The two readMr. and Mrs. Ira Fernald, Sept. 7th.... Millie,
grounds. The Trustees, in behalf of the Soci- livered by Mrs. Edward Sibley.
“America” by Arthur C. Coxe, by Mrs. wife of Walter Hillman, who for some time
ety, extend a vote of thanks to all who have ings.
Saturassisted in the program and success of the fair. Henry Hills, and Longfellow's “Sir Humphrey has been in failing health, passed away
Gilbert” by Mrs. E. P. Frost, were also much day evening, Sept. 12th. at the age of almost
Mason Family Reunion. On Monday, Sep63 years. She leaves a husband, two sons and
tember 7th, a reunion of the Mason family was enjoyed.
two daughters, who have the deep sympathy
held at the residence of Howard F. Mason in
Poors Mills. The social is postponed again
of the entire community in their great sorrow
until Oct. 8t.h. ...The community was saddenEast Belfast. It was a mere coincidence that
for one who was warmly loved and respected
the members of the family with two exceptions ed by the death of Joseph VY, Banks who died
all who knew her.... Inez Gould of Unity is
by
be
will
and
in
the
after9th.
He
was
a
kind
at
this
time.
were in town
Early
Sept.
neighbor
with her grandmother, Mrs. Sybil Bennett....
CarvWinfield
time
Mrs.
the
noon the guests arrived and
passed greatly missed.Mr. and
Mrs. Lillian Goodspeed of Hermon is the guest
er of Vinalhaven are stopping at V\ A. Banks.
very pleasantly with stories of early days,
of her sister, Mrs. Sanford Foster.Harry
Mrs. F. A. Wentworth and Mrs. Elmer
music and renewing acouaintance. The presence
of Clinton and Everett Howe’s family
Blaisdell of East Orland visited friends here Reynolds
of a goodly number of grandchildren added
of Dixrnont passed Sunday at W. A. Bennett’s.
much to the pleasure of all. At 5 o’clock the last week.Miss Hazel Wilson r as returned
Mrs. Ida Hallett of Saco is the guest of her
has employment. She
company assembled in the diningroom for to Augusta, where she
Solomon Bennett-Mr. and Mrs. Loren
uncle,
and
Mr.
her
with
was
her
vacation
parents,
which
asocial
evening
spent. passed
supper.tafter
Charlie and Earl Harding of Pittsfield
Harding,
was
by
She
L.
D.
Wilson.
accompanied
Mrs.
and
Mrs.
A.
The out-of-town guests were Mr.
at Chester Hillman’s-North
in
passed
Sunday
school
attend
will
who
H. Blood, Vinalhaven, Mr. and Mrs. Charles her sister Evelyn
Troy Reading Club had a supper and fine enterHammonds, Bangor, Dr. Luther S. Mason, Aufrusta.
tainment at E. H. Garcelon’s Saturday evening.
Bangor, Mr. and Mrs. H. 0. Stevens and son of
Veterans' Meeting. The Waldo County
..The Ladies’ Aid will meet with Mrs. Win-

line will make an excursion
astine and Vinalhaven. The
She will
,d trip is 50 cents.
o’clock.
September 9th, the big day of
ages passed over the bridge
a half and in 3 hours and a

:

A bright five-year-old Belfast youngster
who had the right idea and believes in keeping
up with the times, made a pertinent reply in
Sunday school the day before election. When
asked by his teacher what Zaccheus was, he
promptly replied that he was a Republican.

at the fair

afternoon.

post office
am

was

j

ihe Monroe fair is on this week and with
the fine weather is attracting the usual crowds.
There was some racing on Tuesday, the open- ^
ing day. Rubiyat won the green horse race j
in three straight heats; best time, 2.42 1-2.
^
Prarie Queen won in the 2.17 class; best time,

of Belfast.

& Turner, C. L. Wolf.

ly injured

Min Helen Doak will \mw tomorrow lor.
Providence R. L, to resume her studies at the
Rhode Island School of Design.

The following petition in bankruptcy has
been filed in the U. S. district court: Arthur
W. Moore of Stockton Springs, butcher. Liabilities, $885; assets, $251, of which $103 is
claimed exempt. Attorney, Robert F. Dunton

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Howard of Montville,
who have been the guests of Mr. Howard’s
brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Howard,
returned home Monday.

[Women’s

and Hisses’
Fall Outer Garments.

[

IA Great Stiowma of New Tailored Ms. Skirts

[

and Coats in the Latest Correct Styles

We take pleasure in directing your attention to the New
p
9 Fall models in Women’s Tailored Outer Garments, ready-to9 wear; of which we cordially invite your inspection.

5

With the firm belief that this advance showing will offer
convincing proof of this store’s ability to meet the most exacting demands for ready-for-service apparel which discriminating
women can make, special attention is called to the MODERATE

9

9

9

9 PRICES charged for the better
9 Coats and Separate Skirts.

kind of Tailored

Suits, Long

5

Comparison will prove that our prices average less than
for equally good qualities—and every
9 what other stores charge
our guarantee of thoroughly good workwith
sold
is
9 garment
9 manship and perfect fit. All alterations are made FREE.

2

SUITS $16.00 TO $25.00.
?
COATS $5.98 TO $25.00.
iSKIRTS $5.00 TO 12.00.

the. custom in

uy.i) entertainment, “The
will soon he given in the
N. W. Littlefield of Ban’s of the Universalist So-

given

very

succcess-

■

<i to

j

Association will hold their 16th
Mr. and Mrs. Fred R.
North Belfast.
with George G. Davis Post,
annual
meeting
|
Downs of Somerville. Mass., have been spend- j Brooks, Oct. 1st.
If stormy, the first fair day
ing a two weeks’ vacation with their^mother, ! following. Beans, brown bread, and coffee
Mr. Downs returned to will be furnished by the hosts. Guests will
Mrs. R. S. Brier.

meet all the musicul

their friends at the Uni-

nd

riday evening. Sept. 25th.

at

j

The

l-'AiE.

;

weather was perfect for
the attendance Wednesday
r.
There were about 5,000
’Is on that day, and on the

! i-.e

’tendance
that

was

we

It

large.

have

in the State and

ks

years

past the

’•‘State.

Work

was

of the

one

races
was

good

excellent satisfaction-Fred Holmes has removed his old water wheel and is at work with
a crew preparing to install a new one which
will greatly increase the capacity of his mill.
The new wheel will have a capacity of 114
horse power. ...Mr. and Mrs. Ned Mason went
to Sabattus last Monday to visit their children..

have

practi-

factories during the
and the stores were closed
•on.
The arrangements at
well carried out and there
the

.'

the program or the
Iinding. While all

slightest

Fred A. Johnson
Advertisements.
Masonic Temple, announces a great showing
of women's^nd misses fall outer garments, including new tailored suits, skirts and coats in
the latest correct styles, and calls attention to
the moderate prices for these seasonable goods,
New

concern-

ment are entitled to praise, it
itted that Dr. J. B. Darling,
>rrin J. Dickey the secretary,
k. superintendent of grounds,
in the right place. Mr.
engaged as secretary for the
Id Sept. *22nd and 23d.

cn

The bark

Auburndale,

Island, July 24th, for
missing, and it is feared the
iff Cape Hatteras during the

I urks

$15 to $25; coats, $5.98 to $25; skirts, $5 to
$12_Whitten Brothers, Belfast, are distributors of the William Tell flour, from the Ansted
& Burk Co.’s mills, Springfield, Ohio. If you
are not acquainted with the merits of this flour
read what is said of it in our advertiring col! umns... D. P. Palmer, Masonic Temple, has
the fall and winter styles of the Lamson &
! Hubbard hat, “the hat with a reputation;” also
complete lines of the Wright & Ditson and
•' Harvard sweaters. Everything in the line of
*
Kitchen
Suits

which swept the coast
Republic, which left Turks
e- the Auburndale, arrived at
weeks ago. The Auburndale
it_Sch. Willis & Guy was
hrest’s marine railway last
;
...Capt. Thomas Hart of
•ane

|
j

I

bought

■;

from

Boston par!

schooner Stephen G.
J
nmand her in the coasting
a Waldoboro built schoonked

>

ing capacity of about 800
adier has chartered to load

wharf, Rockland,

ui

for New

from Booth Bros. &
Co.’s works, Waldoboronan and Grade J., have been
.1 lumber at Stockton Springs
,.’>ies

tc

he

Campaign.

The

Republi-

the Opera House last Friday
.f the best gatherings of the
d there. The hall was filled
alive

Veterans’

Somerville last Saturday. We are pleased to
report that Mrs. Brier, who has been critically i
ill for several weeks, is slowly recovering-1
Miss Lillie Gilmore of Chelsea, Mass., is visiting her cousin, Mrs. Ellen C. Gay.... Lizzie j
1
Bagiey spent last week in Lewiston attending
the fair.Mrs. Grace Emmons went to Oxford last week to resume teaching in the publie schools. This is her third consecutive year
of teaching in that village, where she has given

annual fair of
Agricultural Society closed

I

audience, including many

for

at once.

All

parties having

the firm will please

RIGHT

East

'M
is

1

.it

2500 years ago: “For

as

my holy mountain, so
drink continually, yea

yc

shall

thej
they shall swallow down, anc
as
though they had not been.” Ir
■'g speeches of the campaign there
!
imging that has been a monopoly
f the other party—they appealec
•■’I

"

n

>

iistn of their

hearers, and the

hearty and significant.

re

Saturday

Opera House was filled with
•wd. many of whom were attractec
rally circulated report that th<
A,"b'l attack in his usual manner
f well known citizens. They wen
1
“'1
The Democratic managers hac
n the
mayor’s tongue and he at
'discuss State issues, but could onl]
'•ash of Waterville Sentinel editorials
lose, when he began to appeal fo:

Northport

has

picked

up

support, there was a genera
die door and he
n.,.<l.K
emptied the hall al
0" ditiously as an alarm of fire woul<
Coming after the able, eloquen
speeches of the night before thi
c
arungue fell flat. As one of his hear
11 w;i8 a
descent from the sublime t*
U, .11',
iaiculou8.

in

treas-

chaplain; address of welcome by Vesta B.
Varney ; response by^President Stinson; recitations, singing; remarks and stories by comschools will be closed in the afterAll are
noon and the children are invited.
welcome.—Lorenzo Jones, Secy.
rades.

The

Seniors
The
Reception.
of the Belfast High school gave a very sucessful reception in Memorial hall last Friday evening in honor of the new principal, Clarence
W. Proctor, who succeeds Walton S. Adams,
resigned. The hall was prettily decorated
High

School

with fir trees and

golden rod. representing

the

bower of
evergreens furnished with rugs, screens and
chairs. The receiving party stood here, and in
the line were Principal and Mrs. C. W. Procter,
Superintendent and Mrs. A. J. Knowlton, Misses Caroline W. Field, Melvina V. Parker and

class

colors.

In

one

corner was

a

nie Munroe this week.

high-toned.

And it is due the jolly bright fellow
That all should appreciate it right well,
But whether they do or not is a very hard thing
to tell;
It is sometimes doubted, by a tax he can t swallow.
Now I’m no poet, but this I can tell,
I like brother Chenery right well.
I wish there was Chenerys in every town.
We would soon have a world of perfect renown.
He turned out his greased pigs for the luckiest
man.

hot beans, and coffee on which an
could stand,
With cream from his dairy, both rich and sweet
Well all I can say is, such a man you don t every
us

egg

day
Two

meet.

bands with music
float,

on

the summer air did

Democrats
Speakers who were smart (and the
they smote)
so
his
on
gay—
around
pony
And he skipped
I

)2

WEAR THE

WINTEltPOKT.

and Mrs. T. L. Keppler of Brookline,

Mr.

Mass., were in town one day last week, the
.Fred Gilman is
guests of Mrs. T. H. Sprowl
at home from Middletown, Conn., for a brief
visit with his father, Leander Gilman.... Miss
Clara E. Knowles left last Sunday for a short
visit in Worcester, Mass, after which she will
return to her home in Brooklyn, N. Y.Mrs.
Howard Wheelden of Brewer visited friends in
town last week... .Miss Agnes Morrell of Port-

Lamson & Hubbard

HAT

was

calling

..

and Mrs. M. F.

Simpson

were

THE HAT WITH A REPUTATION

the matrons-

Price, a trained nurse of the Russell hospital in Brewer, is the guest for a fortnight of Mrs. C. W. Nealey.Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Richardson and family of Lynn, Mass.,
who have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. C. W
Miss Alida

Jewett, returned home Saturday.Master
Alvah Cain, who has been spending the summer at G. H. York’s, returned to his home in
Lynn, Mass., Saturday.Mrs. Callie Dow of
Searsport, Mrs. Say ward and sister of Burnham are guests of Mrs. Marcus Littlefield.
The Misses Etta and Gail Cowan, who have
been visiting their uncle, S. J. Fish, returned
to Bangor Thursday.Mrs. A. A. Barden of
Monroe was the guest of her brother.^E. N.
Bartlett, Friday and Saturday-Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert S. Ford and daughter. Miss Lena, of
Roslindale, Mass., who visited the families of
R. L. Clements and C. A. Ford last week, left

Saturday

for their

summer

home

on

JPeak’s

Island.Mr. and Mrs. Fred Whitney of Boston are guests of W. A. Thompson.Mr. and

Whitney went to Newport Friday,
they visited their son, W. E. Whitney,
returning home Saturday.Miss Lida Cole is
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Barden, during the fair.
Mrs. C. H.
where

-' ‘*#$11
Dkiisilla:
It’s what you can do all the time with Gold
Angela.
Medal Flour that counts. Try it.

t

5

j

We would be pleased to talk with you about the ad/antages we offer to depositors, and explain our method
)f paying 2 % interest on check accounts.

accompanied by

.The Methomother, Mrs. Benj. Atwood
dist Circle held the first meeting of the season
in the vestry last Tuesday with a large attendMrs. C. C. Moody
ance and a very good time.

j

We offer you Strength, Security and Protection for
/our funds, and excellent equipment and banking facilities,

guests of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. M.
Spencer_Miss Mary Cowles returned to her
her

>

COMPANY

WALDO TRUST

on

home in Boston last Thursday,

.^OP THF^

i

friends in town one day
last week_Mrs. A. H. Hanscom and daughter, Miss.Frances, have returned to their home
in Boston_Mrs. Willis Roberts of Somerville.
Mass., and Mrs. Jason Keller of Brewer are the
land

site

a

..

Convalescents need

&

ment in

easily digested

a

large

Scott's Emulsion is
ment—highly concentrated.

J
jT

amount of nourish*

form.

FALL AND WINTER STYLES
Now

ready. Also

a

complete line of

CAPITAL $50,000.

;;

ii;
"

SURPLUS $38,000

I

WALDO TRUST COMPANY, BELFAST, MAINE.

"lf[ wantThTToF'
of repairing your WATCHES, CLOCKS, JEWELRY,
Etc. We carry a complete stock.

DWIGSR P. PALMER,

I

ewelers and

H. J. LOCKE & SON,
NATIONAL

BANK

BUILDING,

Opticians

I

BELFAST.

V.__J

MASONIC TEMPLE.

4°lo

Wanted
Kitchen Girl at Charles O’Connell’s
Lunch Rooms. Good wages.
JI Main Street, Belfast.
3w38

Charles R. Coombs,

4%

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.
ORGANIZED

ROBERT T. DEMON, President,

1868.

WILMER J. DORMAN, T.easurer,

powerful nourish-

Q

Deposits June 1, 1908,

y

Reserve,

....

X

Surplus,

....

It makes bone, blood and muscle without
putting any tax on the digestion.
ALL DRUGGISTS;

jQ,

EOc.

flMD SL OO.

wonder what the tax collectors will say.

Well, I don’t know, I can’t say enough
Of praise in behalf of Chenery’s stuff.
His farm is a model sure enough, throughout
And I will say to him, Good day, come out, come
out!

(I still keep tile old Ann name, K. H. Coombs
secured the
& Son over my door). Having
services of

SPECIAL

A. D. CHASE Al SON

more easily carry on
as my assistant. I can
25 years
the business, for which 1 have given
ot
to
the
study
of my lile,

Modern in
Caskets and Robes.

that the entire fixtures of this store

-ALSO-

prices

72 MAIN STRKBT, BKLKAST.

away must be called for at once.

THE GEORGE G. PIERCE residence, 13 Cedar
street furnished or unfurnished. Tills is tile

A. D. CHASE & SON

paid

to

depositors

to date,

^%,

$28,253.22

$1.296,077.83

on June 1, at the rate
to
maintain this rate in
confidently
expect
4 °Io
to the accounts
credited
interest
is
All
dividend
future.
immediately
the

This Bank

paid

its 80th semi-annual dividend

per annum, and we

of

Deposits received and placed

same

by proving

3w3g

on

interest the first of each

month.

Deposits in this Bank

FOUND
Picked up adrift in Penobscot Bay, a centerboard boat, painted white. Owner may have

to the

Total Dividends

$867.75

„,

fact,
have been sold, including show cases, counters, safe, desks,
shelving, etc., we are obliged to conclude with the final clearance
sale of the remaining stock at once. All parties having accounts
with us will please take notice. All bundles, parcels, etc., put
Owing

Dividend No. 1, December 1, 1868,
Dividend No. 80, June 1, 1908, at the rate of

100,000.00
173,248.87

of the depositors, and if uncalled for at the time will draw interest
Heavy Slate Burial Vaults althe same as the principal sum.
ways in stock.
The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious overCalls answered promptly either day 01 night.
48-4
of its Trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the
Home telephone, 48-3; office
sight
furnished
ambulance for moving tne sick
patronage of its present depositors, and will be pleased to open new
promptly.
1 also carry a full line of
accounts with any prospective depositors within or without the State.
AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPH SUPPLIES
at lowest
and do deloping, printing, etc
of Cameras.
Films for all sizes and makes

CLOU DAYS OE OUR SALE.

$1,495,372.90

MR. CHAS. E. SHERMAN

Everything

POETRY.
In the very heart of old Belmont
Our Horace has built him a home.
And pleasures untold he affords us
For all to partake of, the poor and

He gave

£

HERBERT T. FIELD, Assistant Treasurer,

a

adrift in the bay.Late song hits by
Jerome Remick and other well known music
at Lord’s, High street- See notice

1

and

meeting
secretary’s report;

Business
order:

a. m.

urer’s repor; report of committee; election of
officers; other necessary business. Dinner at
12 m.. followed by a smoke talk. Campfire at
1.30 p. m. Comrades and honorary members
Following is the
are requested to bring fuel.
singing by the choir; prayer by t’ne
program

boat

►

WES

accounts with

<

rtinent was the 16th verse, tc
referred as the Democratic

J

take notice.Laurens

publishers
orMr. Charles A. Horton presided. of T. S. Thompson, who is prepared to fill
ders for ice to be delivered next season.
D.
was Congressman Ralph
The Picnic in Poetry. The writer endeavunknown quantity in this secored to do justice to the field day and picnic at
m demonstrated that he is an
One of his hearers the Chenery farm in Center Belmont last week,
rst rank.
while
great speakers he had heard, but only had at his command plain prose,
the
an unknown contributor was able to invoke
>nd only to “Bob” Ingersoll,
■.sidered him superior to that muse to celebrate one of the most pleasing afthat as it may. Mr. Cole held fairs Waldo county has enjoyed for many a
of the audience, called forth day. We submit the contribution as received :
TIIE BEGINNING IN PROSE.
and compelled the admiraBelmont reports: Such a grand time as we
tically opposed. He was folr. st Goodwin, who was given
had, with the best of entertainment, given by
by his many Belfast friends one of our residents, Mr. Horace Chenery, and
11 is sketch of Obadiah Gardner we feel now that a little praise is due him and
si ness man amused the audi- we hope he will take it in the same light. There
was convulsed with laughter
has been a short poem passed in, in which but
as from the book of Obadiah.
half the praise that is due is noted.
'win

bring pastry.
the following

at 10

Florence E. Dunton, assistants in the High
school and Otis Ellis, representing the Senior
class. Members of the class introduced the
guests. Misses Abbie Doak and Cecil Littlefield presided at a decorated refreshment table
from which punch and light refreshments were
served. After the reception a musicale was
girl
furnishing
goods....
gentlemen’s
! given. The stage was decorated in the class
wanted at Charles O’Connell’s lunch rooms, 71
i colors, and with the school and class banners,
in
Main street. Good wages.The deposits
| etc. An orchestra made up from pupils of the
exceed
now
the City National Bank of Belfast
High school Miss Cecil Littlefield, cornet;
$800,000, and the total assets are $959.000- Miss Grace
Littlefield, piano; Otis Ellis, clariGra.x sweater lost. Finder will be rewarded in
net; George Hart., violin -gave a number of
leaving the same with Ben D. Field....The
selections which were much enjoyed. Mr.
Batchelder homestead, at Brown’s Corner, half
will be Charles S. Bickford, chairman of the school
a mile from Northport camp ground,
committee, then gave a most cordial address
sold at a bargain. Apply to John R. Dunton,
of welcome to the new Principal. After a seChase
D.
Belfast-A.
Bank
building,
Savings
lection by the orchestra, Rev. Ashley A. Smith,
began
of
business,
& Son, who are going out
a member of the school committee, spoke briefwith a sale of their large stock at cost; now in
ly and Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Pitcher gave a vocal
the closing days cost is not considered and
duet, which was heartily applauded. An orthey are practically giving goods away. The chestra number
completed the program, and
fixtures have been sold and the remaining
was then in order until 11 o’clock.
stock must be closed out at once, and all dancing
bundles, parcels, etc., nut away must be called

Wadlin of

with great enthusiasm. The
was in attendance and gave a
rendered selections during
-•(I

J

...

Mattapan, Mass.

and many are de].reduced here. Mr. LittleState

I

2

...

....

boen

$

are

exempt from taxation.

TRUSTEES:
JAMES H. HOWES,

FRED a. WHITE,
ROBERT V. DUNTON,
ARTHUR I. BROWN, BEA D. FIELD.

East North port, Maine.

House for Sale
chance of a lifetime for some one to secure an
elegant home at a bargain. Will be in Belfast,
at the Windsor Hotel, for a few days longer and
will be pleased to meet anyone interested to
show them the property.
E. C. PIERCE.

4%

4%
•VS3HHH

Live

Poultry

Wanted

We are paying 16c. to 22c. per lb for pullets,
10c. to 13c. for hens, 12c. to 15c. for chickens,
immediate returns.
The Park & Pollard Co., 36 Canal St.,
Boston, Mass.

I.

'Xiw lupivq mspiax anoLi t*P9H Pioo
IXTIOjr
THE

CHILDREN

LIKE

IT

KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

The 14th Maine

THE KIMBALL FAMILY REUNION.

Regiment.

PERSONAL EXPERIENCES OF COLONEL
GARDNER.

At the recent meeting at Riverton of
the Maine Commandery of the Legion
of Honor a very interesting paper on
“Personal Experiences with the 14th
Maine Volunteers from 1801 to 1SG5,”
Col.
was read by Col. Ira B. Gardner.
Gardner began by saying that the 14th
Maine Regiment left Augusta about
Feb. 1, 1SG2, under the command of
Col. Frank S. Nickerson, as a part of
Gen. Butler's army, to capture New
Orleans and assist in opening the Miss-

issippi

river.

The writer of the paper

More proof that Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound saves
woman from surgical operations.
Mrs. S. A. Williams, of Gardiner,

was 18 years of age and was orderly
sergeant of Co. I, which was the right
company of the regiment. The regiment embarked at Boston on the sailing vessel North America, arriving at
Ship Island. Miss., about a month later.
Continuing, the colonel said: “Here we
remained about four weeks, drilling and
getting accustomed to camp life. Gen.
J. \V. Phelps had command of our bri
gade and as it was our fiist experience
in brigade drill, the general, wiio was
an old regular army officer, sometimes

lost ins temper at the

ignorance

Maine, writes:

“X was a great sufferer from female
troubles, and Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound restored me to health
in three months, after my physician
declared that an operation was abso-

lutely necessary.”
Mrs. Alvina Sperling, of 154 Cleybourne Ave., Chicago, 111., writes:
I suffered from female troubles, a

of our

officers. I had been promoted to second

tumor and much inflammation. Two
of the best doctors in Chicago decided
lieutenant in April and first lieutenant
that an operation was necessary to save
in June. On Gen. Butler's approach
my life. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
the lebels had burned, disabled or hidden in the bayous most of the rivei Compound entirety cured me without
boats, leaving him without transporta- an operatioa.”
tion.
I.earning from a colored man FACTS FQ?2 S5CK WOMEN.
that one ol the steamboats had been
For thirty years Lydia E. Pinksent up the river and run into Plaqueham’s
Vegetable Compound, made
the
miles
100
up
uniie bayou, about
from roots and herbs, has been the
Mississippi, 1 was sent witli my comstandard remedy for female ills,
a member of
pany, an engineer and
Gen. Butler's staff to recover the steam- and has positively cub'd thousands of
the
women who have been t roubled with
er. IVe found (lie steamer and with
aid of some colored, men we also found j displacements, inflammation, alee rasome ol the missing parts of the engine
tion, fibroid tumors, irregularities,
which had been buried or hung up in , periodic pains, backache, that beartrees, and before daylight had steam ing-down feeling, flatulency, indiges
into the
up and run the steamer back
nervous prostraiii >n
Mississippi. The captured steamer did tu>n,dizziness,or
State and hound across the
don’t
try
Why
you
of
the
movement
troops
good service in
I see it putsuing with a thousand
sea.
sick
aii
invites
Pinkhnm
Mrs.
and suDtilies.
the uncertain, the tedious
misgivings
her
for
a*Jviv.-.
ento
write
were
women
we
in
Orleans
New
“While
voyage. Suns rise and set, weeks and
has guided thousands to
She
doing
in
square,
Lafayette
camped
mouths
nass.
and winter surprises
Mass.
guard duty and searching for concealed health. Address. Lynn.
them on the deep but brings them no
government property. Gen. Butler and
I see
of the vvished-for shore.
Gen. Shepley, military governor, had meat re-enlisting for another three sight
them now, scantily supplied with proheadquarters in the St. Charles hotel. years’ term, with a promise of 80 days’ visions, crowded to almost suffocation
He imThe morning papers announced one furlough to all whore-enlisted.
in their ill stored prison; delayed by
morning that Gen. Butler and Gen. mediately re-enlisted and with the regi
a eircuitious
route,
that ment came back to New Orleans in calms, pursuing
citizens
the
address
would
Shepley
and
now driven in fury before the raghotel 1SC4. Gen. Banks
the
of
the
Gen.
from
balcony
Reyrequested
evening
the
and
on
giddy
liigli
ing tempest
on the policy of the government. Fear- nolds to select his best appearing regifrom these
in a door- ment to attend a reception to be given wave. I see them, escaped
a
took
I
position
trouble,
ing
perils, pursuing their all but desperate
The
by himself. The 14th Maine was select- undertaking and landed at last on the
way opposite the hotel, quite early.
streets became packed with people for ed, was much pleased, and had a very
ice-clad rock at Plymouth, weak and
From New Orleans
several blocks and when the hour ar- enjoyable time.
for
rived Gen. Shepley came forward and the regiment came to Augusta on their weary,
heavy night hung dark
explained the poficy of the United veteran furlough, rejoining the 19th The
The hills and waters o'er.
States government, with the evident army corps at Morganzia Bend, on the When
a hand of exiles moored their bark
senti- Mississippi river, shortly after the repurpose of encouraging a Union
On the wild New England shore.
ment. When he had finished he retired. turn of Gen. Banks’ army from the
And although storm tossed, hungry
Gen. Butler came forward, bowed and Red river campaign, and remaining
at once stepped back. 1 thought then there until the 4th of July. Later the and cold, yet they were not discouraged.
and am still of the same opinion, that regiment went to Washington, arriving Amidst the storm they sang.
he would have been shot if he had given there about the time the rebel general,
And the stars heard, and the sea;
the opportunity.” Col, Gardner at this Early, was moving to attack the city. And the sounding aisles of the dim woods rang
inBaton
at
To the anthem of the free 1
Col. Gardner gave an exceedingly
point told ot the landing
Rouge and going into camp. Shortly teresting account of the engagement at What sought they thus afar ?—
in
who
was
his
lost
where
he
arm,
after, Brig. Gen. Williams,
Opequan Creek,
llright jewels of the mine
command, issued an order that all col- and said that in about a month he re- The wealth of seas ? the spoils of rvar ?—
ored people except those necessary tor turned to Augusta, where lie was musThey sought a faith's pure shrine!
the officers’ servants, should he expelled tered out with tlie regiment. On ttie
Plymouth Hock underlies all America.
from the camps. This order was not 19th day of September, Col. Gardner It not
only crops out at Plymouth. It
of the visited this battlefield and lie found the
E.
Paine
Halbert
Col.
obeyed by
has cropped out a great many times m
4th Wisconsin, who argued that if the lady in whose house lie lay while lie our
history. You can always recognize
colored people were expelled from the was wounded and whom lie gave his it. Putnam stood on it at Bunker Hill,
returned to last five dollar bill when lie left. The
camp they were virtually
when lie said to the YAnkee boys:
blood stains from his wound were still
their masters.
“Don’t (ire until you see the whites of
In a graphic manner Col. Gardner on the lloor. She witnessed the ampu- their
eyes.” Ingraham had it for balin
her
and
took
arm
in
the
of
his
which
tation
battle
plac“,
yard
spoke of the
last, when tie put his little sloop behe
what
in
a
and
buried
for
box
it
commended
husband
was
he
which
placed
tween tw o Austrian frigates and threatdid m rallying men on the, right wing it in the cemetery.
ened to blow them out of the water if
of the regiment. The 14th Maine, with
did not respect the broad eagle of
When you have a cold you maybe sine they
the 1st Indiana, bore the brunt of the
the United States in the case of
rebel attack and the loss of the former that il has been caused indirectly by consti- Koszta. Jefferson had it for a
writing
and consequently you must first, of
regiment was 30 killed and 83 wounded. pation
all take something to move the bow els. This desk, when he drafted the Declaration
Ot the Indianians 24 were killed, bS is what has made
Cough
of Independence.
Kennedy’s Laxative
Lovejoy rested his
the 0th
wounded and lour missing.
Syrup so successful and so generally de- musket upon it, when they would not
Michigan, which was sent to the assist- manded. It does not constipate like most of lei him print at Alton, and lie said:
the old fashioned cough cures hut on ilic
ance of the 21st Indiana, lost 15 killed,
or free speech.”
Yes, the rock
The total other hand it gently moves the l owels and “Death
44 wounded and six missing.
out again. Garrison had it for
cropped
same time heals irritation and allays
the
at
This
was
383.
in
the
loss
engagement
inflammation f the throat. Sold by R. II. an imposing stone when he looked in
was the first engagement in which the
the faces of seventeen millions of
Breckenridge Moody.
14th Maine look part.
angry men and printed his sublime
he
reat
407
and
his
casualties
reported
pledge: “I will not retreat a singlelied upon the ram Arkansas to come to
inch, and I will lie heard.”
Dewey
his assistance, hut owing to tiie breakused it for ammunition when lie went
ing of some of her machinery she was
out in the darkness, into an unfamiliar
above |
run ashore about four miles
With the October number the New harbor, past powerful batteries, over
Baton Rouge and later was blown up. | Idea Woman’s Magazine appears in an
mines, the extent and danger of w hich
Our naval force was expecting her and j entirely new size, enlarged and improv- he did not and could not know, met the
her
tailhut
was prepared to meet her,
Among the special Spanish lleet and utterly destroyed it.
^ ed in every way.
ure to appear enabled them to render features in tois number are ttie followIt has cropped out and become a
assistance,
some
the Union troops
ing: The American Husband vs. the principal factor in National politics.
do
able
to
been
D.
Arkansas
the
L>.;
Had
what; World, by Rev. Charles Aked,
When Mr. Roosevelt erased “In God
Gen. Breckenridge expected of her, the The Romance of Anna La Cliappelle We Trust” from our
coinage the people
result of the battle might have been Clark, by Helen Coriutie Hambidge; said: “That was a
mistake; we want
verv different. Aug. 6th was devoted to What I Know about Welfare Work, byCongress to put it back,” and it did.
burying the dead and getting hack into Gertrude Beeks; You, the School and When the Jews in New York city sucCol. Cahill, the senior Your Child, by diaries Jolmston; and
camp again.
ceeded by a still bunt in putting an
officer after the death of Gen. W'il- ; The Profession of Being Beautiful, by end to the
singing of Christmas anof
the
battle
Grace Tabor. The departments are thems in the schools it cropped out
liams, said in his report
Ins
in
building up
that for his efforts
Social Problems, Children's lied Cross and arose as insurmountable as the
regiment, the most serious task of a : Club, What Is Good Form? Hygiene Rock of Gibraltar and said to the
in
the'
conduct
his
and,
and
commander,
Health, Needlework, Fashions, Board of Commissioners, “This is a
fi dd, Col. Nickerson of the 14th Maine Household Economies.
Christian country,” and the damage
deserved the highest praise.
A man u iill a memory can parauei was repaired at once.
to
tribute
a
high
Col. Gardiner paid
almost every scene in fiction with a
Ay, call it holy ground,
Col. Halbert E. Paine, who was releas- \ scene from life. In Holman Day’s
The soil where first they trod;
ed from arrest and sent to Baton Rouge
a popular novel on the
They left unstained what there they found—
King
Spruce,
after the death of Gen. Williams, say-1
Freedom to worship God.
Harper summer list, there is a graphic
ing that he was a scholar and gentlepicture of the destruction of lumber
It lias cropped out again; and the
uue nau omy lu »uu» miu m
man.
river
the
booms (lug rafts of logs) by
God-fearing men all over the land who
love him. Col. Paine made an appeal;
tyrant, “Pulaski D. Britt.” Many read- are lighting to rid the American people
from Gen. Butler’s order to burn the ers
there
two
that
years ago
may recall
of the greatest curse that ever threatentown and evacuate it, and was success- |
was a pitched battle on the St. John
ful to that extent that Butler was in- j waters at Van Buren over this matter ed it—the saloon—have wrought it into
duced to countermand the order to of the booms. The latter were defend- a banner, and on it are the words:
“Prohibition, The saloon must go!”
burn. Col. Gardner remained on the 1 ed
by men with rifles, against a river
staff of Col. Paine until about Nov. crew with dynamite bent on blowing And it will go.
1, when on account of the resignation them up. The result was a drawn batMan will be man,—a slave no longer,
of his captain he was promoted to that
Truth and Right than Might is stronger.
tle, wherein some men were wounded
to his regiment. \
ordered
and
As
position
and many of the booms destroyed.
I am glad to welcome you today, deHe spoke of Col. Billy Wilson’s famous : an outcome the question was takeu up
scendants of those who came over in
New York regiment, saying that they to the United States Senate, since the
that storm-tossed vessel; I am proud
had not long been on shore after join-1
light took place practically on the that our ancestors were of such stock
ing his brigade before they were a boundary line between Maine aud New ttiat
they preferred Truth and Right to
drunken mob, while he was called on Brunswick.
Might.
to preserve order. He commenced to ;
arrest them and lock them up and by 1
Lives of great men all remind us
:
Heavy, impure blood makes a muddy,
night he had 70 of the regiment in jail. pimply complexion, headaches, nausea, inWe can make our lives sublime—
And departing leave behind us
From his experiences with the regi- digestion. Thin blood makes you weak,
Foot-prints on the sands of Time.
ment it seemed that they were not sent pale, sickly, burdock blood Hitters makes
the blood rich, red, pure—restores perfect
to the war to help put down the rebelI welcome you, and truly say
Again
their
of
heal th.
lion but to rid New York
your coming is pleasant to me.
The story of the siege j
presence.
Rev. R. L. Kimball made a fitting
of Port Hudson was told in an in.
SLOT MACHINE OWNERS FINED.
Then followed a song by
response.
teresting manner, and Col. Gardiner said that when his brigade had ad-1
Me., Sept. 9. Ten alleg- Miss Ruth Kimball; reading, Mrs.
Rockland,
I
vanced about one-third of the distance
ed owners of slot machines were ar- Chase; vocal solo, Miss Annette Shuheld a charge was;
across the open
in tliis city today on complaint man; report of committees; remarks by
made. He hoped never to witness such j raigned
of Rev. H. N. Pringle, secretary of the Mrs. Mary Emery, E. S. Shuman, N.
a slaughter of human beings as he saw
when a battalion of the 105th New Maine civic league. Four of the own- S. Piper, Rev. R. L. Kimball, Mrs. I.
York zouaves, commanded by Lieut. ers were tried before Judge C. E. Me- B. Chase and Mrs. Sarah Spencer; solo,
Col. Smith, came in range of the canand others before Municipal Rev. R. L. Kimball; poem, Mispah,
old iron, servey
non loaded with pieces of
L. R. Campbell.
Judge
that
else
and
Mrs. E. K. Piper; solo, Mrs. Chase;
links
chain
anything
In a majority of the cases a fine of $1
would be destructive. The 14th Maine
benediction, Rev. R. L. Kimball. Miss
was imposed, the machines
and
costs
was 46 days under fire while attemptafter their contents Ethel Savery was pianist.
destroyed
being
ing to capture Port Hudson, and part had been confiscated by the State. An
The committee on nme and place of
of the time was within a few feet of j
exception as to the fine was made in
the rebels, with only a bank of dirt be- the case of one defendant, who is a lad the next meeting reported that the
tween them. Each side used improvis- of 16.
sixth annual reunion would be held in
ed hand grenades made from unexHe was discharged upon payment of East Belfast in June, 1909, at the home
tossed
be
would
which
ploded shells,
costs. City Treas. Clark was arraigned
of Mr. and Mrs. N. S. Piper.
The work of the Maine
over the bank.
a gamand Col. | on two charges, maintaining
of
in
detail,
was
told
Mrs. Isabelle Buker Chase was voted
boys
and
nuisance
having
gambling
bling
Gardner said that when he had been to | machines in his possession.
Judge
an
honorary member of the associaPortland to get some men to All up the j
Campbell immediatly discharged him
regiment and had been ordered back to in the first case and Mr. Clark appealed tion.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. N.
western Louisiana he found the regi- from the fine in the second case.
at
Camseized
S.
machines
the
Piper, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel J. KimTwo of
»—> JBt X A..
c jSk. :ii
den were stolen from the police station ball, Mrs. Mary Emery, Mrs. Elsie
Kind Von Have Always BuugW
*w,th*
where
Mr.
they were being kept tem-
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porarily. The civic league officers
wdre unable to recover them.

ery, Mrs. Charles Baton and two chil-

dren, Mrs. Mary Achorn, Mrs. Elizabeth Kimball Ellis, Miss Florence KimThe fifth annual reunion of the Kimball, Miss Ruth Kimball, E. 8. Shuman,
in
the
2nd
was
held
ball family
Sept.
Miss Annette Shuman, Ivan Kimball
North Searsport cottage, Northport
of Belfast; Mrs. I. B. Chase of Washcampground and was largely attended ington, D.
C.; Rev. R. L. Kimball of
weathnotwithstanding the threatening
Fred
Sprague of Islesboro.
Rer.dfield;
er. The business meeting was called to
order at 10.80 a. m. by the president,
CHAPLAINS FOR TARS.
Miss Florence Kimball of Belfast, and
Home Folks
the following officers, all of Belfast, Thousands Lack Ministers.
for the ensuing year:
were elected
From Colorado to Coast Unite in New
President, Florence Kimball; vice
Movement for More Naval Chaplains.
president, Mrs. Elsie Dusenberry; secNew York, Sept. 14. That thirty
retary, Elizabeth Kimball Ellis; treas- thousand American homes have a
urer, N. S. Piper; committee on enter
father, son or brother at present servtainment, Mrs. Eliza Piper, Mrs. ElizaUncle Sam in the navy is shown by
ing
beth Kimball Ellis, Miss Ethel Savery,
figures
compiled from official statistics
Miss Winnifred Kimball. At noon a
in this city. More than one-sixth of
the
under
served
was
fine picnic dinner
these families live in St. Louis, l’ittsdirection ol Mrs. F. N. Savery, assisted
burg, Chicago, Des Moines, Kansas
by Mrs. E. K. Ellis and Misses FlorCity and Milwaukee alone, while only
SavEthel
and
ence and Ruth Kimball
one hundred and seventy-four are locatery.
ed in New York. Although the seaAt 2 p. m. the association was again
ports of the country are all represented
and
called to order in the auditorium
United States seamen, it is shown
after prayer by Rev. R. L. Kimball of by
that by far the greater uumber of men
IsaMrs.
solo
a
vocal
and
by
Readfield,
hail from all the inbelle Biiker Chase of Washington, D. behind the guns
C., Mrs. F. N. Savery of Belfast, gave land sections.
Based upon home requests from all
the following inspiring address of welover the laud, a movement was begun
come:
Madam President, Members of Kim- in this city to urge the adequate pro-,
ball family and friends: One meaning vision of navy chaplains for the Auieii'to the word welcome, is:—Your coming can citizens who compose ninety-four
is pleasant to me, and it is in this sense
cent of the nation’s sea fighters.
that I wish to use it today. Your com- per
efforts ever since the
ing is pleasant to me in a special way- Following its
meeting together to renew old acquaint- Civil War in this direction, the Ameriances, and greeting new friends. Your can Seamen’s Friend Society is preparcoming is pleasant to me because we
ing to undertake the work of arousing
come as members of a large family,
whose history is as old as the history of the people of this country to call for the
Our ancestors were among same chance of religious burial and
our nation.
the brave few who left home and service for their men at sea as they
friends and sailed in the Mayflower.
at home. Other national and
Methinks i see it now. that one solitary have
vessel, the Mayflower of a forlorn hope, church organizations have already
freighted with the prospect of a future promised to exert themselves toward
unknown

Dusenberry, Mrs. Sarah Spencer,
and Mrs. F. N. Savery, Miss Ethel Sav-

this same end and every effort will be
made to d roc ure immediate consideia-

already introduced
Congress providing for a chaplain to

tion of the measure
in

every live hundred souls at sea.
Only two chaplains are today representing this nation with the fifteen

thousand jackies of the lleet that

cruising

the

is

the officers of the

world,

American Seamen’s Friend

Society

de-

In the British navy one of these
officials is invariably assigned to every
ship, while the men of other foreign
sea forces have always some one at
hand for burial and service. Reports
of the impression which the American
licet will make abroad in this particular are to be made to the society, which
is in touch with the navy by its branch

clare.

stations at ten points throughout the
»
world.
For the thirty-three thousand enlisted men in the United States Navy to

day only twenty-four chaplains are appointed. Eight of these are scattered
on shore duty while eight more are attempting to cover many other stations
on recruiting ships, dock yards and at
Annapolis. As a result, the friends of
the tars assert, thousands of good
Americans are deprived of religious
ministration in life as well as in death.
“For the last sixty-seven years not
one chaplain has been added to our
navy although the enlislied men have
been increased five fold;” said G. Mcof the
Pherson Ilunter, secretary
American Seamen’s Friend Society at
“Ever since
its offices, 70 Wall street.
the Civil War we have been trying to
urge upon the government the real

practical need
they take from

for

supplying

the men

home with their accusWhen
worship.

tomed facilities for

people come to realize
single defect in the greatest of the
world’s sea services, I feel certain they
will at once demand a remedy.
the American
this

Passed Jtxaminatiou

Successfully.

JaniesDmmhue, New Britain, Ct., writes:
“1 tried several kidney remedies, and was
treated by our best physicians lor diabetes, but did not improve until I took Foley’s
Kidney Remedy. Alter the second bottle I
showed improvement, and five bottles cured me completely. I have since passed a
rigid examination for life insurance.” Foley’s Kidney Remedy cures backache and
all forms of kidney and bladder trouble.
R. II. Moody.

Henry W.

Hersey’s

Regiment,

26th Maine

Arm

Burrill of

was

resident

of Hartford, Conn., has sent us a copy
of the Hartford Courant containing an
obituary of William Barr Woods, M.

D.,

who died at his home in

Somers,

He was a skillful
Conn., Aug. 25th.
physician and a public-spirited man.
Here is his war record: “October 6,
1862, he was mustered into the United
States service as first assistant surgeon
of the Twenty fifth Regiment, C. V.
On the death of Surgeon Alden Skinner
of Rockville, Dr. Woods was promoted
to the rank of surgeon. March 29,

1863, he was placed in charge of Major
General Grover’s Division Hospital and
remained in charge until the end of the
siege of Port Hudson, July S, 1863. The
records of the hospital give over 700
He was
names of the wounded men.

temporarily made brigade surgeou at
Donaldsville, La., July 29, 1863. He
was mustered out of service Aug. 26,
1863.’’
Mr.

Burrill writes:

yesterday

the

"1

mailed you

Hartford Courant

an-

nouncing the death of Dr. William B.
surgeon of the 25th C. V. Dr.
Abbott of the 26th Maine Volunteers,
was in charge of the wounded at Irish
Bend, April 14, ’62, and I understand
Thomas McManus of the 25th

Wood,

by Major

JUDSON OUT FOR TAFT.

through
Abbott, Lieut. Colonel Hersey, formerhas
ly of Belfast, now of California,
the pleasure of carrying two arms by
his sides in place of one arm and an
empty sleeve; for had Colonel Hersey
fallen into other surgeons’ care at that
time, he would no doubt had the arm
amputated. I am sure Colonel Hersey
has been more than grateful to Dr.
Wood aDd Dr. Abbott than he could
find words to show his gratitude. They
the debt of nature and
have both

have answered to the roll-call on the

other side.”

FEVERS,
Congestion*.
Tnflgm—
lions. Lung Fever, Milk Fever.

A. A.)
B.

il.?SPRAI!VS, Lameness* Injuries,
Rheumatism,

cures )

C. C
cures

1 WORMS. Bote. Grubi.
E. E.}
cures l

COUGHS, Cold*. Influenza, Inflamed
Lungs. Pleuro-Fneuiuonia.

A true copy.

6 G

Prevents

^ l KIDNEY 4- BLADDER
I. 1.

I SKIN DISEASES. Mange. KrapUon.
Ulcers. Grease, Farcy.

J. R i BAD

CONDITION. Staring CoaL
Indigestion. teiou.ach Stagger*.

K)c. each

;
Specifics, Book, fte. ft.
At druggists, or sent prepaid on receipt of
price
Humphreys’ Medicine Co., Cor. William and Jobs

may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within ami K-r said County, on the second Tuesday of October next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same, should not be proved, approved
and allowed,
GEORGE E. Johnson, Judge,
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. 1\ Hazeltine, Register.

er

or

an

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
A will and testament oi 'nles l’ease, late of
Belmont, in ‘•aid County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented lor probate.

>
Taft and Labor.
When on the bench Judge Taft said:
That employees have a right to form
labor unions.
That such unions are a benefit to la-

bor and to the public.
That they have the right to join with
other unions.
That the accumulation of a fund to
aid in a strike is right.
That employees have a right to strike
whenever any of the terms of their

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at el fast, that they
may appear at a Piobate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and tor said County, on the second Tuesday ot October next, at teii of tiie clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be pioved, approved
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TIT ALDO SS.—In Court of Pro’.'

VV fast, on the 8th day of Sc,
Joshuas, llarrinian, adniinisti at
Martha J. liarriman. late

or

ol

P
i

County, deceased, having preand

and alloweo.

final

account

of administrate

allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof
weeks successively, m The hep
ell-i°
a newspaper published in

for

GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest;
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

that all persons interested may

! bate Court, to he held at Belfast

next, and show eauhave, why the said account sh"*.
ed.
GKO. E. JO 11 \
A true copy. Att«>si:
Chas, P. Hazi.l

ol Octobei

4 certain instiument, purporting to he the last
will and testament ot Benjamin C. Wade,
late of Lincolnville, in said ( ounty of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate, to
gether with a petition praying that Augusta E.
W ade may be appointed administratrix of the
estate of said deceased, with tire will annexed.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy ot tins order to be
putdi.-hed three weeks successively in The Ke
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of Oet- her next, at ten of the clock
before noon, ami show cause, il any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved
and allowed, and the prayer of said petitioner
GEO. F. Johnson Judge.
granted.
\ ttest:
A: rue copy.
( has P. 11 azki.tin'E, Register.

J\

At a Probate Court held at
for the Comity ot Wald-*,
September, A. I>. 1908

®|S"
Kr

Ordered, That notice tl.civet
he i.epi
weeks successively, in
a newspaper publish* o in lk l;
ty. that all persons interested
Probate Court, to be heal a« Cell;
day of October next, and show
have, why the said aeeount show
ed.
GEO E. J< !
A true Copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Ha/.f.i

a

employee.”

;<

HEr-5

Tir ALDO ss.— In Court *-f Pm
Vr
last, on the 8th day <d >
Ina F. Knight, adniinisiralnx
Albert K. Kmgl t, late <d Ln <■
County, deceased, having presm
final accouin of administration
allowance.

At a f rebate Court held at He'fast, within and
for the County of Waldo on tlie second Tuesday of September, A. 1). 1908.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
f«»r the County of Waldo, on 'lie second luesday ot September, A. 1). 1908.

Attest:

OflAS. P. Hazki

Ordered, riiat note e tnt*ro•
weeks successively, in Tin* Ik
a newspaper published lit Hell,
ty. tluii all per urns interested
Probate Court. t«» be h* Id at Ik
day of October next, and show
liave, why the said nccnuiit slim
ea.
GEO. E. JOl
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. J’. Hazki.

terested by causing a copy id' this oruer to he
published three weeks sueees>iwiy in The Ke
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they

true copy.

ifcjfV

'■>

s

i certain instrument. purporting to be the last
will and testament of Mat y E. Prentiss, late
of Troy, in said County ot Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.

A

fBUt

W’ Ai 1>0 SB.— In Courtm r«.
VV
fast, on the 3th day *.!.-•
II. 11. Lamson. a«lniinisiiat<»i
Loira M. Gowen, late of Mono
ty. deceased, having presented
account of administration oi
lowance.

/i.

the use of the writ without notice and
the long delays in some instances which
have intervened before a bearing of
the case.
•
“The present statute does not require
any notice at all before the granting of
a temporary order, and it is entirely
within the discretipn of the court to
postpone to any time the judge may
see fit the hearing upon the question of
The Republican plank
an injunction.
simply declares that notice shall always be given unless an irreparable
injury will result from delay, and in
that case there shall be a speedy hearing provided, it will meet the approval
of every right thinking man, whether

v>H

.i^BR
,,'Bfe-e

\V A LUO SS.-—In Court of I
»V
fast, on the Hh day of s
H. H. Lamson, executin' of
Amanda K. Bumps, late <»t i
• ouiity. deceased, having
pit
final account of adininisnaii.-n
allowance.
Ordered, That notice there- <
weeks successively, in Hie hep:
a newspaper published in
*
ty tluu all peisons inteiestui
Probate Caurt, to be li* Id at Bday *»t October next and show
have, why the said account sp
cd.
(ihO. E. JO I ;\A true copy. Attest;
('iias. J*. H.\/.i

At a Prob ite Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of v'aldo. on the second Tuesday of September, A. 1». I«03.

a

^BUS
HiSf

Ordered, That the said pet ii,
all persons in crested by nn.
order to be published three w.
in The Republican Journal, a •„
lished at Belfast that they m.v.
bate Court, to be held at Beif..saiii tounty.on the 13th dm
1903, at ten of the clock U p
cause, if any the. have, why r
petitioner eliould not be grant*
GKO. K. .I > 11 N
A true copy, Attest;
Chas P. 11a/.

A

question ou
which others have been attempting to
deceive labor. The sole basis of any
rational complaint as to the issuance
of injunctions in labor cases lias been

employ

Stable Case, Ten

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the Count' ot Waldo, on tin second Tuesday ot !*eptember, a. 1). mh>8
certain instrument-, purporting to be the last
will and testament ot Washington Moore,
late of Monroe, in said ('out.tv ot Waldt. deems
ed. having been presented foi probate.
Ordered, That notice begivun to all persons interested by causing a copy of this or Vr to be
published tluee weeks Mtccessivelv in The Keputdican Journal, published at KelfaM, that they
m-iy appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, witiiiti and for said county, en the second Tuesday of October next, at ten ot the clock
before noon, and si ow cause, if ai y they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved
and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. At’e.st:
CHAS P. Ha 7.1 TIM K, Register.

o:

’^Ki§r

-~*BPi

SYI.V1N

cures s

cures S

(BB

At a Piobate Court, held at !;•
for the County of Waldo, ,,n
September, a. D 1908.
A -J HALL, admini
tale of Cyrus J. Hall, l it. t i'„
County ot Waldo, deceased, l>
petition praying for a license t
private sale and convey cert -m
said deceased, described in sam

DISORDBB&

At

Ohio, who was a member of the com
mittee on resolutions of the Republican
national convention, makes the follow
ing reply to the criticisms of the plat
form made by \V. J. Bryan.
The at
torney general says in part:
“The charge made by Mr. Bryan the.:
the Republican declaration with re
spect to the use of the writ of in j u
tion was designed to ‘deceive the 1:
boring man’ is unworthy of a can ii
date for president, and the fiirthecharge that this plank merely declares
the existing law and will give no relief
in those cases in which there has beer,
an abuse or. discretion or the appreheu
sion of it is unworthy of any lawyer
who has examined ihe question.
“The anti-injunction resolution is a
frank, clear statement of the Republic-

an

MISCARRIAGE.

or BOOK MAILED FREE.

Anti-injunctions.

on

Quinsy, Epliogtle.

l SORE THROAT.
J Distemper.

^B

l:,>iBSi

3treets, New York.

To the Editor of the New York World:
I shall vote for the Republican clecto s
because I believe, on the whole, Mr. Taft s
equipment for the administration of tl.<
federal government, based on liis ripe and
successful experience, makes it desirab.tthat he should be the successor of M
Roosevelt.
Further, on the whole, t!'.
policies which 1 believe that Mr. Ta.\
will carry out are more nearly tho?
which 1 approve.
HARRY PRATT JUDSON.
President Chicago University
Chicago, Aug. 12.

party's position

ROME

without loss of time.
cures

T,1,^Blll
the

on

G. KRYE. execiftu- of
*ast
Fidelia a. Carter, l»t* of
County of Waldo, decease!*, |l lv.’*
petition praying that the sftiiai
the properly of said deceased i..
subject to the payment of lie
ance tax, the persons inten;-M, ,*
thereto, and the amount of tl.-be determined by the Judgte *.i
Oidered, That the said pefiti.*:
all persons interested by c;m;«:i
order to be published threi- w, '.
in The Repub'lean Joiirna!.
lished at Bellast, that they win*
:
bate < ourt, to be held at
elCo
said Couniy, on the 13th day
1908, at ten of the clock he/'
cause, if any they have. \Mi> ti„.
petitioner should not be gi ai'ip
<;ko k.
jIoh\m,\

diseases

Horses, Cattle, Slieep, Dogs, Hogs and
Poultry by acting directly on the sick pasts

Chicago University’s Head So Notifies
Chief Bryan Organ.

an

cure

^^B

held)at

of

[From the Concord <N. H.) Monitor.]
The Labor World comes out strongly
Jn Its advocacy of Mr. Taft. It characterizes him a true frieud of labor and
declares that the unfair attacks of Mr.
Gompors will have little or no effect in
alienating from him the labor world
It says: "That Secretary Taft Is a true
friend of labor is certain, and all the
vicious attacks
untrue,
ungenerous,
that President Gompers or any one else
may make on him cannot prevent him
from continuing to be the friend of the
wage worker. Orgaijjzed labor cannot
afford'to have Itself split up into factions on this political issue. That President Gompers is wrong in forcing this
most ominous light is certain, and intelligent wage workers will certainly
came to this conclusion.”

~

TIT AI.DO 88.- In Court ol Proh
>V
last, on the Hth day of s, ;
riara E. Littlefield, executrix of
Janies H. Littlefield, late of 1.
County, deceased, haying presenk
account of adniinisti: tion of said
lowance.
Ordered, That notice tin r* of
weeks successively, m The lk p a
a ne wspaper published in Belfast,
that all persons interested in;
bate Court, to be held at helia'i
ot October next, and show can
have, why the said aeeount sin u
GKoHGE K. JOHN'1
ed.
A true copy. Att« st:
Chas. P. Hazki.ti>

Belfast, within and
on the 8ih day of

\\ ALDO 88. In Court of Pm.s>
>\
fast, on the Sih day of
T. W aid, administrator
Marion
W. AKBY, administrator of the estate
of Martha A. A rev. l-'te <>t w imerport. in 1 (ieorge P. M aid, late of 'i hormiiideceased,
W
having presented i:
aldo, deceased, having presont- ty,
said County of
ed a pe'.itiou praying for a license i«> sell at pub- aeeount of adniinisti at ion ol sam
iowance.
eo.
sale
and
certain
reui
or
e-dale
lic
vy
private
of saio deceased described in said petition.
Ordered. That notice tin reof
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to weeks successively, in The ik-pm
all persons interested by causing a copy <d this a new spaper published in lk da t
that all persons interested mat a
order to lie published three wv* ks successively in
bate Court, to be held at bcitast.
The Kepubliean Journal, a ew spa per published
of
October next, and sln-w an
a
that
at
Probate
at Belfast,
they liny appear
Court, to be held at ‘.eifast, within and lor said have, why the said account shown;
GhO. E. .1 011 N
ed.
oi
the
18th
A.
on
I>.
day
19C8,
County,
October,
Attest:
A true copy.
non, ami show cause,
at ten of the clock be lore
Chas. P. Ha/.ki.i
if any they have, why the player of said peti
tionei should not be granted
(il-. 'KGE K. .JOHNSON, Judge.
TTTTA 1.1)0 88.—Ill Court of Proh
A true copy. Attest:
VV fust, on the 8th day of 8*
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
Lalph O. ( ritehett, administrate
of Mary A Critehett, la..
At. a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and | County, deceased, having pies,in
lor the County <>! w aido, on the 8th day of final account of admiiiistiation o:
allowance.
September. A 1). 1908.
W. A KEY, husband of Martha A. Arey, 1
Ordered, That notice tin reof Ilrtl«- ot w iiileri>ort. in said County of Waldo, weeks successively in Ti e lk put
Deceased, having presented a petition praying newspaper published in I n I *ast
for an allowance out ot the personal estate of that all persons interested may ai!
said deceased. ^
bate Court, to be hen at I Hast.
show canOrdered, That the said petitioner give notice to 1 of October next, and
have, why the said aeeownl slioulu
a
of
tins
all persons interested by causing
copy
GEO E. JOHN
ouit-r to be published .tinee weeks successively e,l.
A true copy. Attest:
in 1 he Republican Journal, a newspaper pub-i
P. Hazki.rt>
Chas.
lislied at Belfast., that they may appear at a Pro- !
bate » ourt, to be held at Belfast, within and for
<
lit of Pi""
8S.
In
TlTALDO
said County, on the 18th day of October, A. L).
\\ fast, mi the 8th day of ><
1908. at ten of the clock before noon, and show
< iil
Nickerson,
M
Frederick
the
prayer of said
cause, if any they have, why
wf U iiii 111 if. N ickerson. late "I
petitioner should not be granted.
Countv. deceased, having present!*',
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
final aeeount of administration of
-ttest:
A true copy,
allowance.
Chas P. Hazeltine, Register.

1

JOHN

employment are unsatisfactory.
Mr. Gompers says Judge Taft is opposed to organized labor. Mr. Gompers has done a lot of talking in his
time and has been a very prolific writ-

1

>

hut in all he has said or in all he
has written he has never given organized labor a more unqualified indorsement than Judge Taft gave when ou
the bench.
er.

of
“An aggregation
experimental
malcontents and theorists," Mr. Sherman's description of the Democratic
party, is a phrase that hits the target

JOHN

right in the center.

|

1

But

He Runs

on

Forever.

(.From t;ie New York Sun.]
What will Mr. Bryan say
After next election day?
Mr. Bryan will insist
That he is an optimist.
Beaten three times! What of that?
He’s the one great Democrat
Willing for his fellow men
To be beaten once again.

x

At a Probate Court hold at
for the County of Wale.o,

Belfast, within and
on the 8th day of

..-

M. BEkRY. widow of Orren VV. Rerry,
late ot Searsniont, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having presented a petition praying
for an allowance out of tne personal estate of
said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
elfast. witlun and for said
Court, to be held at
County, on the 13th day of October, A. 1). 1908,
before
of
the
clock
noon, and show cause,
at ten
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not he granted,
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
( has. P. Hazkltine, Register.

Emma

Read the Commoner and learn!
Mr. Bryan. Mr. Kern,
Sail together on this trip
In the old. oft stranded ship.
(They have quarters in the stern!)
In this antiquated craft,
While they gaze at Mr. Taft
Miles ahead—the race near done
And by Taft and Sherman won—
Mr. Bryan, ever wise.
Doubtless will philosophize
*
And to Mr. Kern recite
That remark, already trite.
All prepared and often sprung:
“Beaten? Yes. but I'm still young!
I can wait another four
Years, then try the race once more.
I have got this thing down pat.
I’m the one great Democrat!"
—Julian Durand.

>

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the ( ounty of Waldo, on the 8th day of
September, a. I>. 1908.
A. GROSS, widow of Clarendon II
Gross, late of Prospect, in ‘■aid County of

GENEaVa
Waldo, deceased,

having presented a petition
for allowance out of the personal e tale
deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ot ibis
order to he published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper nublisli
eil at Belfast, that they u ay appear at a Probate
Court, t<> he held at Belfast, within ami tor said
County, oil the t: til day ot October, A. 1). 1908,

praying

of said

PILES! PILES!

Williams* Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding and Itching Piles. It
absorbs the tumors, allays itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief. Williams* Indian Pile Ointment is prepared
for Piles and itching of the private parts.
Sold by druggists; mail 50c and $1 00. Williams* M*f*g, Co., Props., Cleveland, O.

\ Raiiabls fad"
FOR

Conn, who was brigaded with us, that
the skill of Dr. Wood and Dr.

paid

Veterinary Specifics

Saved.

Company K.,

now a

Characterize* Him as True Friend of
the Workingman.
v

Attorney General Wade II. Ellis

At a Probate Court
for the County of *• al|;o
September, i. I). 1908. I

HUMPHREYS’

Honors are easy again. Every time
Mr. Taft buys a new horse Mr. Bryan
mounts a new liobhy.—Omaha Bee.

A WAR INCIDENT RECALLED.
How Col. Philo

LABOR WORLD FOR TAFT.

I

Gream Balm
is quickly absorbed.
Gives Relief at Once.
It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh and drives
Restores
^way a Cold in the Head quickly.
the Souses of Taste and Smell. Full size
.50 cts. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid
Cream Balm fur use in atomizers 75 cts.
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.

n uci ru,

itr*»

weeks successively m 'I L Kepi. I>i
newspaper published in bell 's!,
that all persons interested may at
<u
held
at
Bellas:,
to
be
bate Court,
of October next, and show cans,
have, why tin* said account should
GKO. E. .IOIINs*’
ed.
A true copy. Attest.
P. Ha/.ki.ti.n
as.
On
NOTH

I

that
scrlber hereby gives
ADMINISTRATRIX’S
administratrix of ti.
u dice

duly appointed

MILO M. COLSON, late ot
1
in the County of Waldo, deceasi
bonds as the law directs. All perse;
mauds against the estate of said
desired to present the same for s.-n
all indebted thereto are requested
ment immediately.
ALICE K
Belfast. September 8, 1908.

UXKCUTOK’S NOTICE. The siii•
iJj by give notice that In* lias been
ed executor of the last will and teM.u
LEW IS H. MATTHEWS, late <d >
In the County of Waldo, deceasi
bonds as the law direcis. All p-i
demunis against the estate of said
desired to present- the same for
all indebted thereto are requested t
<

,ne»l"m««,iately.wl]X|iJ1
1908

M v|

Searspoit, September 8,

at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not he granted.
GEO, E JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
A true copy.
Chas. P. Hazei.tink, Register.

THE

At a Proh te Court held at Belfast, within and
for said County ot Waldo, on the 8th day of
September, A. 1). 1908.
MESERVKY, husbaml of Lizzie A. Meservey, late of Nortliport, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying for an allowance out of the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published thiee weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to he held at Belfast, within and tor said
County, on the 13th day of October, A. D. 1908,
at ten ot the clock befere noon, and show cause,
tr any they have, whv the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO, E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas P. Hazkltine, Register.

N. Y, will ,p'
of the Presidential camp
eluding the elction returns. The
and The Republican lournal, six m
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chance ol a lifetime for someo .e to
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1 HE LAW COURT
fs

••"

i]U,

rescript:

Lleyan Grove Camp
iitlioii vs. Henry II. An
J.
:
[by King,
of

If?'
V

1

Wadlin has receivec

ft ion
trespass quart
i er damages for cutting
pwn the grass on a lot
port, Me. The defenct
claim that the locus had
the plaintiff to the use
j the adjoining lot own1 that the acts complain■, him as oneof the pub
,1 lot owner, and at the
adjoining lot owners,
u v of beautifying and
park and rendering it
on the use for which it

j
■

|
1

a tract
ntion to its campground
d caused the same to be
is for lease or sale with
f about one acre for the

untiff purchased

I

iract and the laying out
:icii the lots were desigrs and the open space or
•Hay View Park.” Lots
eased “in perpetuam”
cvs conveyed in fee,
by
The
ce to said plan.
owner of four and one; said “BayViewPark.”
.ment put in evidence,
.if any of the lots in
d ied May 18, 1881, where
.i-.es to tlie defendant “in

!
i

j
!
i

amusement and of enjoyment, or that
would prevent the public from increasing those enjoyments by its adornment

and ornamentation.
To maintain this action of trespass
the plaintiff must show that notwithstanding Lhe dedication it still retained
the right of possession and control of
the locus sufficiently to have the grass
growing thereon remain uncut until it
ripened into hay, or at least un-

til it sarv fit to cut it whether or
uot
the
growing upon this
grass
park if left uncut with it ripened
into
hay or late in the season,
would lessen the benefits and enjoyments which the public could derive
from the park is a question of fact. We
think it would; and that the park would
be made more suitable for use, and afford more pleasure and enjoyment to
those entitled to its use, if the grass
it must
were cut earlier and ottener.
afford less pleasure to travel through
tall grass, especially when wet by dews
aud fogs, than to walk over a closely
cut surface; so, too, the coarse and
seared stubble of a late cutting is less
attractive to the eye than the green of
a well kept lawn.
The
municipal authorities might
have exercised control over the park
and improved it, but they did not. The
individual citizens interested in it and
entitled to its enjoyment had the right
to improve the park and render it more
suitable for the uses for which it was

no feet to a stake and
northerly by Lot 314 25
lot; thence westerly on
ifeet to the place of
oiling thereby to convey
s
Lot Xo. 314 as p“r said

,-iteriai conflict of testi-

|

original laying out of
ark and its subsequent
,;i‘ lot owners and the
from which testimony
appears. That at the
nvevance of Lot 314 to
: n asurerof the plaintiff,
who was authorized to
vanee, exhibited to him
anised that the park
•reon was to be graded
i- a park; that after sev-

i

■

\
i
!

Mug material having
uprove the park, the de-

among the lot owners
.,,trs or more, to which
led twenty-live dollars,
was expended by the
railing, fertilizing and
the park; that the lot
public generally, have
k -luce, it was laid out for
rossiug it, and as they

f

lot owners, particularii,t, objected to the grass
on
the locus till it
the season,
,. or late in
a

me

park

was

thereby

table for use and less
: they offered to care for
expense and cut it early
a

|

land

j

dim

!

thesuperintendnte

claimed that the hay

as compensation for
he was to cut it twice
h was often enough. lie
aidant to cut it. On the
June 1007, the grass was
and
u iendant’s direction
udent was notified to redesired. This action was

mi
11, tt

j
I

|

I
e

|

nnmenced.
the intentional appro-

ir

u

ach by the owner to some
use, reserving to himself
in inconsistent with the
and enjoyment of such
ttuition to dedicate is the
iple, and whenever that
owner of
,e part of the
in fact and is clearly
r by his words or acts,
-a
far as he is concerni
accepted and used by
me purpose intended it
a te,
and the owner of
■ led from
asserting any
ifiu that is not entirely
the use for which it

j

■

|

of dedication is appliarks and squares, and
ition may he establishmanner as in the case of
reets and highways.
.irk” written upon a block
al estate indicates a puba hen the owner of such
akes conveyances of porby express reference to
u acts on the part of the

xplained operate
publie

use

as

a

dedi-

of the block so

cse principles in the case
••■sideration vve find all the
wilts of a complete dedica-

:

dividing of a tract of land
the seashore into small
Hie setting apart of a poruacc for a park, the repre'! l,e platting by a plan showliy numbers and the locus
■■
Park,” the exhibition of
purchasers, the selling of
■•■is
reference to the plan,
that the park should he
tl kept open as such, and its
lot owners and the public
•ir pleasure continuously
•>d of years during which
:proved and beautified it at
v pi-use.
u nn ttie part of the plaiuti- the locus to the pubiic
■ ih
was thus clearly maniaets and statements ex: : hose acts.
Upon that inxpressed tlie public and
/.ens liad a right to act,
purchasing lots with the
it they were to have the
mil enjoyment of the locus
nk, and entering upon and
me for such purpose.
The
therefore must he that a
indication has resulted
k such dedication affords the
•t a justification of his acts
!; "'l
of. It is true that the fee
remains in the plaintiff for a
1 law
dedication does not pass
'd by the dedication theplainHupped from exercising any
1 control
of the locus inconsistHih fun
usei benefit and enjoy1
•
by the public as a park,
l! [
may be defined as a piece of
H apart to be used
by the pub
1

■

E.,
,...

;

g,

f°r rest, recreation, amuseThe full use and
'fa
park is not realized by the
ti
H'umt
,,
of
an
only
open view and
"f passage upon it. The right
t.
i the pleasures and advantages
•i
i:
ornamentation can afi(ir,j ,;|uity and
included in the uses and
pullls"
s''8 of a
public park,
•iv
dedication of the locus as a
park
plaintiff gave up and surren8
right to exercise any acts of
c,| u
!)r
bn,; lie Possession of it that would
public in the full enjoyment
of
a Place
of rest, of recreation, of
Sii

!;

i,

11

•1

enjoyment.

Made by J’;d:e Taft In Behalf of

Upholding

“A

Baltimore Sun, Dem.]
General \\ in Held S. Hancock, who
was the Democratic nominee for
president in 1S80, declared the tariff was
principally a “local question”—that is
to say,
a
Pennsylvania Democrat
might be a protectionist for protection’s sake, while a Democrat in Georgia or in Iowa might hold fast to the
doctrine of a tariff for revenue only.
The Massachusetts Democrat might be
a free trader
without reservation of
any kind, while the West Virginia
Democrat might l»e a free trader only
with respect to commodities which
were not produced by his own state.

General

for

that he was not a tresspasser in so doing. It is suggested that inconvenience may result by reason of some possible conflict in the ideas of those interested in the park as to what acts
would improve and benefit it. This is
possible, but we do not tbink it probable that rivalry for its improvement in
fact will exist to the extent of liieon-1
venience.
The municipal authorities I
may take charge of tlie park under the |
statutory power to make by-laws and!
oidinances “for the proper protection
and care of public parks and squares.” I

unlawfully interrupt!
the rightful enjoyment of the park by
others he may he restrained by proper i
proceedings.
It follows that this action is not |
maintained and that judgment must he ;
one

for the defendant.

Hancock’s

pronouncement
was considered an ingenious evasion
of the tariff issue, but it did not produce harmouy in the Democratic party, and the general was defeated.
have
Twenty-eight years
passed
since General Hancock defined the
tariff as a local question upon which
the Democrats of each state were free
to act with regard chiefly to local interests.
The principle which he then
formulated seems to have been adopted by Democrats in the west in respect to.the relation of the Democratic party to the negro.
Last week the
West Virginia Democratic convention
embodied in its platform planks demanding certain qualifications for
voters, designed to disfranchise many
negroes, Tlieir platform also contains
a
declaration in favor of separate
coaches for white and negro passengers on railroads. The West Virginia
Democrats not only refuse to hold out
the olive branch to the negro and invite him into their fold, but they are
determined to limit his political activity Jjy a disfranchising law and to
bring him under the operation of a
“Jim Crow” law when he travels on
the railroads of that state.
^

What Are the Promises?
MAINE NEWS ITEMS.
Out in Nebraska and in Kansas the
I
Democratic campaign managers are
Prof. Wm. Stuart of the Vermont
organizing negro voters into Bryan
periment station and Prof. II. J. Morse j clubs. In Ohio no effort will be spared
of the Oronn, Me.,station are investiga- 1 to secure the
support of the negro
ing the methods of culture and the com- J voters for flic Democratic national
parative values of the various varieties [ ticket. What
pledges have been given
of the Maine potato crop at Fort Fair-1
and what inducements have been offield.
fered does not appear. But it is a fair
It is understood that an attempt will
inference that the
managers have
be made when the national encamp-,
promised to do “something for the nement of the Sons of Veterans is held at :
gro,” perhaps to recognize him in the
Washington next year to have the en- I distribution of
offices, if Mr. Bryan
in
for
1910
held
either
Portcampment
should he elected, and also to take
land or Lewiston, but anyway in the
such action as the negroes may deState of Maine.
mand in respect to the reinstatement
Maine
CavalThe reunion of Secoud
of the negro battalion dismissed from
at
will
be
held
G.
A.
It.
ry Association
the army by President Roosevelt for
Business meethall Augusta Sept. 17.
the attack ou Brownsville. Last week
in
the
fire
at
2
o’clock
camp
p.
m.,
ing
when the West Virginia Democrats
Home
National
at
7.30.
Togus.
evening
were declaring for a disfranchisement
Hotel rates, §2.00 per day at Hotel
law ami for a "Jim Crow” law the
North. Reduced rates over railroads.
Democratic convention iu the Twelfth
The date of the annual meeting of
congressional district of Ohio adopted
tiie Maine State Board of Trade has
a
platform favoring "the enactment
been changed from Sept. 24 to Tuesof laws which shall accord to all men
day, Sept. 22. The date was changed accused of
wrongdoing, whether solto accommodate Hr. Geo. O Smith, of
diers or civilians, a fair and impartial
the U. S. Geological Survey, who was
trial and an opportunity to lie heard
unable to be present on the 24th.
before
conviction
or
punishment.”
The Sawyer publishing company of i
This apparently refers to the BrownsWaterville has been reorganized and
ville incident.
It may also have a
will open business soon. The new presbroader meaning and a more extended
ident of the company is Henry IT.Guile
of New York, who in the past has been | application and may lie susceptible of
Gen. F. Terry is the
the selling agent.
au
interpretation which will make
treasurer and Sanger M. Annis is the j southern Democrats open their eyes
clerk.
witlt amazement and possibly with ap-

ex-1

J

j

■

The laving of the corner stone of the j
Maine institute for the blind took place
in Portland, Sept. 0th, lion Morrill N. !
Grew presided and spoke briefly, while
addresses were given by Pres. Trask of
the Maine fraternal assocation for the I
blind, William Lynch, secretary of the
who j
William J. Ryan,
assocation,
started the movement that resulted in
securing the appropriation for the craft;
shop, and Mrs. Clark IT. Barker.

j

'■
MEETING OF WALDO COUNTY GRANGE
County Pomona Grange met Sept. Rth
with Silver Harvest Grange, Waldo. The Master was absent and Past Master Edward Evans
presided. The officers were all present except
the Master, Pomona and Ceres. Ten granges
to the roll call. Remarks were made
Waldo

responded

uy

auu

Cj. Lvans

h

-•

*-*»**“•

given by

Cilley and wife.

high price

view of the

of

:

j

-...

tion from Michigan State Grange was read and
commented on by D. O. Bowen. State Deputy
B. Walker McKeen of Frveburg, E. Merriam
and C. M. Howes. It was voted to lay the
communication on the table until the next
meeting. A fine address of welcome was given
by Alma Cilley, and an excellent response by
E. C. Dow. Several selections of music was
J. H.

j

The

topic,

j

j
j

J
j

j

“In

that the farm-

grain

county should raise their own
(
A.
grain," was discussed by B. W. McKeen,
Levanseller, J. Cunningham, J. Ellis and others.
A vote of thanks was given B. W. McKeen and
the host grange for courtesies. This closed
of the
one of the most interesting meetings
ers

of

Waldo

with Mystic Grange,

meeting will
Belmont, Oct. 6th, with the following program:
reOpening exercises; conferring fifth degree;
port of granges; appointment of committee;
E. Brewrecess; music; address of welcome by
ster; response by A. T. Stevens; topic, Outside
of intemperance, what is the greatest evil that
be

threatens the United States?
tainment

by

;

literary

enter-

Question “Local Issue?'
to be no ground for reasonable
doubt that the Democratic
campaign managers in the west, in the
effort to secure negro support for their
national ticket, arc acting upon the
principle that the race question is only
a “local issue.”
It is evident that the
south does not approve this plan of
campaign, hut is powerless to check it.
The Democracy of the south is In full
accord with the position taken by the
West Virginia Democrats last week.
And yet It is assumed by those who
lire trying to get negroes to support
-Mr. Bryan that the south will act in
Race

There

henrtv

seems

oo-onernt-mn

with

I f

w*

lllil,,

Vn-

braskn, Kansas and Illinois Democrats
who are welcoming the negro into tree
fellowship in the Democratic party
and probably promising to annul the
decision of President Roosevelt in the
Brownsville matter.
The theory of
western Democrats that the race problem is merely a local issue Is enleulated to give the south much concern.
Many Democrats in that section may
question whether it is worth while to
elect a Democratic president who may
open wide the door of political opportunity to the negro
*■

Chafin Needs an Ark.
“Never since the flood has water
reached such a high tide as at present," says the dry candidate for president. Looks as if lie might be swept
away in the freshet

Rattling the Skeleton.
Eugene \Y. Chafin. the Prohibition
candidate, was born in Waukesha,
Wisconsin’s foremost watering place.—
New York Mail.

host grange.

FOLEYSfiOHETMAB

•tops the cough and heals lunge

The

prehension.

__

I

year.
The next

Waquoit,|

NORTHPORT CAMP GROUND,

The Official Hotel for the International

Automobile League.

Fish, Lobsters and Clams served
daintiest styles.

in the

Jiy“Order by phone. Prompt attention,
good service, fine cuisine.
18tf

Telephone 72, ring 4.

MRS. LILLIAN C. ROSS.

Proprietor

WANT OARi “l
lP"'l
■ Will Pay Soot Cash-If

you wish to sell send full M

■ details,’ lowest price—anywhere m Maine ■
■
■ from $400 to $6000 will interest me.
■■■BOX 244, AUGUSTA, ME.HM
—

88

•

Democrats Pursuing Their Usual
Double Faced Policy.

[From the

intended.
It would hardly be contended that
the defendant could be held in trespass

Should any

■

Disfranchisement In the
South While Forming Colored
Bryan
Clubs In W'esi.

raking dangerous rocks from footpaths over the park, or for removing
unsightly underbrush, or even for cutting and destroying:weeds and thistles
on their campground
is there a
ling to the plan made growing thereon. Wherein
,f said lots, and bound- distinction in principle between such
at
bar.
'cgiiuiing on the easterly cases and the one
We think the defendant, as one of
w Park at the northerly
No. 314; thence souther- the public and an adjoining lot owner,
.ind on Bay View Park had a right to cut the grass for the sole
int lot; thence easterly purpose of improving the park, and
,>t

1 APPEAL TO
TRYING TO
HOODWINK NEGROES

None of the Bryan phonograph records has the speeches advocating free
silver and immediate government ownership of the railways, nor have they
the “great commoner’s" attacks on
Roger Sullivan. Colonel Watterson and
Guffey. These omissions tell an important story.

t .a

Missionary

Great

Certain

Filipinos.

Promote

to

Work

That

Christian

Is

Civ-

ilization.”
The extension of a vitalizing Christianity among the Filipinos as advocated by Judge Taft both before his
of the nominaspeech of acceptance
tion to the presidency and in that document itself lias been widely commented upon in the pulpits of the
United States. The voice of the clercommendation
gy has given earnest
to the attitude of Judge Taft, who
when governor general of the islands
for
influence
utmost
the
exerted
amelioration of the condition of the
inhabitants of the archipelago, and
that, too, at the cost of great self sacrifice on his own part in refusing the
seat on the supreme bench, to which
he was both called and commanded

Sly

by President Roosevelt.

Never since he first assumed the burden of the governorship of the Philippines has the welfare of the Filiponos
ceased to be close to the heart of
Judge Taft. In his speech of acceptance again he reminded the Americans
that it is the duly of this country as a
strong. Christian and enlightened nation to give spiritual as well as material aid to the distant brown breth-

EDOEMARKw 2.16
FEE S25.00.
Successful

sire of extrema racehorse speed. Sire of over 30 who have
raced to records below 2.30.
Colts from loc il mires bred to him have
beaten 2.30 at 2 years of age.

ren.

Taft's Appeal to Church.
Rev. Albert Hnrlstone, pastor of
Roberts Park church.
Indianapolis,
Iml., in a recent sermon thus spoke of
Judge Taft's appeal to the Christian
people of America:
.Ul.

1UU

ucru

\.VI.IC*

VC

.1

maintaining

are

a

BILLY HERR, 4 Years,

j

FEE $15.00.

icuviu

referring to this question in his notifiIlls appeal is not only
cation speech
to his party, hut it is to the Christian
It seems to me
church of America.
that every man whose heart beats
loyally to Jesus Christ must rejoice in
the statement so truthfully made. Mr.
Taft said: ‘We have established a government with effective and honest executive departments in the Philippines
and a clean and fearless administration of justice: we have created and

comprehensive

school system which is educating the
youth of the islands in English and in
industrial branches: we have constructed
public
great
government
works, roads and harbors; we have
induced the private construction of 800
miles of railroad: we have policed the
islands so that their condition as to
law and order .is bettor now than it
has ever been in their history/
“Mr. Taft is better fitted to speak
on this question than any other man
in the government today by virtue of
his close connection with the problem,
his experience and personal observation of the work being done; hence
what he says will be heeded by the
Christian church with intense interest.

That’s what
Coal

coal is—as

our

as was ever

sible

to

success?

Try

us

Democratic Discouragement.
At the risk of calling down upon our
selves further execrations from a few
of the faithful and fanatical we make
bold to remark that the indifference of
the South Carolina Democrats to the
cause of Mr.
Bryan seems to justify
our prediction some months ago that
the campaign would end with the Denver convention. We wish that we ensu'd
be disillusioned: we wish that the Democrats of South Carolina and of the
country would sharply rebuke us for
raying that there was an absence of
enthusiasm for Mr. Bryan.—Charleston
News and Courier (Dew.).

quality and

or

Keeping Promises.

difference between Mr. Taft’s
promise of tariff revision and Mr. Bonn’s pledges in the same direction is
that Mr. Taft if elected will be in post
sition touredeem his pledge, while Mr.
Bryan if elected would be powerless to
accomplish anything with a Republican
senate arrayed against his free
trade plans.—Omaha Bee.
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AMERICAN

Bangor week days at 2 p. m., via inter-

Belfast
“fflaSSf'S*.
$6.uoround trip.

to Boston, $3.25 one
*.
way:
All freight, except live stock, is insured against
fire and marine risk.
FRED VV. ROTE. Agent. Belfast, Maire

The Maine Register

HOUSE, BOSTON,

Weekly shipments of live stock to Brighton
Cars leave Belfast every Monday morning and Burnham Monday noon. Dover and FoxI solicit your
croft every Saturday morning.
consignment, promising you prompt and satisfactory returns with the party’s name and address I sell your stock to. Write for shipping

WANT
YOUR

SUBSCRIPTION

weekly market letter, free.
To

CONTAINS

COMPLEIE BUSINESS DIRECTORIES

S. W. Johnson, M.D.

Of 20 Cities and 428 Towns

OFFICE NO. 2, ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK.

Full Statistics of All State Interests.
A new Township and Railroad Map of Maine
Revised to date.
Every OFFICE and HOME neeos it for handy

Office
House

telephone call, 256, ring 11.
telpenecall, 32, ring 22.
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MAGAZINE. We have already announced
that we offer the two together.for $2.10.

Regular Subscription Price $2.50.
Sample copies of New Idea at

this

office.
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO
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| ELMER

Men or women to represent The American I
Magazine, edited by F. B. Dunne (“Mr. DooIda M. Tarbell, Lincoln Steffens, etc. |
Straight proposition. Good pay. Continuing in j
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City Building
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want you to take

Office hours every afternoon from 1 to 4.
Evenings I shall be at my residence, 23
Court

390 Congress St., opp.

WE
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Market.

directions and my

MAINE,

Containing ISO acres of land, 40 acres of mowug land, 50 acres of pasture, high land suitable
or sheep raising ami other stock, well watered
rom springs, lemaimler in wood land. 5) apple
trees in good condition. One story house, ell,
wood house, and barn Ti'.xlJ. m good .'•••pair. Well
of good .vater. Five, miies from :i«*l? :>t,
miles
from the Camp Ground,
fins farm :s in every
way suitable for a sr,o*k farm. For particulars
l).\Vrll) I,. HE I! KICK.
inquire of
9tf
On the Premises.
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F. L. LIBBY,
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in The Tribune.
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and in addition to general news contains much other
matter of interest, while The Republican Journal will continue to cover the local field.
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sold at
Limited tickets for Boston are now
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$5.00 from Belfast and all stations
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Through
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On amt after June 22,1908, trains connecting
at Burnham and Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and

£“°ka.

produce living

HORACE CHENERY

Go.,1

The

The U. 8. Government in its “Pure Food
Camden Commandery, K. T.
Law” does not “indorse” or “guarantee” any
The annual conclave of Camden Commandery preparation, as some manufacturers in th eir
In
was held last week.
The reports of the officers advertisements would make it appear.
showed the Commandery to be in a very pros- the case of medicine the law provides that
on the
labels,
perous condition and during the past term there certain drugs shall he mentioned
was lots of work.
The following officers were if they are ingredients of the preparation. Ely’s
elected : Eminent Commander, E. E. Boynton;
Cream Balm, the well-known family remedy for
Generalissimo, Reuel Robinson; Captain Generand nasal catarrh,
al, J. Tyleson Gould; Senior Warden, Chas. S. cold in head, hay fever
injurious drug, so the
Weaver; Junior Warden, A. F. Beverage; Pre- doesn’t contain a single
the facts that it
to
print
have
simply
late, Geo. W. Varney, Treas., G. A. Tuttle; Re- makers
complies fully with all the requirements of the
corder, John F. Coombs; Standard Bearer, law.
Samuel Butterfield; Sword Bearer, Mortimer
Hill; Warden, J. A. Brewster. The installation
will be held Tuesday evening, Sept. 22, and will
Prompt treatment of a slight attack of Diarhe open to Knights Templars and their ladies.
rhoea will often prevent a serious sickness. The
best known Remedy is Dr. Seth Arnold’s BalDeWifct's Little Early Risers are small sam. Your apothecaries W. O. Poor & Son and
pills, easy to take, gentle and sure. Sold A. A. Howes & Co. warrant it to give satisfaction.
by R. H. Moody.

mares
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Thorndike.

is

you both in

please
price.

BELFAST,

Ilis sire

These horses can he seen and examined at the W lido County Fair
ground. Prompt payment of fees required and a guarantee given that the

certainly get

Coal that will

,,

Making

BIGAMIST,

with your next

your will

order, and

A very promising and very handsome young stallion.
Charlie Ilerr, 2.07, and his dam by Uiavolo, 2.00.

A good sized, well proportioned draft animal, working in
double harness regularly. His first colts are just coming along.

screened, and every ton a full ton.
Why should it not be a burning

—

under discussion.’ It is no issue
Surely the people shall rule: surely the
people have ruled; surely the people do
rule.”
Thus Candidate Sherman replies to Candidate Bryan, and if the
latter was looking for a straight answer he certainly got it.
But those
familiar with the mental processes of
Mr. Bryan know that he would welno
come
reply, but that his absurd
question was asked to instil doubt in
the minds of his more thoughtless followers.

:

Carefully-

..

now

good

it is pos-

as

Coal.

get

j

As free

mined.

from slate and dirt

Influence of Christian Civilization.
Boston, will run as follows:
“More than ten years before Dewey
FROM BELFAST.
sailed into Manila. Bishop Thoburn.
PM
AM
our missionary bishop for fifty years
6 55
12 Of
Belfast depart
in India, predicted that ere long the City Point.17 00 f 12 10
.*7 10 tl2 20
missionary would find an open door in Waldo
12 32
Brooks. 7 22
the Philippines, hut God alone knew
f7 34 112 44
Knox
12 60
40
7
Thorndike.
how the door was to be opened.
Unity.. 7 48 12 08
“Now we hear Mr Taft saying: *We
1 20
Burnham, arrive. 8 10
Clinton. 8 28
in the Philippines in a
are engaged
Benton. 8 33
3 15
great missionary work that does our j Bangor.11 36
nation honor and is certain to pro- J
1 58
8 44
Waterville.
mote in a most effective way the in- j
PM
AM
4 50
It is | Portland.12 05
fluence of C hristian civilization.
65
35
7
3
(E. D.
250
cowardly to lay down the burden until Boston, jWD. 3 30
True, nor
our purpose is achieved/
TO BELFA9T.
do we believe that the American peoAM
PM
ple will allow this to be done. The
E. I). 7 00
Boston, J w jr>
sacrifice has been made, the song of
the redeemed people will ere long fill
7 CO
Portland.. ..1030
AM
heaven and earth with gladness. The
9 50
0
55
Waterville....
selfish are ever lonely and joyless, but
Bangor. 6 46
the
to
who
the
sacrifice
they
bring
9 55
Benton. 7 02
altar will find .lie joy of tne Lord
10 04
7 13
Clinton...
20
8
26
10
arise within them.”
Burnham, depart.

“According to His Folly.”
“‘Shall the people rule?* is declared
by the Democratic platform and candidate to be ‘the overshadowing issue

as a

erest from year

to

year in business created.
n o t necessary. Good op
TRAINER, 23 West 2011)

Experience and capital

jortunity. Write J. N.
itreet, New York City

E. BROWN, M. D..

183 HAMMOND ST., BANGOR.
Practice limited to Eye. Ear, Nose and Throat
including the fitting of Glasses.

J3T*In Belfast, Odd Fellows’ Block, Koorn 2,
tf9
Monday.

4 every

a bright future with the
Miss Dennett’s technique both in her
piano solo and accompanying is very marked
and refreshing, and Mr. Pitcher, who is always
exhilirating, even outdid himself. Last, but
not least, Miss Wells with her rich, rare voice,
in excellent control, enchanted the crowd.

ample evidence of

StAKSPOR]_ LOCALS.
Fred J. Biather of' Boston

was

’ce

in town Mon-

day.
Hon. D. N. Mortland of Rockland called on
relatives in town last week.
Mr. and Mrs. James A. McDougall left Mon-

Capt. Elden Shute and wife arrived home
the middle of the past week.
! arrival from Winterport was daily anticipated
Peleg Griffin took Monday’s boat for Boston
until tie news of their departure reached
to spend a fortnight in that city.
town.
week
Mrs. Frank L. Marston returned last
Maitland R. LaFurley moved his stock of
from a visit with an aunt in Onawa.
and provisions, fruits and confectiongroceries
of
is
the
Miss Minnie Strout of Baugor
guest
ery, last Friday into his new store, just comMrs. Maria Blanchard for a week or two.
pleted, on the north side of Main street, and
The Ladies’ Aid will meet for work this, finds the new quarters very convenient. The
Thursday, afternoon, with Mrs. Sarah Snell building is a marked improvement to that side

The deep appreciation of the audience was
surely manifested in the persistent demand for
After the concert
day for a visit in Auburn, N. Y.
encores with each number.
^
served the artists in the
Mrs. Upton Treat of Brookline, Mass., was in a light lunch was
Guild room by the members of the club, after
town last week calling on friends.
which our guests departed for home by a
Fred C. ,Kane of Boston is visiting his
moonlight sail to Belfast in Mr. Pitcher’s
mother, Mrs. Mary Kane, on Leach street.
launch. Following is the program :
Bigge
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Snell, who had been visit- Overture, Queen of Autumn,
Ladies’ Trio.
ing in town, returned last week to Boston.
Tuckermann
Bass, The Windmill.
Mr. Pitcher.
Miss Henrietta Gilkey left Monday for HeRaff
bron, w'here she is to enter Hebron Academy. Piano, Villanella,
Miss Dennett.
Charles Pendleton, who has been visiting re- Soprano, Love’s Sorrow,
Shelley
Miss Wells.
latives in town, left Saturday for Everett,
Goltermann
Cello, Nocturne,
Mass.
Miss Pitcher.
Tobani
Miss Louise D. Leib left Saturday for Saco ! Trio, Hearts and Flowers,
Stearns
Three Horsemen.
to resume her duties as teacher in Thornton Bass,
Mr. Pitcher
Academy.
Violin, Selected,
Miss Niles.
Marshall Meyers, who spent a two weeks vaDel Riego
Soprano, O Dry Those Tears,
cation with relatives in town, returned to BosMiss Wells.,
Niles.
Miss
Violin Obbligato,
ton last week.
Slatt
Trio, (a) Two Lovers,
Welcome G. Young and family of Boston are
Phelps
(b) Cupid’s Reign,
on Bay
with
B.
F.
weeks
a
few
Young
spending
Obituary. Jacob Hartshorn Eames died at
View street.
his home in Searsport September 8th, He was
Charles F. Smith wras in town last week and
the son of Jacob and Elizabeth Hartshorn
sold his farm on the Belfast road to out-of- Eames. and was born in Swanville March 19,
j
town parties.
1819. He was the last of a family of fourteen
Carver, Jr., who spent his vacation children. March 29, 1843, he married Martha

Herbert L. Hopkins left early last week for
a business trip to Presque Isle, Caribou, etc.
He returned Friday evening.

who died April 27, 1897. He was
a member of the Congregational church and
lire, Mass.. Friday.
lived a most exemplary life. For many years
Misses Katherine Kneeland and Janet Rice, |
a teacher in the public schools of Searsto
j he was
wno spent the summer in town, returned
four
port and neighboring towns. He leaves
Chelsea, Monday.
children, Mrs. Geo. W. Moore of Presque Isle,
the
who
and
Dr. A. A. Jackson
spent
family,
j Capt. Get*. H. Eames of Tacoma, Wash., Mrs.
summer in town, returned to their home in
of
| Chas. Rice and Charles A. Eames, both
F^verett, Mass., Saturday.
I
J., widow of the late

Mrs.

George

W.

of Presque Isle was
attend the funeral of her

Moore

week
father, J. llartson Eames.

in town last

to

Winifred Savage and grandson, Charlie
Cables of Rockland, are visiting her sister, Mrs.
Mary Kane, on Leach street.
Mrs.

There will be no services at the M. E. church
Sunday Sept. 20th and 27th. Rev. Harry Hill,
pastor, is having

the

a

vacation.

Ellen L. Leib left Saturday for Orono
to resume her duties as matron at Kappa SigMrs.

froOiyni + ir Vmiica

ivin

of

fliu TT

mother’s

relief.
Levi S. Griffin and her daughter, Mrs.
Amy G. Colsman of Milford, Mass., spent several days in Bangor and Brewer last week, reMrs.

Republicans rejoice

over

r»f M

Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Webber of Beverly,
Mass., arrived Sunday ar.J are the guests of
Mrs. Catherine Wallnutt on Union street.
Martha P. Small, Capt. Barlow, arrived
Thursday from Norfolk with 3,536 tons of coal
to the Penobscot Coal Co. at Mack’s Point.

The

Sch.

interment

was

in

Elmwood cemetery.

M. Sullivan, who has been visiting her mother, Mrs. R. A. Sullivan, on Leach
street, returned last week to Bridgewater,
Mass.
Miss Irene

she is improving.
Miss Rebecca Ross left by train last Thurs- injured, but at present
is visday to enter upon her duties as instructor of Mrs. Harriett Maddox of Norridgewock
physical training at Agnes Scott college in De- iting at Mrs. Caroline Brown’s.Miss Gertrude Perkins arrived last Saturday to begin
catur, Ga.
the fall term of High school, which opened
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L. Clark and daughter
Arline of Frankfort were in town over Sunday, Monday with a good attendance.Friends
interested to know that
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Cyphers on of H. A. Brown will be
he has been engaged to deliver three lectures
Main street.
on Psychology before a Teachers’ Institute to
Prof. George D. Petlee and family, who have
be held late in September in Glasgow, Montana.
on
their
summer
at
been spending the
cottage
Annie Fuller Stevens, wife of Earl Stevthe Belfast road, left Sept. 9th for Great Barens of Liberty, died at the home of G. N. Stevrington, Mass.
ens Sept. Hth after an illness of several months,
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Chaffin and child, who
of consumption. Since her marriage last Janon
the
spent the summer at their cottage
uary she had made her home with her husband
...

other

which the deceased was held. Those who cared for the deceased in her last illness wish to
thank all who helped to lighten their burden,
.The High school began last Monday with a
good attendance of old pupils and a few new

New York,

Amos D. Carver of

a

...

former

The school will be taught by Miss Gertrude Perkins, who taught the High school last

ones.

Searsport boy, presented his Republican
friends with a fine new Hag bearing the names
of Taft and Sherman, and it was flung to the
breeze Saturday on Main street. The gift is
much appreciated by Mr. Carvers friends in
his

year_Percy

native town.

.JDr. P. P. Nichols and children, Lillias and
Jack, and maid, who spent the summer with
Lillias L. Nichols on Water street, returned Thursday to their home in NorthampMrs P. P. Nichols left the same
ton. Mass.
to visit relatives in St. John, N. B., before
Mrs.

day
returning

Benner is

receiving congratula-

tions on receiving back his old mail route. R.
He began driving last Friday
F. D. No. 1,
after a long rest... Mrs. Richard Dyer visited
her old neighbor, Mrs. L. C. Morse, the past
week... Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Taylor and Mrs.
Alfred Pulcifer left last Monday for their home
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
in New Haven, Conn.
Pulcifer and daughter left the same day for
their home in New York. Both families spent
the summer at their cottage and studio oil

Northampton.
Bolan Hill overlooking Lake St. George-The
conThere will be a special song service at the Eureka Band gave a delightful open-air
last Friday night beCongregational church next Sunday evening. cert in their band stand
The rally was held
In addition to the choir numbers, which will fore the Republican rally.
was a good crowd
consist of anthems, quartettes and solos, a in Hall St. George and there
Hon. A. I. Brown
male quartette will assist in the service. All present. The speakers were
in prep- of Belfast and Hon. Wm. Frye White of
are cordially invited, and the program
to

tckrtnlrl inmirp

a

lar^e attendance.

unique tin shower was given for Miss
Dolliver at the home of Miss Ethel M.
Nichols on Water street, last Friday evening.
After the ladies were assembled a note, written
in rhvme. was handed to the guest of the
evening, which requested her to look behind a
She passed from
certain object in the room.
one object to another until the last note led
her to the dining room, followed by the curious
A

Inez H.

this room, suspended from the
ceiling and decorated with white ribbon and
flowers, was a large umbrella filled with many
The opening of these
useful kitchen articles.
packages was greatly enjoyed, and after the
umbrella had been emptied the company
played “500” until ten o’clock, when chicken
salad, rolls, coffee and cake were served.
guests.

In

Tomorrow, Friday, night in Union Hall at
eight o'clock, an attractive musicale will be
given for the purpose of providing necessary
funds for the music of the Congregational
The following attractive proChurch choir.
and it is earnestly hoped
gram will be rendered
that a large audience will not only enjoy the
evening, but also support the object of the
concert:
Male

Quartette,

“A

We Will Go”
Mrs. James P. Butman

Hunting

selected,
Piano Solo,
“Sunset”, Buck,
Baritone Solo,
Wm. Robertson, Jr.
Male Quartette,
“Little Tommy Went a Fishing’
“La Serenata
Soprano Solo,
Miss Hope E. Nickerson
Cavaleria Rusti“Intermezzo”,
a
Violin Solo,
Eben E. Sawyer
cana,
b “Slumber Song",
Male

Song.

"The Rosary"
Quartette,
“Hush-a-bye Song”,

Antoinette W. Webber

(with violin obbligato)
Duet for Soprano and Baritone,
“Now the Silver Moon”;
Miss
Mr.

Male Quartette,

W’ncUn

“The Stein Song”

given under the auspices of the
September month of the Calendar Club last
Thursday evening was indeed a musical treat.
The trios—violin, ’cello and piano—were fine,
also the instrumental and vocal solos.
Miss Niles proved herself worthy of holding
the gold medal which she obtained as a graduate from the Chicago college of music last June.
And although with a poor instrument, and but
one season’s study, Miss Gladys Pitcher gave

(’

Rnth

wprp

crnnri Rnenkers

listened to with much pleasure by all
The stEge was decorated with the
national colors, and the band rendered some
fine music to enliven the occasion... .Owing
to the absence of the pastor there will be no
meeting at the church on Friday night of this
week, or on next Sunday afternoon, Sept. 20th....
The State road has been built on the pond road
between Beaulieu Park and Charles Bagley’s
and

were

present.

_Election day in our village was a very quiet
affair, although the fine weather called out an
unusually large vote.The annual picnic of
Sherman Corner neighborhood was held at
Marshall’s store last Friday and over one hundred persons were present. The day was very
pleasant and warm and was enjoyed by all. A
fish chowder with all the fixins, and ice cream,
All voted it a very
were served to all present.
pleasant affair.Mr. John Wiley of Hudson,
the

Mr. and
Mass., was a recent guest in town.
Mrs. Walter Merrow of Bangor returned home
last week after a short visit with their daughter, Mrs. W. L. Cargill.Mr. Frank Sherman
will serve as traverse juror from this town for
...

the September court in Belfast.Mrs.
Stevens, wife of Earl Stevens of this village,
died at her late home Sept. 8th after a long
sickness. The funeral was held Thursday mornof Palermo
ing at 10 o’clock, Rev. H. W. Abbott
some
officiating. Mrs. Clarence Hurd rendered and
manner
hymns in a sweet and sympathetic flowers
from
there was a profusion of beautiful
interment
loving relatives and friends. The
Hill
Cemetery
in
Locust
lot
Stevens
in
the
was
bailie
at the lower end of the village.Mrs.
Wentworth of this town celebrated her 97th
and was the
15,
on
last
Sept.
Tuesday,
birthday
and good
recipient of many remembrances
wishes.
Annie

OHIO, CITY OF TOLEDO, I gg_
I
LUCAS COUNTY.
Frank J. Cheney makes oalli that he is senior
& Co. doing
F.
of
J.
Cheney
firm
of
the
partner
and State
business in the City of Toledo, County
atoresaid. and that said firm will pay the sum of
and every
each
for
DOLLARS
HUNDRED
ONE
the use
case of Caiarrh that cannot be cured by
of Hail’s Catarrh Cure.
^ CHENEY
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my presA. D. 1S86
ence. this 6th day of December,
A. W. bLUASUW,
(Ska
^
(bK
Notary Public.
Hail’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of
Send for testimonials free.
tne system.
J
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
all
Sold by
Druggis s, 76c.
STATE

Roulstone
Robertson

The concert

as were

I

OF

Take Hall’s Faunlyt Plllefor constipation.

He took the boat

and Mrs. James H. Griffin, in their attractHosts of
home at North Adams, Mass.
i
friends will cordially welcome her in Stockton
i
wrhen she reopens her home on East Main

|
|

street.

I

HALLDAtK.

Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Fdster returned from |
Lowell, Mass., Sept. 12th....Mr. and Mrs. A.

j

F.

Raynes,

Mrs. Everett B. Choate and Miss

I
|

S.
Treble spent last week at Northport
I
was the eruest of Mr; and
!
Mrs. C. S. MeCorison Sept, lltn-David Cohn
of Rockland called on Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Hall
Eva

...

R. Rollins of [Jnitv

j

Wright, for some reason,
!
failed to meet with the people at the church ;
last Sunday as was expected-Some of the
farmers are digging and hauling their potatoes
to Thorndike. The price is 50 cents per bushel.
_Those who planted sweet corn were hauling
j
it to the canning factory in Unity last week.
Sept.

I
Thosnell,
I
Rheumatism,
I
Lumbago.
Kidney Trouble!

10th....C. L.

kindred,

Mary and Phoebe Calkin left Monday
Bucksport, to take up their second year’s
Their father, Mr.
studies at the Seminary.
Charles Calkin, Gen. Manager of the N. M. S.
R. R., drove them to Bucksport.
Misses

for

Last week many of our citizens—about 50—
attended the Waldo County fair in Belfast.
Many private as well as public carriages went
back and forth, laden with enthusiastic sightseers during Wednesday and Thursday.
Mrs. Edward M. Moulton left the home of
her husband’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry S.
Moulton, last Saturday to join her husband at
!
their home at Roslindale, Mass. She has enI
joyed the town, views and drives, greatly.

J

Everett and

1

Rheumatism, Lumbago, Kidney Trouble—acknowledged
They have met an opponent in Thosnell worthy of thei,
Pain, Inflammation, Swelling, Soreness, Stiffness, give

§F

time to Thosnell Rheumatic Liniment.
Put up in 50 cent and $1.00 bottles.
Do not hesitate, but write today.
Prepared

§

g

1

I

§

by
THOSNELL CHEMICAL CO., 67 Church St., Belfast. Maine

Itching Humor. Another
By
Cura by Cuticura Remedies.
an

“I broke out v.i'h a humor which

spread almos t all over my body. The
itching would get worse on retiring,

I Irk'd several
so I could not s'een.
remedies but. it grew worse until I got
some Cuticura (■■■>. r. aud Cuticura Pills
which began t > relieve nr< at once. By
the time I had used one vial of the Pills,
the humor ’■as entirely gone. I wish
everv sufferer could secure the Cuticura Remedies. Travis Bates, Hamburg,
Ark., April 2U, 19U7."
Complrtr Fxtewnl and

Vineyard Haven; H. M. Stanley, Rockport;
sld, sch. Almeda Willey, New York.
Callao, Sept. 9. Ar, bark S. D. Carleton, Port
Townsend.
ers,

a

I;

T!

Prim

bides p bu.,
illicit, p II,.
••

Beans, pea.

BORN.

Pei a ii Price.

Pete

12 Linte p Id
Beef,corned, p tb,
Hatter Salt, 14 lb,
lsaji i.dit M.-.i
Corn p bu.,
96 Onions ft n
Cracked Corn, p bu, 93,0.1 Kero
Corn Meal, p bu.,
93 Pollock >
18 Pork p it
Cheese, P lb,
Cotton Seed, pew't., i.7u Plaster p
Codfish dry, p tb,
s.d9, Kye M.
is Shorts t,
Cranberries, p 111.,
Clover Seed,
22 Sugar p It
Flour p bbl.,
6.60a6.75;Salt, T. 1
11. (1. Seed P bu.,
3.00 sweet p,
14 Wheal >1
Lard, p tb.

~r~.T-—-

—-

Do You Kit
_

that in all the financial transact h
S. but 6% is done with current
% being done by means of chc<
drafts? If you do not already l>
ing account start one now and
from its convenience and safety vt

|
1

true. If you are not familiar
tem come to us and we w ill sho\

?

give your business, wi
small, careful attention.

will

Cushing

m? Ntws.

l

I

soais Hay p
; Hides
2.7&d3.HI Lamb
Yel'eyes,2.7Ga3.0(> Land .Butter pit.,
27,'s28 Mutln!
t;as dais
Beef, sides, p it,
Beef fore quarters,
Wi Pniai
no Hound I
Barley p bu.,
Cheese p it,,
13Straw p
Chicken p lb,
It: rurket ,
Calf Skins, per lb.
lu Tallow ■
Puck p lb,
is. Veal p a
26, Wool, a.
liggspdoz.,
Fowl p tb,
13dit Wood. I
lieese p lb,
18; Wood

Quarantine, Sept. 14. Tug Reliance reports
sch. Joseph G. Ray. Haines, from Belfast, Me.,
for Norfolk, anchored 5 miles S. E. of Scotland
lightship, with man injured, having fingers cut
off. The Reliance took the man off and brought
Schooner prohim to the marine hospital.
eeded

Anderson. In Brooklin. September 2, to Mr.
and Mrs. Adelbert L. Anderson, a son, Harold
Lawrence.
CLEMENTS. In Belfast. September 10, to Mr.
and Mrs. Harry A. Clements, a daughter.
I
Davis. In West Brooksville, September 1, to
Mr. and Mrs. Lauchlin Davis, a daughter.
Farnham. In West Brooksville, September
of Pa- 6, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Farnham, a daughter.
Fernald. In Troy, September 7, to Mr. and

CENTER MONTVILLE.

(

Weekly for

Pc.-Jnce Market.

.MARINE MISCELLANY.

Inremr.l Treatment for

the

HKI.FAST PKICK

Corrected

Every Humor of Infants. Children, and Aduits consists of Cutirura Sun" CJfic.) to Cleanse the Skin,
Cuticura. Ointment up>0c.; to Ileal the Skin and
Cuticura Resolvent f5(K. >. 'nr in the form of Chocolate
Coated Pi!is. :»5c nor vial of GOt to Purify the Blood.
Sold throughout tV world. Potter Drug & Chem.
Corp.. Solo Props. Boston Mass.
uSTMailcd Free. Cuticura Book on Skin Diseases.

cently bought the Vickery mill property, has
taken rent in the house of Mrs. Helen Mears.
_Messrs. F. M. Adams and Jotham Berry attended the Central Maine fair in Waterville...
Miss Mae Hills from Massachusetts is a guest
at J. F. Thomas’s.Mr. Ernest Higgins is
teaching at the Head of the Tide, Belfast.

j§

—

...

I

Tf

But Thosnell is conceded by all to be an easy winner. Tin,
gaining in popularity every day, while its opponents are lose
Never before have then.
strong hold upon the populace.

Misses Louise Carr and Grace Black
I lermo visited at Allen Goodwin’s last week.
SWANVIIXE.
Mrs. Ira Fernald, a son.
A. Ross Nickerson arrived Sunday morning Allen Goodwin spent a few days in Palermo
Hilton. In Chicago, September 14, to Mr.
his
in
visit
N.
to
visited
friends
Goodwin
H„
from Franconia,
parents, this week.Cora
and Mrs. Henry Hoyt Hilton, a daughter, Ruth
Mrs.
and
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Nickerson_Mr.
Belfast last week.D. C. Cain is making re- Sibley.
Knights. In Northport. September ,8 to Mr.
Edgar H. Merrill, who have been at Maple pairs on his house and has laid anew hardwood and Mrs. Lewis Knights, a soil
Terrace Farm since last February, have gone ! floor.Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Palmer were in
MARRIFH.
to Peak's Island and Mr. E. L. Cunningham Pittsfield last week visiting their daughter,
has taken the position-Mrs. E. L. Cunning- | Mrs. Fred Jackson.Mr. and Mrs. C. I. WhitBartlett Brown. In Searsmont, Septemham, daughter Edna, and Master Emery Cun- ! comb of Belfast were guests of their daughter,
ber
by A. G. Caswell, Esq.. Preston L. Bartningham went to Brooks Sunday-Rev. A. A. Mrs. T. S. Erskine, Sunday.E. H. Thomp- I lett 10,
of Liberty and Miss Ina Belle Brown of
Smith of Belfast will speak at the church Sun- son and family and Mrs. W. P. Jones were at Searsmont.
1
Bi rns-Ballentine. In W'atervillebept ember
day Sept. 20th at 2.30 f. m_ Miss Edwina S. K. Thompson’s Sunday.Miss Margie PoW ilson of Belfast, Caleb E. S.
Small, who has been in poor health for many land is teaching in the Sibley district in Free- 9 by Rev. D. L.Fairfield
and Miss Grace A. Balof Fort
Bums
|
Blood
and
Mrs.
Helen
Evalina
Emma
Mrs.
as
well...
dom.Miss
is
not
Dowling
years,
! lentine of Waterville. In
on
Mrs.
Helen
her
Knox
called
of
of
is
the
sister,
Wentworth
of Malden, Mass.,
Hampden, Septemguest
Caswell-Mansell.
of Waterville
Miss Louise Cunningham.... Mr. and Mrs. D. l Cushman and Mrs. Clara B. Palmer last week. ber 9, George Getchell Caswell
Miss Villa Blanch Mansell of Hampden.
.E. E. Tasker is doing some carpenter work and
H. Strout of Belfast were in town Sunday
In
Camden,
August 27, by
Heal-Leonard.
for Elden Yose, in Knox.Miss Neva Poland Rev. L. D. Evans, Andrew Wallace Heal and
calling on friends.
[ returned to Coburn Classical Institute, Water- Miss Elizabeth Leonard, both of Lincolnville. 5,
MOHIUIX.
OrdWAY-Leach. In Castine, September
ville, Wednesday.Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. |
i Wilbert E. Ordway of Castine and Miss Grace
The schools began last week with Mrs. Frank
Howard were visiting friends in Belfast and
Leach of Penobscot.
D.
3in
No.
Cross
Phebe
Miss
5
and
Hall in No.
In North Cushing,
! Camden last week.
Sherman-Marshall.
Mrs. Will Morey, from Montana, visited in town
September 9, Alfred F. Sherman of Rockland
and Miss Ethel E. Marshall of North
last week. Fred Jones of Belfast, who re-

Dr, and Mrs. Herman G. Hichborn and son
daughter Ruth closed their sumj
mer home here last Thursday and started on
an automobile trip to their home in CamWaterhouse shore, left last week for Great
in the family of G. N. Stevens and during this
Mass. All regret their departure.
Barrington. Mass.
short time she made many friends. The funer- bridge,
Rev. George H. Hamilton of Dover, former al was held Sept. 11th, Rev. H. W. Abbott of j
James Whitmore, station agent at Stockton,
1
pastor of the M. E. church of this place, ac- Palermo officiating. Mrs. C. M. Hurd sang is away on a vacation of a few weeks. Will
companied by his son, was in town last week several beautiful hymns. The abundance of he return a bachelor or a benedict? Confetti
calling on friends.
cut flowers testified to the high esteem in is on sale in town. W. F. Trundy supplies the

Martin Tripp of Florida was in town last
week. Mr. Tripp was born in North Searsport
and had resided in Hudson, Mass., many years
before going to Florida.

I

ive

and Mrs. Simeon F. Ellis returned last
Saturday from a week’s visit with Mrs. Ellis’
relatives in Bangor, Hampden and Winterport.
It was a most delightful reunion of cousins and

visiting

I

Fiell

in the

j Mr.

Mr.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Knowlton of Bath are
his father, Geo. Knowlton.Mrs.
Edith Perkins Gardner and little son Everett
of Howard, R. I., are visiting Mrs. C. M. Ayer.
They will be joined later by Mr. Gardner....
Annie, little daughter of Mr. and Mrs. True
McCurdy, fell and injured herself quite badly
last week. It was feared that her brain was

Miss Martha Ross left by train last Thursday
to resume her duties at kindergarten training
in one of the public schools in Brooklyn, N. Y.

I

J

|

the victory in

course.

LIBERTY.

greatly enjoyed.

•'Our little girl was two months old
when she got a rash on her face and
within five days her face and head were
all one sore. We used different remedies but it got worse instead of better
and we thought she would turn blind
and that her ears would fall off. She
suffered terribly, and would scratch
until the blood came. At night we
had to pin her hands down. This
went on until she was five months old,
then I had her under our family doctor’s care, but she continued to grow
He said it was eczema. When
worse.
she was seven months old I started to
use Cuticura Soap, Cuticura Ointment,
and Cuticura Resolvent, and in three
weeks
what a change! 1 kept using
the Cuticura Remedies for two months
and our baby was a different girl. You
could not see a sign of a sore and 6he
was as fair as a new-born baby, and ail
for the small cost of a dollar and seventyfive cents where we had spent tea
times the money for doctoring. She
is now wo years old and has not had a
sign of the eczema since. Mrs. H. F#
Budke, R. F D. 4, LeSueur, Minn,,
Apr. 15 and May 2. 1007.”
—

Monday for Boston !
His mother accompanied
en route for home.
him for an absence of six or eight weeks. She i
will visit relatives in Lowell and vicinity after
spending some time writh her son and wife,
town.

turning Thursday.
Our

was

Griffin of North Adams, Mass., arrived
in town Sept. 8th for a brief visit with his
mother, Mrs. Edward N. Harriman, and for
calls upon numerous old friends in his native
J. H.

Waldo* county and the State at large! May
Searsport.Hannah
this herald the coming of a sweeping victory
Capt. Charles K. Sawyer, died Sept. 12th at the for Taft and Sherman in November.
residence of her daughter. Mrs. B. F. Colcord. ]
Miss Maria Blanchard, her guest, Miss Minnie
illness of
| on Bay View street, after a short
Wherrett and Miss Beulah Cousens,
a kind, motherly woman, i Strout,Miss
was
She
diabetes.
|
last Thursday in Belfast, driving over
spent
those
of
the
wants
to
always administering
and a peep at the fair.
about her, and was an exemplary member of for shopping
Mrs. Amy G. Coleman accompanied her
the M. F. church. She was born in Belfast,
now Searsport, March 12, 1833, the daughter of
grandmother Pendleton to Thomaston last
Jo.siah and Livonia (Staples) Colson, and had Monday to visit her aunt, Mrs. Demuth, before
always lived in Searsport. She married Charles j joining her husband in Milford, Mass.
K. Sawyer, who died several years ago. She is
j Our Universalist parish extends thanks to
survived by one son, Charles 0. Sawyer, of the | Mrs. Ferdinand D. Harrriman for a donation of
firm of C. 0. Sawyer & Co., and by two daugh- $5 to the needed work of the hour, appreciatters- -Emily, wife of Capt. B. F. Colcord,
ing her kindly thoughtfulness to her old church
R. Giland Georgia P., wife of ('apt. W.
key—all of Searsport. Funeral services were
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat spent last
held Tuesday at the residence of her son-inThursday in Charleston, Maine, where they
View
on
street,
F.
Cant.
B.
Colcord,
Bay
law,
have decided to have their son Crawford enter
Rev. Harry Hill of the M. E. church officiating.
a fitting school, preparatory to taking a college

Sch. Elm City, Capt. Torrey, arrived Wednesday from Pictou, N. S., with 936 tons of coal
for the Canadian Pacific.

CURED AT SLIGHT COST
BY CUTICURA REMEDIES

j

Greely,

Ann

Mass of Itching Rash and Sores
—Would Scratch Till Blood Came
—Much Money Wasted in Fruitless
Treatments—Disease Was Soon
a

gap

Benjamin Grant, the aged invalid, is exceedingly restless of late, requiring almost constant
moving, which, however, gives him but little

CandiddteJ

Pour

By Terrible Eczema—Head Became

The Northland sailed Saturday with a cargo
of paper for New York, and an Italian bark
of shooks for Italy,
Our young townsman, Crawford Treat, only sailed Sunday with a cargo
to take
child of A. C. Treat, left Monday to enter Hig- The Italian bark Ines arrived Saturday
The lata cargo of shooks for an Italian port.
Maine.
Charleston,
Institute,
gin's
ter business is increasing steadily at Cape
Truman Lathrop came up from Islesboro
j Jellison. Our custom house official, Albert M.
Monday to cast his vote for our State ticket, Ames,
presents a fine appearance in his new
j
returning by steam launch that afternoon.
uniform, brass buttons, etc.
Rev Harry Enos Rouillard will speak next
Miss Lillian A. Simmons left early last week
Sunday morning, in the Universalist pulpit, on to resume her
teaching in the Dorchester di“Purpose.” Let there be a full attendance.
vision of the Boston schools, after spending
Mrs. Roxanna A. Simmons is poorly since
j her vacation in her native town with her
her recent accidental fall in her door yard. We mother, y^. Roxanna A. Simmons. She was
hope favorable symptoms may soon appear.
accompanied by her niece, little Miss Frances
Mrs. Sylvester B. Pendleton left Monday for Kimball, who joined her parents in their BosThomaston to visit her daughter and husband, ton home to be ready for the opening of her
Her recreation at her grandMr. and Mrs. George Demuth for a fortnight. school term.

j

Kent, returned to his home in Brook-

Fort

WAS THREATENED

of the street, filling as it does, a long-standing
in the business blocks in the village.

West Main street.

j

Eugene

at

There is great disappointment in Stockton
that our old residents, Capt. and Mrs. Ferdinand D. Hardman, have returned to their
present home in Washington, D. C., without
giving their numerous friends a visit. Their

SIOCKIOlUPRINGS.

lo.

DIED.

DEPOSITORS IN THIS BANK At

In Rockland, September 4, Jonas H.
12 days.
| Davis, aged 82 years, 4 months and
In Rockland, September 10,
Hallowell.
Alberta Evelyn, daughter of Frank M. and
Mabel Hallowell, aged 10 months and 15 days.
Davis.

AMERICAN

PORTS.

York, Sept. 8. Sld, sell. Augusta WSnow, San Juan; 9, ar, schs. John Cadwatlader,
Bangor; Catawamteak, Stonington, Me.; Maggie
Higgins. In Orland, Septembers, Lottie May
Ellen, Long Cove, Me.; Lottie Beard, Stockton
wife of Harry Higgins, aged 25 years,
was a
of
Ellis
Mass.,
I
Gilbert
Mr.
Hingham,
via New Rochelle; sld, sch. C. C. Willard, Long Higgins,
demand at his business place, corner Main and
(
4 months and 22 days.
guest last week at Mrs. Alvesta Hatch’s. I Cove; 11, ar, schs. J. Frank Seavey, Stonington;
Church streets.
In Rockland,September ..Herbert
Herbert.
of New Haven, Conn., is sld, sch. Lucy E. Friend, Newport News; 12, ar, Franklin, son of Robert and Kate Herbert.aged
j Mrs. Fannie S. Bridges was called to Belfast Mr. Samuel Adams
sch. Hannah F. Carleton, Bangor via Stamford;
in
town-Mr.
3 months and 18 days.
relatives and friends
13, armed, schs. St. Croix, Stockton; Merrill C.
last Saturday by the critical condition of her visiting
Hillman. In Troy, September 12, Millie,
W. Shepherd of Quincy, Mass., is Hart, Stonington via Newport; 14. ar, schs.
Freeman
63 years.
aged aunt, Miss Esther Frye, who recently
Damietta & Joanna, Frankfort; Mary Curtis, wife of Walter Hillman, aged
Mrs. N. R. Cross.... Mrs.
his
daughter,
visiting
O’Brien. In Rockland, September 9, Stephen
sulfered an apopletic shock. Miss Mary Hobbs j
do; J. R. Bodwell, Sullivan; Ida B. Gibson, Ban91
Mears of Lynn, Mass., and Mrs. Clara
O
Clara
Bricn, aged
years.
gor; Samuel Hart, Long Cove, Me.: Eagle, Banaccompanied Mrs. Bridges, having been her
In Camden, September 7, Marcellus
Prince.
Paul of Searsmont were visitors at Mrs. Helen gor; Abbie S. Walker, Stonington; 15, ar, schs.
65 years.
companion for some weeks.
Prince,
B.
Harold
aged
n
Cousens,
Frankfort;
Parker,
KenMarie
Mrs.
Rodney
Mears’ one day last week....
In West Frankfort, September 9,
Parks.
Bathurst, N, B.; Luther T. Garretson, Philadelj A small party of friends drove to Fort Point dall of
Parks.
Edward
Mrs.
Arlington, R. I., was a guest at Ernest
phia for eastern port.
last Thursday, to call upon Mr. and Mrs.
Stevens. In Liberty, September 9. Annie
Townsend’s last week.Mr. and Mrs. T. H,
Boston, Sept. 9, Ar, schs. Edw’ard J. LawCharles Soden previous to their closing of
Fuller, wife of Earl Stevens.
Mansfield of New York were visitors at Riley rence, Norfolk; Davis Palmer, Newport News;
Sawyer. InSearsport, September 12, Hannah
their cottage and departure for Newtonville,
Norfolk; Wm. L. Douglas and
Jackson’s last week.Rev. A. E. Skillings Paul Palmer,
widow of Capt. Charles Sawyer, aged <5
J.,
Gov.
sch.
ar,
10,
Baltimore;
P.
Hudson,
Mass. The music, always given there, was
George
here next Sunday.
years and 6 months.
ar. schs. H. S. Boynton,
11,
preaches
Norfolk;
Ames,
Mrs.
Young. In Vinalhaven, September 8,
highly appreciated by the callers.
Rockport, Me.; Rowa, Rockland; Wm. Picker- Samuel Young, aged 90 years.
Wm.
sch.
j
P.
THORNDIKE.
sld,
Ned
Walker,
do;
Two large excursions—one Thursday and
ing, Bangor;
Rev. D. Brackett will speak at the Center L. Douglass, Baltimore.
another Saturday—from Greenville and CarirrcrnBinnW
Philadelphia, Sept. 9. Cld, sch. Wawenock, i> nirm
next Sabbath....Albert S. Higgins and
church
bou, respectively, came to Penobscot Park
Saco; 10. cld, schs. Pendleton Brothers, Portsof
a
coat
houses
their
are
giving
last week to inspect the seashore, view the S. D. Higgins
mouth; W. H. Clifford, do; 12, ar, schs. Henry
from
I new
F. Kreger, New York; Clifford N. Carver, do;
paint....Ross C. Higgins has picked
big piers and smell the salt sea air. These
Hattie P. Simpson, Bangor; 15, ar, schs. Carrie
20 barrels of fancy Alexander
i
orchard
his
are the last of such excursions for 1908.
Look, High Island; Winchester, Stonington;
I apples and shipped them to parties in Boston, E.
Bessie C. Beach, do; Alice E. Clark, Portland;
! A goodly congregation greeted Rev. H. E. i
TO YOUR STORE OF
for his apples Samuel
He should receive a fancy price,
Dillaway, Bangor; Katharine D. Perry, ADD THIS FACT
Rouillard on Rally Day, last Sunday, a. the
I cannot be excelled this year. Richard and Sargentville.
KNOWLEDGE.
Universalisi church. The fall vigor is apparBaltimore, Sept. 11. Ar, sch. Ellen M. Golder,
Fred Higgins also shipped some fancy fall
Rockport.
ently manifesting itself in various branches of
Fred
L.
that many
Higgins
Norfolk, Sept. S. Sld, sch. Cora F. Cressey,
Kidney disease advances so rapidly
j apples to Boston Monday....
the work of this parish. With all bills paid to I_i
rotnmpfl from Baneor last ThursSearsport; 11, sld, sch. Gov. Brooks, Searsport. a person is firmly in its grasp before aware of
date, and a bit in the treasury, the outlook Is
San Francisco, Cal., Sept. 5. Ar, stmr. Virride... Leslie L.
Prompt attention should be given
day and report a hot, dusty
ginian. Colcord. Honolulu via Salma Cruz; 8, ;ts progress.
promising.
in
If
the slightest symptom of kidney disorder
Higgins, who has been very ill at his home
sld, stmr. Arizonian, iapley. Honolulu, etc.
is good news
Dr. J. F. Ryder left Thursday for Boston en
Pascagoula, Sept. 9. Ar, sch. Alice Lord, there is. a dull pain in the back, headaches, dizzy
Springvale, is improving, which
or if the
route to New York, where he will visit before to his friends here... .Charles Smith, who was Caibarien.
or a tired, worn-out feeling,
Port Tampa, Sept. 8. Ar, sch. Wm. k. Park, spells
resuming his duties as Chief of the Bureau of assisting Hon. A. I. Brown with his duties as New Orleans,
urine is dark, foul-smelling, irregular and atAnimal Industry in the U. S. department at Secretary of State in Augusta last week, reGulfport, Miss., Sept. 8. Ar, sch. Fred W. tended with pain, procure a good kidney remedy
Mrs. Ryder accompanied him to turned home
Boston.
Friday night.... Miss Hattie Ayer, San Juan.
at once.
Portsmouth, N. H., Sept. 10. Ar, schs. GovTemple Heights to visit a friend boarding Gilliatt, who has been quite ill, is now able to ernor Powers, Baltimore;
Your townspeople recommend Doan’s Kidney
Edward E. Briery,
there and returned Thursday night.
ride out_Mr. and Mrs. Benj. Ames will do; Marie Palmer, Philadelphia; 12, sailed, sch. Pills.
Read the statement of this Belfast
jI Russell 0. Gardner took Saturday’s steamer move to Pittsfield this week....Miss Evelyn Mary L. Crosby, New York.
citizen :
sch.
10.
Auburn,
Ar,
Brunswick, Ga., Sept.
who has been visiting
W. R. Clifford, Northport Avenue, Belfast,
for his Boston home after spending two weeks C. Higgins of Boston,
Boston; 11, ar, schs. Theoline, Boston; Wm. H.
statement
with his mother, Mrs. A. M. Gardner. Mr. G. friends and relatives in Waterville and Thorn- Sumner, Newport News.
Me., says: “I can only add to the
;
Jacksonville, Sept. 11. Ar, schs. Helena, San I
Doan's Kidney Pills in 1905,
holds a responsible position in the long estab- dike, has returned to Massachusetts-Harvest
endorsing
gave
as ChilJuan, P. R.; Frank Barnet, Boston; Nantasket,.
lished firm of Joseph Breck & Sons, seeds and Moon Grange will observe Sept. 26th
that whenever I have used them since, they
News.
|
entered their dren’s day_Some of our farmers are busy Newport
having
implements,
Cld, sch. Scotia, Sa- have always proven just as effective as in the
agricultural
Port Reading, Sept. 11.
A severe attack of kidney
securing their ensilage corn, others picking lem.
first instance.
employ on leaying the city High school.
Fernandina, Sept. 12. Sld, sch. Georgia Gilwas
jI Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Snell left the middle of : and hauling their sweet corn, some digging
trouble led me to use this remedy. There
Boston.
and shippingapples. kev,
the region of my
last week for their home in Malden, Mass., potatoes and some picking
Mobile, Sept. 12. Ar, sch. Henry Crosby, a constant dull pain across
and making me
Havana.
after spending a month with his mother, Mrs. i
kidneys, sapping my strength
PALEK'lll CENTER.
Bangor, Sept. 9. Ar, schs. Edward H. Blake,
were other sympThere
miserable.
her
is
aunt,
Sarah Snell. Our former townsman is at the
visiting
Miss Lila Northrup
Newport News; Celia F., Port Reading; sailed, generally
which
head of the grammar schools of Malden, hav- Mrs. M. S. Campbell, at Augusta, for a few schs. R. L. Tay, New York; Kit Carson, Sag toms of kidney complaint in evidence
a
in
as
teacher
of
Harbor; W. D* Hilton, Bridgeport and New plainly proved that my kidneys were at fault.
duty days before resuming her duties
twenty rooms,
ing the managment
Doan’s Kidney
York; Omaha, Boston; 10, sld, schs. Grace Davis,
for which he apparently is well equipped in all Sanford....Mrs. Matilda Trask Boynton sang
Having my attention called to
New York; J. M. Harlow, New Haven; Serena
two boxes com! at the Chapel Sunday, which was much appre- S. Kendall, Bridgeport; 11, ar, schs. Wm. B, Pills, I prucured a supply and
ways.
StockI have been pracj
Mr. and Mrs. E.
Palmer, Newport News; Edith McIntyre,
pletely cured the attack.
The campers, Mr. and Mrs. L. P. Lawton, ciated by a goodly number....
since and still
ton Springs; 12, ar, sch. Miles M. Merry, Nortrouble
have
from
L.
free
kidney
beei^visiting
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
Mass.,
of
P.
W. Pinkham
Goodhue,
tically
Lynn,
Mr. and Mrs. A.
folk; sld, sch. A. F. Kindberg, New York; lo.ar.
I hear complaining
for
the
advise
this
to
anyone
in
schs.
past
D.
place
P.
continue
relatives
Mrs.
Lancaster, friends and
Lancaster and Mr. and
sch. Mary S. Palmer, Newport News; sld,
Pills a
1
Norfolk.
j broke
a delightof their kidneys to give Doan’s Kidney
week....Mr. and Mrs. Charles Newhall recent- Miles M Merry and Wm. B. Palmer,
camp Monday morning after
Portland, Sept. 10. Ar, schs. Wm. C. Car- trial.”
in
Somerville.
ful outing of some weeks at Sandy Head. ly visited Mr. Newhall’s mother
ton,
do;
Baltimore; Van Allens Bough
Price 50 cents. FosFor sale by all dealers.
them there, finding ,_Miss Abbie Phillips of Massachusetts is negie,
Nathaniel T. Palmer, Norfolk; Marcus L.
Many friends called upon
table or bon- visiting her brother, Charles Phillips... Mr. Urann, coal port; Samuel J. Goucher, Balti- ter Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents
a very cordial welcome to tents,
News: Presfor the United States.
and Mrs. Hartland Cutler and A. D. Cutler of more; Rebecca Palmer, Newport
fire and clam roast.
at the home cott Palmer, coal port.
visited
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no
recently
3. Sld, sch. Mia-May. RockThe Misses Louise and Helen Colcord, cous- Waltham, Mass.,
Sept.
Searsport,
Howard
Willie
Norfolk,
sld,
other.
Turner..
P.
Small,
W.
J.
port; 13, ar, sch. Martha
ins, and the brother of the latter, Allen Colcord, of their uncle,
——.
|
Henry Fairbanks, bark Sava (Ital.), Messina; sch. Elm City,
left their uncle's home last week for other and family, accompanied by
Stockton, Sept. 9. Arrived, bark Ives (Ital ).
while at the farm, have
keth
of
their
in
New
homes
one
guests
their
to
Millbridge,
return
visits on their
Vinalhaven; schs. Gracie J.,
New
for a week before returning
Nyman, Rockland; 10, sld, sch. Northland,
York. Fred and Walter Colcord, sons of F. D. gone to Thomaston
Brown’s CorThe Batchelder homestead at
home in Somerville, Mass.... Mrs. S. J.
will
T.
and F. A. Colcord of Brooklyn, N. Y., are at to their
ner % mile from Northport Campground,
Halls Quarry, Me., Sept. 10. Ar, sch. L.
of Ansoma, Conn., are visitchildren
and
Lane
uncle and aunt,
and son. Mr.
be sold at a bargain. Ajiply to
present the guests of their
ing at the home of J. W. Turnerand Mrs. S. M. Whitmore, Deer Island.
duntqn
r
Frances
Hyde,
Stonington, Sept. 12. Ar, schs.
| Lane is expected later-Mr.
Capt. and Mrs. Melvin E. Colcord.
38tf
Savings Bank Building, Belfast, Me.
who have been boarding near China New York; Annie R. Lewis, Bar Harbor; sld,
The Stockton public schools opened Monday Handy
to schs. Florence A., New York; Fanny and hay,
have
returned
weeks,
two
the
for
Lake
past
teachers:
for the fall term with the following
the Howard and Handy farm. Mr. and Mrs. do.
Charlie Ross,
FOREIGN PORTS.
Grammar school, in village, Miss Marcella St. Harry Handy and her brother,
Miss Elva M. arrived at the farm Monday, where they will,
Intermediate,
of
Dover;
Havana, Sept. 4. Sld, sch. Henry Crosby,
Onge
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
vacation...
their
pass
of Dover;
several days with Mobile.
xt- u
of
Randell; Primary, Miss Mae Donahoe
Hustus of Augusta, passed
On the street, from Main street to foot
Honolulu, Sept. 9. Ar, stmr. Alaskan, Nichthis week. ...Mrs.
sweater.
Sandypoint, Miss Clara Berry; Lowder Brook, her father, Walter Snell,Mrs. Pullen of
or on steamboat wharf, a gray
Seattle.
and
square
Tacoma
China, ols,
Miss Clifton Dowe and son, also
Gov- The finder will be rewarded by leaving the
Mrs. Sarah Jordan Clifford; Cape Jellison,
Newcastle, N. S. W., Aug. 31. Ar, ship
BEN D. FIELD o.
visited at D. W. Benner’s Monday... School at
same at
ernor Robie, Callao.
7th,
Monday,
September
Maymie Pendleton; Narrows, Miss Cynthia
Comer
began
16, 1908.—Iw38p
schs. R. Bow12.
Nicker- Greely
Belfast,
September
Cld,
BeBSie
I
N.
Miss
St.
B.,
Sept.
John,
Roberts’
district,
I
Bennett;
with Eddie Cain as teacher.
son of Swanville.
New
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Do not be left without ice next
are it will be your own fault,
| bought land and privilege on Goose
: best ice field in reach of this city), w
building a large house to store 3,000 ;
! This ice field is situated one mile
I mills and assures pure domestic ice.
I also guarautee an up-to-date an
I delivery.
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